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ABSTRACT

Chronic childhood illness is a life experience which has short and

long term reverberaEions for the child and his/her family. Literature

and experience confirm that there are a range of psychosocial issues

which arise out of chronic pediatric i1lness.

This practicum experience provided Ehe opportuníty to develop a

better understanding of this life situation and to explore the role of

the social worker in facilitating the ongoing process of coping and

adaptation in chronically i11 children, and all family members. This

practicum design which combined research and clinical intervention

activiEies furÈhermore allowed Lhe student to develop assessment and

intervention skills in this area. Assessment and treatment approaches

involved an inEegraEion of the broad ecological perspective with the

problem centered model of farnily therapy (which incorporaÈes the

McMaster model of family funcEioning), Leventhalrs model of psychosocial

assessment of children with chronic childhood disease and other

expressive/projective techniques drawn from Ehe play therapy 1iÈeraEure.

Evaluation data was based on three selected sEandardized measures

and in depth farnily assessment interviews. These interviews also

provided information about the impact of social work involvement and

other identified needs.

The selected assessment and intervention models were found to

very helpful in illuminating the process of copíng in families and

planníng and implementing appropriate treatmenÈ strategies. This

practicum also permitted the developnent of additional clinical ski11s

be

in

-l_-



in working with chronically i11 children and

nulti-disciplinary health care setting.

Èheir families in a

- 11 -
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PART I - INTRODUCTION

ChapÈer i - IntroducEion To Problem Area

Chronic illness is a term ¡vhich has wide usage. Mattsson who has

undertaken extensive work in this area has broadly defined chronic

illness as a disorder with a protracted course which may be progressive

and fatal or may be associated wiÈh a relatively normal lifespan despite

impaired physical and mental functioning. He further notes tha¡ such a

disease frequently shows periods of acute exacerbaEion requiring

intensive medical aEtenÈion followed by periods of management (Mattsson

1972:802). The occurrence and experience of chronic illness is

particularly disruptive and difficult to accept when the patient is a

child or adolescent. This is due to the frequently massive disturbance

of the childrs normal developmental progress and because such an event

contradicÈs our deeply rooted beliefs and assumptions about the natural

"order of things". As a society we view childhood as a time for growth,

learning and as a life stage characÈerized by energy, freedom and vigor

(Stein and Jessop, 1984: I94).

concurrently the diagnosis of serious long-term illness presents a

multiÈude of new demands and tasks. As a result of these factors

chronic childhood illness tends to have far-reaching psycosocial

pragmatic effecÈs which reverberaEe throughouÈ the family system.

her book entiEled chronic rllness in cþildren, Travis attempts Èo

its primary features in the following comprehensive description:

the child with long term illness is a
psychosocial being who functions as a whole in a
changing matrix of relationships and events to which
she/he responds and upon rvhich he/she reacLs. The

,
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task is elusíve because of the constancy of change.
A chronic illness groú¡s better or worse, the
increasing age of rhe child places his/her illness in
a different developmental framework: Ehe parents
bend, sEraighten or collapse under the stress of the
chitdls illness and other events and relationships
(Travis , 7976:I).

This definítion effectively captures the conplexity and

multidimensional naÈure of the stress and Èasks which confront the

chronically ill child and his/her family. Tt is a life event which has

a pervasive and dynamic impact on the child and family Iife. Every

disease has some unique features and implications wiEh regard to:

fatality (prognosis), pain, disfigurement, impairment of daily

functioning and activity paÈterns and the need for residential

adaptations. Thus chronic illness is an umbrella term rather than a

specific entiEy (Travis,1976:1). Nonetheless alI chronically i11

children share certain conmon experiences such as: some pain and

discomfort, the need to adhere to medical and Èreatment regimens,

struggles related to identity (i.e.: with regard to peer group

relationships) and uncerÈainty about the future.

The current medical approach to Èreatment of chronically i11

children is primarily focused on Lhe Ëhe specific feaEures of the

particular disease entity thus hampering thinking about chronic illness

in more than a piecemeal fashion (Strauss , 1984:7). lt is íncreasingly

being suggested thaE a broader approach characterízed by a shift away

from the focus on medical issues and the acute phases of chronicity to

the daily lives and psychosocial impacts of patients and their fanilies

would be more he1pful. This rvould involve a reorientation of attention

away from nedical treatment in the health care facility to the short and



long term tasks and coping strategies which musE be addressed in every

day family and community living (Germain, 1984:58, Bergman et al. 1979:

266-267; Leventhal, 1984:77).

The traditional medical model rvhich has served as the foundation of

treatment for the il1 child and family has not adequately addressed t.he

spectrum of psychosocial, developmental, instrumental and environmental

issues which Ehese familíes face. Given Ehe broader scope of the

systems based social work perspecEive and the particular concern wiÈh

the psychosocial aspects of the illness experience, the social worker

can potenEially make important contributions to t.he overall care of the

clinicalty í11 child and his/her family. lIhile social work Services do

exist in most health care settings Ehey ofren lack the credibility and

staÈus granÈed to other disciplines. Furthermore, due to limited

resources, social work efforts often by necessity represent fire-fighting

acEivities v¡hich are directed at alleviating crises and providing short

term emotional support. As a result of these factors, limited energy

has been directed into developing interventive strategies aimed at

helping faurilies to cope v¡ith the range of rong term stressors,

disruptions and needs they experience in an effective manner.

Chapter ii - Target Population and RaEionale

As stated, the term chronic illness embraces a spectrum of

conditions and diseases and tends Ëo be utilized differentially by

theorisEs, clinicians and researchers. The literature often includes

Permanent, and relatively sÈatic disorders as rvell as Ehose which are

usually fatal within this category. Irrhile this is appropriaEe in many
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medical contexts given that these types of diseases share some key

conmon features with chronic itlnesses (uncertainty regarding the

fuÈure, distorted body irnage, family stresses and disruptions) there are

some apparent subsÈantial variations as we11. For example, the family

of a child t+ith cancer faces some very differenÈ psychosocial issues

than Èhe family of a child v¡iEh asthma or juvenile rheumatoid arthritis

who may have a relatively normal expected lifespan but who requires

intensive and potentially exhausEive home Eherapy and attenLion. The

point being made is not Lo minimize the shared stresses which all

families of i11 children experience but rather to reinforce the need for

the student to establish some conceptual parameters for the target

population of interest. A degree of uniformity within the selected

client group was necessary and desirable in order to draw meaningful

conclusions about Ehe impact of the illness experience and Ehe

effectiveness of treatment. I,Iithout such parameters, accurate

generalizations would have been precluded by a specErum of confounding

variab les .

Hagen eE al (1986) discuss the issues involved in research of the

young chronically iIl child in depth. They suggest a non-categorical

approach in understanding the impact of chronic illness. This involves

idenÈification of characterisEics rvhich exist across disease categories.

They describe seven dimensions which have emerged as critical in

consideration of the inpact of the disease on the child and farnily.

These include: etiology, duraEion, survival, Eanagement, effects on

activity, visibí1ity and economics. This nodel incorporates t\,üo central

notions: (i) that the diagnostic labe1 itself is relatively meaningless
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regarding psychosocial implications and (2) that types of disease

feaEures (i.e. fatality) affect the tasks and adjustmenr of the child

and faurily (ttagen et a1., 1986:52-53; Srein, f9B3:54).

The features of interest which define chronic illness as it was

udersËood in this pracLicum include:

1. an illness which has primarily physiological orígins;

2. which involves continual or intermittenE symptoms which are

painful, bothersome, disruptive or embarassing;

3. illnesses which are not necessarily curable but are Eo a

greater or lesser extent manageable;

4. illnesses which require ongoing medical aEtention, supervision

and treatment;

5. diseases which have a protracted and possibly progressive

course but r¿hich are not usually associated v¡iEh a fatal ouEcome;

6. diseases which tend to have a substantial impact on the chíId's

psychosocial, emotional, cognitive and academic development (i.e.

enforced dependency, body image distortions, absences from school,

limited activity);

7. illnesses that necessitate subsÈanEial adjustments or

restrictions of lifestyre and family life (Mattsson, r97z:r83; Travis,

I976:3; Bracht, I979:135-137; Hagen and Anderson, 1986:52-53.

The sick child must not only cope with the range of issues faced by

the chronically ill adurt but, in addition, must confront powerful

social and psychological consequences of the disruption of t.he formaEive

years of his/her development. Bloom states thaL variation in the

environment has the greaEest quantitative effecL on a characteristic
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during its most rapid period of change and least effect on the

characteristic during its least rapid period of change (Travis, I976zI).

This principle suggesÈs that the irnpact of the irlness is crosely

associated with the childrs developmental stage as well as other

pre-existing individual characteristics and ecological variables. Since

one of the objectives of thís proposal is to gain an increased

understanding of these developmental issues, the student did not limit

the target population Èo children of a certain age category. Given the

selecteci target population (children with inflarnmatory bowel disease)

the anEicipated age range encompassed preschool to late adolescent

aged children (see Part rv, chapter i for further information).

Chapter iii - Personal Objectives

This practicum plan was designed to assist the student in

addressing the following personal learning objecEives:

1. E.o gain a comprehensive undertanding of the impact of childhood

chronic illness on the farnity through a review of the literaEure and

practice experience;

2. to develop an understanding and knor*rledge base regarding the

impact of chronic illness on the chiId, particularly wiÈh regard to

developmental features ;

3. to ut.ilize an ecological approach in exploring the role of the

social worker wiÈh these families;

4. to explore Ehe usefulness of Ehe problen-cenEered psychodynanic

model of farnily therapy as a practice model for intervening within these

farni 1y sys t.ems ;



5. to develop an ability Èo work effecËively wiEhin a

multidisciplinary active treatment health care setting;

6. to systemaEically evaluaEe the effectiveness of the selected

approach in working wiLh the targeÈ population;

7. to expand and refine assessment and íntervention skills in

working with chronically i11 children and their families.

Chapter iv - Clinical Questions

A review of the available applied and theoreÈicar riterature

revealed an abundance of general discussion but also some apparent gaps in

particular areas. The student atEempted to summarize these gaps at the

outset of the practicum experience in the following quesLions:

l. I^Ihat. are the psychosocial effects (stresses, changes,

disruptions) of serious long term childhood chronic illness on the

fami 1y ?

2. l'Jhat are the specific psychosocial effects on the il1 child? How

does the child's illness interact with developnental tasks?

3. What are the copíng mechanisms employed by families in order to

manage t.hese stresses and demands?

4. What types of styles are associated wiLh naximal adaptation and

management of Ehe illness?

5. Are Ehere certain variables rvhich moderate the employment of

effective coping sÈyles? I^Ihat are they?

6. How effective is the ecological approach which incorporates

rnulÈi-1eve1 (individual, fanily, social support network) intervenEions

in assisting families to resolve problerns and promoting adaptive coping



styles?

7. How effective and appropriate is Ehe problem-centered

psychodynamic model of farnily therapy as an adjunct to Ehe ecological

approach in resolving internal fanily systems issues?

It was not Èhe inÈention or expectation of the studenE to undertake

empiricar study of these questions. Rather, these enquiries were

formulated Eo provide conceptual clarity with regard to those features

of the target population which had not been adequately examined or

documented in the literature and which were therefore of particular

interest. systernaEic and thorough social work assessment, the

application of appropria.te evaluation instruments (see part rv, chapter

ix - The ImpacE of Childhood Chronic lllness on the Child and Family)

and the accumulation of direct experience with the selected clienÈ group

provided some nehl undersEanding of these issues. It v¡as not intended

however that causal conclusions be drawn. The experience and findings

of this practicum do however provide direction for clinical practice and

further research in this area.



PART II - LITERATURE REVIEI^T

Preface

hlhile there is a growing body of research and literature on the

common psychosocial features of serious childhood chronic illness, there

is stil1 much that is not knor¿n. There is for example, an increasingly

well recognized need for exploraEion of Ehe differential impacts of

pediatric chronic illness on family members such as Ehe parental

subsystem and siblings. Also despiÈe the traditional categorical

approach to treatment, 1ittle has been actually documented about the

psychosocial impacts of specif ic diseases. I,'rhiIe much has been said

about typical problems, research is needed which focuses on explicating

faclors moderaEing adapEive vs maladaptive coping. Theorists and

researchers have very recently begun Lo recognize the relevance of

developmental factors in the adjustment of the il1 child and his/her

sibrings, although understanding these variables is in its infancy

(Perrin, 1986:7; Cerreto, 1986:24-25). One of the most srriking gaps in

the Iiterature to date is the absence of discussion regarding

interventive strategies. The tendency to "1urnp" children with chronic

illnesses with disabled and acutely i11 children creates some confusion.

The looseness with which many sEudy populations are defined renders

their conclusions difficult Èo interpret. Comparative study of these

populations is needed Eo clarify these quesEions.

The difference betr.¡een the multi-disciprinary and ecological

frameworks is that the former incorporates a set of specialized view

points r¡hile the latter is prinarily concerned with Ehe

interrelationship between dimensions. This conceptualizaÈion is in a
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sense meEaphorical for the following literature revier¡ which attempts to

integrate and summarize the body of literature regarding the experience

of chronically i11 children and their families. Included within this

review are references from medicine, psychiatry, psychology, nursing,

education, cultural anthropology and social work. I,Jhile rhis meld of

viewpoints nay nuddy the distincE differences in perspective which are

characEeristic of particular disciplines, it is felt that this

integraEion will provide a richer, more multi-dimensional understanding

of this population. The persistence in and commitment to expanding the

range of vision rather than narrowing it, is in essence social workts

most imporÈant conEribution to Ehe helping field.

Chapter i - Impact of Chronic lllness on the Family

(a) Overview

Chronic childhood illness is relatively co¡nmon. Green and Haggerty

estimate that 10-207" of. all children in the United StaEes suffer from a

serious chronic disorder (Green and Haggerty. 1968 from: Bergman et al,

1979: 267; Gortmaker and sappenfield 1984: 4). The narional healrh

survey (U.S.) provided physical examinations for a probability sample of

children ages 6-11 years from 1963-f965 and youth ages 12-17 in

7966-1970. Findings revealed Èhat one child in eight and one youth in

five had one or more significant cardiovascular, neurological,

musculoskeleEal or oÈher physical abnormality (Travis, I976: 4). Some

of the most prevalent chronic illnesses are: asthma, epilepsy,

juvenile rheumatoid arthritis, cystic fibrosis, inflamraatory bowel

disease and diabetes (Mattsson. 1972: 802). A few childhood chronic
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diseases such as polio and rhuematic fever have been eliminated Ëhrough

uredical advancements although most remain incurable but manageable.

Surprisingly little has been documenÈed regarding t.he experience of

families with chronically i11 children. Three nain facEors have been

cited as explanation of Èhe sparseness of sÈrong research in this area:

1. the patient populations of mosÈ medical centres is insufficient

Èo alIow valid group comparisons

2. Èhere are few valid and reliable measurements

3. research involving rnultiple sources of daÈa is difficulE to

analyze. (U:.f lers and Thor¡as f rom: Tritt and Esses, 1986:2;

Hagen et al., 1986: 50)

In a recent survey of the existing literature on the effects of chronic

childhood illness on the family, Tritt and Esses summarize several key

assertions whích are predominanE;

1. Childhood chronic illness represents a major sLressful life

event for all family members. The degree of sEress is thought Eo be

connected to such factors as: pre-morbid family functioning, financial

sErains, social supports and previous coping experiences. (Trute and

Hauch, 1986:I4 and 22)

2. Fanilies wherein Èhere is a chronically ill child musÈ

invariably cope with a complex nerd set of instrumental demands (ie:

transporting the child to regular clinic appointments, carrying out home

treatments) and emotional strains (ie: the need to balance aÈtention Èo

the ilI child with oÈher member's need for support) (Fortier and

I.Ianlass, 1984:13)

3. Chronically i11 childrents reactions to stress are heavily
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infruenced by the coping responses of their social support networks,

especially their parenrs (tritt and Esses, 1986: I1 ).

rt is widely agreed that the family provides the context in

which the processes of Ehe child's adjustmenÈ take place and is the

essential provider of love, support and socialization (Travis,

r976:30-33; Tritt and Esses, l986:113; Epsrein and Bishop J.981 2447)

This well established principle substantiates the need to nurture and

uphold the family in order to assist the child to adjust. Recent

documentation of clinical experience has elicited some highly relevant

information about those aspects of family funcÈioning typically effected

by the Presence of a chronically ill child. Those include: role strains

and shifts, changes in extrafamilial and intrafanilial communication

paEterns, alEered faniry alliances, readjustments in the parent-chi1d

relationships, loss of confidence in parenÈing skills, and disparate

disciplíne Practices for the ill versus the well siblings in the family

(Drotar:1985); Johnson et a1., 1985:310; Mattsson, r972:g03, Mccubbin

and Figley, 1983:251' Travis, Ig76:44-45; Tritt and Esses,

1986:113-115).

irlhile the demands and sEresses vary to a greaÈ degree depending

upon the particular disease features and other factors, certaín tasks

may be identified which are experienced by nost familíes with a

chronically il1 child. These are; acceptance of and adherence to a

nedical and treaEment regimen, adjusEment to the loss of normaliÈy, an

ongoing unpredictability about the child's health, reactions of siblings

and rhe dynamic psychosocial adjustment of the ill chitd (sÈrauss,

1984:I3-I7; Travis , I976:44; Trirt, 1983:4-6).
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(b) chronic Anxiety, Mourning and Family system Dysfunction

Other investigators in this area emphasize the common experience of

prolonged feelings of guilt and associated anxiety in many parents of

sick children, particularry uoEhers (Mattsson, rg72:g06). This is

predictable given that mothers remain the primary caregivers ín most

families. Several studies have concluded that mothers of chronically

i11 children frequently experience psychological disturbance. McCrae

reported that 79 percent of mothers of children with cystic fibrosis

described themselves as run down or depressed. Allan found that 50

percenE of mothers of children wiEh cystic fibrosis required treatment

for depression. I,Jalker deÈernined Ehat half of her sample of 106

moLhers of children with spina bifida were LTorried or depressed. Many

of these sEudies lack controls and use. problematic measurement

techniques. We also do not know if these psychosocial effects are also

shared by fathers who were not included in Ehe sLudies.

It has been reported that many families experience the stages of

mourning described by ElizabeEh Kubler-Ross, beginning with acuÈe

anxiety and fear followed by a period of denial, particularly if

symPÈoms are noE dranatic or subside. Feelings underlying denial often

involve mourning the loss of the desired normal child (Trout,

1983:338-339; Mccubbin and Figley, 1983:26). These feelings are

frequently rnanifested through overt hostility Eowards medical staff and

non-compliance with established routines. The stage of acceptance is

described as a process thorugh which parenEs can verbalize and masEer

resentful and self-accusatory feelings abouÈ having been responsible for

having transmitted or caused the disease (Fortier and lrlanlass,
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I9B4:I4-I5; Mattsson, I972:807).

Those parents who renain highly anxious and guílt-laden tend to

cope with their emotional distress, through protecting, pampering and/or

severely limiting Ehe childrs acEivities. These patterns predictably

lead to dysfuncÈional adjustment in the child and ín the family system

as a whole (Croake, 1984:463). Undesirable behavior patterns

characterized by self-destructiveness, clinginess and general apathy nay

resulE (Friedman and Hockelman, 1980:130-132; Mattsson, I972:802). In

such families it is suggesLed that the overprotectiveness retards the

chíldren's development of autonomy and compeEence.

Minuchin, Baker, Rosman, Liebman, Milmon, Todd argue that certain

family interacEional patterns such as enmeshment and rigidity I'Lrigger

the onset or hamper the subsidence of psychophysical processes or both'r

(Minuchin, Baker, Rosman, Liebman, Milmon, Todd, I975:1033). Unresolved

chronic guilt and anxiety seem to be particularly evidenE in the

following circumsÈances; when the child suffered a life threatening

condition aÈ birth, when the child is afflicted by a hereditary

condition which is present among relat.ives, when the chíldts illness

reactivates emoEional conflicts stemming from the past death of a

significant oÈher and lastly when the child was unwanted initially thus

provoking a mixture of loving and rejecting feelings (Mattsson,

L97 2:807 ) .

Dillon suggests utilization

rather than patient and family as

and intervention process. She is

to comprehend and respond to the

of the concept of rrillness familyt'

separate components in the assessment

critical of practice models which tend

paÈient. and fanily as seperaLe
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diagnostic entities with many things in common rather than as

inseparable parts of an interacting system" (Di11on, 1985:36).

Díl1on suggesEs for example, that rrre not focus on the reverberaEions of

Lhe patients illness on the family but also the reverberaÈions for the

patienE who must adjust and respond to the familyrs process of dealing

u¡ith the illness. Thus Dillon emphasizes Ehe notion of reciprocity in

planning intervention sErategies. She further argues thaÈ the

development of serious illness may be viewed as an articuration or

outcome of prior family systems probrems (ni1lon, 1985:37). while Èhe

wriEer advocates therlfamily as a wholett perspective, this vierv appears

somewhat simplistic and appears to overlook the organic and

environmental factors in the etiology and course of serious illness.

(c) Differential Irnpact of Illness on Farnily Members

One of the emerging directions in the recent literature is the need

to explore the differenÈial impact of the illness on individual family

members and subsystems. In her Ph.D. dissert.ation on the psychosocial

adaptation of siblings of children v¡ith chronic medical illnesses, Tritt

found that the healthy siblings are sometimes draroatically effected by

the illness of their brother or sister, often experiencing feelings of

isolation and jealousy. rt is suggesÈed that Ehese emotions sÈem at

least partly frorn the intensified relaEionship between the sick child

and his/her parents (Burton, I979:-190-192; Tritt, 1983:6). Travis also

noted Ehat siblings often fear becorning conEaminated wiEh the illness

and feel guilty about having caused it (Travis, 7976:57).

A related theme is the growing recognition thaL Ëhe sErength and

funcLioning of the marital dyad is a key deternining fact.or in Èhe
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adjustment of the i1l child, the oLher siblings and the family as a

rshole. Some empirical research has been undertaken to examine the

parentrs coping and the impacE of this life event on the marital

relaÈionship. These studies document a high degree of marital stress

and a need for reorganization within Èhe family. The ability of the

parents Eo support one another, share feelings and household and child

care responsibilities, and to engage in mutual decision-making seem to

be essential componenÈs of successful coping (Krulik, 1980:573; McCubbin

and Figley, 1983:32; Travis, I976:49-5I). In addition, the ability of

the parenLs to define the illness in a healthy yet realistic manner

seems to decrease negative feelings and interactional patterns

(Anderson, 1981:428; McCubbin and Figley, 1983:31). For example, one

mighÈ expect that if moEher and father agree about not pampering the iI1

child, sibling conflict nay be decreased.

There has been some discussion regarding Èhe potentially different

impacts of the illness between parents within the faroily of the

chronically i11 child. There are tl,ro obvious problems in this component

of Èhe 1iÈerature; firstly there is a prevalent assumption thaE most

families reflect the traditional nuclear structure and thaE single

headed fanilies are dysfunctional or unable to meet their own needs.

This is reflecEed in the judgemental and somtimes derogatory language

used to describe non-traditional family forms. Travis for example

describes the dramaEic difference in experience of Èhe rrintact" vs "the

precariously balanced partial family". Furthermore she suggests that

the single moEher must "either reÈurn to her family of origin or lead

the life of a welfare recipient" in order to câre for the child aÈ home
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(Travis , I976:49).

DiIlon argues for a more progressive approach to assessment of the

rrillness systemrtand its supportive or reciprocal parts rather than an

assumpLion of traditional family structure which is the basis of much

social work theory. She ernphasizes that social workers must adapt their

fraroeworks to accomodaÈe and support non-traditional and alternate

family forms such as blended or divorced farnilies, gay couples wíth or

without children, and extended irumigrant families (nitlon, 1985:37).

A second concern r,rith the available literature on differential role

stresses is that it seems to presuppose a stereotyped traditional

definition of relaEionships and division of labor which, for many

fa¡nilies no longer applies. Figley and McCubbin describe Èhe mothers

coping style as representing a focus on the interpersonal dimensions of

family Iife including cohesiveness and emotional expressiveness while

fathers Eend to complement those efforts through attention to systems

maintenance dimensions of family life (t'tcCubbin and Figley, 1983:32-33).

While the patËerns identified by these theorisEs may be valid

descriptions of some families, they are noE necessarily representaÈive

of most.

The well siblings of chronically ill children have received little

aEtention by clinical investigators. Some recent Eheorists have

speculaEed Ehat brothers and sisÈers of the sick child bear the greatest

burden of stress since they receive less acknowledgemenÈ, support from

the community and must cope with the special attention given to the iIl

child (Perrin, 1981:1). In addition, the well siblings experience

anxiety imposed by the illness such as Èhe fear of Ehe sick child dying.
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In a few studies, siblings of children with serious illnesses (such as

cystic fibrosis, diabetes and gastroinËestinal disease) have been found

to be more inhibited and withdrawn than children in control groups

(Lavigne and Ryan, rgTg; Tow and Lawrence from: Tritt and Esses,

1986:117). rnconsistencies in research methodologies make direct

comparisons between sEudies difficulÈ. Also the lack of conÈrol groups,

broad variation in sibling ages and third party reports (usually

provided by parents) make generalization difficult. Further research

efforts which incorporate strong experimenÈal controls are needed.

(d) A Faroily Life cycle view: DeveloÞmentar considerations

All farnilies musE cope wiEh normative life transitions (such as the

birth of the first child and establishing identities as parents) as they

pass through the farnily life cycle. These anticipaLed developmental

events require ongoing adjustment and adaptation by all family members.

These transitions have long been acknowledged as stressors and poEential

triggers of crises depending upon how they are experienced by the family

(figtey and McCubbin, 1983:xxi). One of the factors which complicates

Èhe movement of a family through the life cycle stages is the fact that

each individual family member simultaneously proceeds through his/her

own developmental course. Thus developmenEal needs may overrap in

synchrony or may conflict and compete with one another (Carter and

McGoldrick, 1980:4-5; Mccubbin and Figley, 1983:xxiii; McGoldrick and

Gerson, 1985:3; Travis, I976:52-53). Most fanilies are able to rnodify

themselves through positive feedback mechanisms in order to adjusE to

these compeEing demands (t¡ichols , 1984:402-403).

The fanily with a chronically ill child must also cope with a whole
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set of additional demands, changes and chronic strains. Neurgarten

emphasizes Èhat the major stresses of life are "caused by events which

upset the sequence and rythum of the life cycle ..." (Neurgarten from:

carter and McGoldrick, 1980:5). Thus these farniries are faced with

addressing the usual demands of parenEing, working, managing a household

and finances but must also exert continuous effort to secure competent

medical care, carry out treatments, iniEiate lifestyle changes and

provide special attention to the ill child. Irrhile the child may get

beEÈer or worse he/she ís not a normal, healthy child; this fact often

produces a chronic or recurrent grief as the child moves Ehrough various

developmenEal stages (witler, 1981 from: Mccubbin and Figley, r9B3 243

Travis, 1976:53). It is not surprising then that this set of

interlocking demands frequently produces overwhelming sEress for the

family (Kazak and Marvin, 1984:68-69; Tritt and Esses, 1986:115) (see

Appendix 2: p. 2I3).

(e) Dysfunction vs Adaptation: A Changing perspective

The conceptual foundations underlying the majority of research to

daEe have relied heavily on the f ramer+orks of sEress, chronic sorro\,¡,

mourning and crisis (olschansky, r972; TritL and Esses, 1986:11I-112).

These theories continue to be useful in establishing an understanding of

the range of behavioral and psychosocial reactions of fanilies ¡.¡ith il1

children in times of high stress, loss or change such as diagnosis and

acute illness phases. They are limiÈed however in that they do not

address the process of adaptaEion which presumes the resiliences and

strengths inherent in all family systems (oillon, 1985:38-39; Longo and

Bond, 1984:61). Tritt and Esses point out a recent shift from a concern
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r.¡ith hov¡ the family system effects the child to a more systemic

orientation characteried by a focus on Èhe effects of illness on the

functioning of.the family sysEem. The emerging commitment of a system

based family centered approach hasrtput Èo question the utility and

appropriaEeness of using a psychopathological model for comprehending

the psychosocial impact of childhood chronic illness'r (tritt and Esses,

1986:11).

Dillon argues that since 'ra whole sysÈem becomes il1 when one

of its members does due to the shifts and breakdowns in interlocking

obligations and role reciprocities, independenÈ assessment of elements

of that sysLem runs the risk of missing crucial feaLures'r (Dillon,

1985:36). she therefore suggests the concept "of illness family" as the

unit of assessment and treaEmenE thus mainÈaining the socíal work focus

on the ecology of illness and wellness (Cou1ton, 1981; Geruain, IgTg

from Di1 1on, I 985 : 37 ) .

I^IhiIe Lhis life event ofEen represents a crisis situation with

subsequent multidimensional long term psychosocial implications for all

family members, these impacEs are by no means uniform for aI1 families

t¡ithin this population. For some families, successful negoLiation of

tasks and challenges involved in caring for an ill child promote fanoily

closeness, growth and well-being (tritt and Esses, 1986:rr2; MaLÈsson,

7972:808; Carr, 1984 frorn Trute and Hauch, 1986:20). It has even been

argued that having a handicapped child may actually funcÈion in some

instances to strengthen the marital relationship (xazak and Marvin,

I9B4z68). In his overview of the developmental and emotional irupacts of

varied chronic illnesses Perrin emphasizes Ehe finding thaË most
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families cope surprisingly well with the ongoing stresses of the

illness. He also draws attention to Èhe fact that variation in faurily

functioning varies as much within single diseases as it does between

disease categories (perrin, 1986:6).

The emerging awareness of the dramatic variability of family and

child responses has had raajor implications for research and pracEice.

Firstly there has been an acknowledgement that contemporary and future

research needs to be directed towards increasing knowledge and

undersEanding about which facLors distinguish families of risk (who are

likely to develop problems or sympEoms) from those who cope we1l. This

is a challenge which has been complicated by a number of variables which

have been postulated as moderators of adjustment Eo childhood chronic

illnesses. Developmental factors such as age and stages of indivídual

family members and the family life cycle phase are for example,

currently thought to dramaÈically effect the overall impact of this life

event (cerreto, 198:24; Hagan et al., 1986:49). specific illness

related characterist.ics including the illness traject.ory, severity,

imposed disabilities and impairment are also claimed to be predictive of

adjustment although Eheir relative importance has not been established.

Pre-morbid features of the chird (intelligence, social skills) and

family (narital stability, financial resources, career phases) are also

speculated as factors in psychosocial responses (p1ess, I986:296).

As a more holisEic ecological orientaEion has gained favorability,

increasing attention is being paid to Ehe existence and quality of a

social support system as a fundamental variable in Èhe child and

famiryrs ability to normarize rather than become overwhelmed by the
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presence of chronic illness in a child (Bergman et al., 1979:273;

Brandt , 7984:187; Schilling er al. , 1984:47).

As a result of the growing appreciation of the murtitude of

variables which impact upon the family's experience and secondly the

recognition that many of these farnilies adjusÈ wel1, the currenE

direcEion for research and pracEice in this area is towards the view

that illness introduces a consÈellation of adaptational Easks and

challenges which offer opportunities for growth as well as problems in

adjusEment. This fundamental shift in the understanding of this target

population has led Èo a mounting interest in and commitment to a

practice approach which emphasizes health and coping rather than

assuming maladjusÈment (tritt & Esses , 1986:113. Rose, l984: 177-r7B) .

A study r.ras recently undertaken by Trute & Hauch on a group of

non-clinical families who have adjusted well to the birth of a

developmentally disabled child. The main goal of this research Í¡as Eo

identify factors which were associated with positive adjustrnent. The

central assumption underlying this research was Ehat the identification

of adaptive patterns of coping could provide a guíde for inEervention

wíth families facing similar circumsEances. The wriEer recognizes that

there exist sone significant variations beÈween this population and

fanilies with chronically i11 children. However the paralle1s in Eerms

of Èhe stress and demands shared by both are sEriking (Trute and Hauch,

1986).

ResulEs of this study suggested thaÈ positive adjustmenÈ was

unrelaÈed to the level or severity of the childts disability, Èhe degree

of rtsoothability" of the child (extent to which the child could be
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comforted) nor was it directly linked to income level. Predominant

characteristics of these families included:

1. most were two parent families rvith a small number of children;

2. there v¿as a sÈrong parental subsystem;

3. farnilies engaged in skillful mobilization of extended family

support and friendship netr,rTork members;

4. the employment of coping strategies that drew heavily upon

resources external to the parental subsystem (Trute & Hauch, 1986:19-20;

Kazak & Marvin, 1984t69-7I; Schilling et al., 1984:48-49).

These researchers assert that professional caregivers appear to

maintain certain beliefs about the family impact of having a severely

nentally disabled child which are inconsistenE with research evidence.

These assumptions are manifested in tr"/o r,vays. Firstly, the clinician

tends to see families ¡¿ho are not coping and Eherefore misses those who

cope well; this leads Lo an assumption thaE all families are

maladjusted. Some theorisEs further argue that Ehe ingrained belief

about family dysfunction by clinicians in this field leads Èo the

identification of problems (i.e.: denial) where none exist (Longo &

Bond, L984:63; Trute & Hauch, 1986:3-4). Secondly, there is a tendency

Èo overestimate the iurpact of early experience (i.e.: crisis following

diagnosis) and underestimate Èhe later coping demands as the child grows

older and his or her needs change (Trute & Hauch, 1986:4).

In Venters (1981) study on the ability of fanilies Eo develop

various levels of adaptive strategies, two key factors were found Eo be

associated $¡ith posiEive outcome:

1. effectively sharing the burden of the childs illness among
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fanily members;

2. the family's ability to make philosophical sense of the childs

illness or disability (Travis, I976:47).

In their comparison of farnilies of children with cystic fibrosis

Johnson eÈ al explored the degree of adaptation in those families whose

il1 child I¡/as a first born compared to those whose iII child was later

born. The results indicaEed that families with later born children with

CF were functioning beEter. This finding rdas postulated to reflect the

ability of uore firmly esEablished families to normalize the trauma and

disruption of the illness. Those families which began v¡ithout a major

illness had the opportunity to develop normally as a family whereas Ehe

birth of a first born child wiEh CF tended to produce a developmental

delay (Johnson eE al. , I985:3i0).

0ther studies provide some evidence regarding parents ability to

nodify expectations of the il1 or handicapped child. For example ic has

been found that parents are alert to the need to modify normal

developmental expectations for their developmenÈally disabled children.

Chronic illnesses usually imply physical impairment and symptoms rather

than cognitive limitations. Nonetheless disruptions associated v¡ith

chronic nedical illnesses commonly alter the expected developmental

tasks over time. Parents are therefore presented v¡ith the challenge of

accommodating their expectations of norroal developmental growEh with Èhe

ebb and flow of the disease process and its secondary features. This

task is further complicated by competition betrveen or differential

expecLations regarding the il1 child and his/her siblings (Longo & Bond,

1984:61). Further research which explores parental expectations and the
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consequences of these aÈtiEudes and behaviors on the ilI child and

siblings is needed.

(f) The Social Supporr SysÈem

The availability of a supportive social network appears to be an

essential ingredient in effective coping. The activation of a rich

network of support helps by providing instrumental assisEance,

information, allowing emotional catharsis, decreasing stress and

reducing isolaLion (t'tccubbin & Figly, 1gg3:35; srater & I^Iikler,

1986:387; Strauss, 1984:78). Theorists have identified rhree 1eve1s of

support:

1. nuclear farnily members, close friends and relatives (and other

significant persons) often representing the most basic enduring and

immediate sources of support;

2. neighbors, uore distant friends and relatives, key

professionals and service providers;

3. supports based in social or health insÈitutions defined by

superficial and infrequenE contact (Unger & powell from Schilling,

I9B4:49).

As the importance of social support sysÈems has become widely accepted,

efforEs have been made to develop assessment inst.runents which measure

relevant dimensions of this structure such as density, size and

sÈability (¡randt, 1984:190-193).

Many invesÈigators have recently asserted that the ability to

interact skillfully with others is necessary for the development and

maintenance of social support sysEems (Hartman & Laird, I983 .I57; Trute

& Hauch, 1986:18-19). schilling et at. suggest thaÈ social supports and
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internar coping mechanisms are closely linked and may be viewed as

complemenEary strategies. These authors specifically suggest group

programs as interventions to provide parents with the opportunity to

develop the special skills (interpersonal communication, assertiveness)

Èhey require in order to mobilize Èhese resources (Schilling, 1984:51).

It is generally conceded in the literaÈure that work wiÈh families with

a chroni.cally iIl child should attend to skill buildíng and problem

solving with regard to boEh internal family coping and exLernal resource

building (Hartman & Laird, 1983:187; Bergman et aI., I979:265;

McCubbin & Figley, 1983l.34-35; Trirr & Esses, 1986:L27). Unforrunarely

there is very 1ittle documentaÈion of particular practice models which

incorporate Ehese emerging principles. Again Ehe available literature

seems to address the service needs of handicapped children and families;

as discussed, the degree to which these populations parallel one anoÈher

is unclear. Slater & I,likler for example propose a nor¡nalized family

resource model (for families with a developmentally disabled child)

which expands the role of the socíal worker to include; systems

convener, systems activaLor, systems trainer and family Èherapist. They

suggest that this rnodel reflects a dynamic view of family funcÈioning in

which Èhe normally developing family derives support on a number of

levels simulÈaneously (SlaÈer & I.Iik1er, 1986:388-389).

The emerging challenges Eo previously deeply ingrained beliefs

regarding dysfuncLion as a normaÈive pattern in this population suggest

some important pracEice directions. ilhile many professionals are

equipped to face Ehe difficulties of acute grief reactions and to

utilize crisis intervention techniques ít seems that few are prepared to
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assess and provide services to families \,/ho demonstrate varying degrees

of adapLability once the initial crisis has passed (Longo & Bond,

1984:57). Professionals need to develop opportunities Eo maintain

contact with those healthy families in order Èo learn about what enables

them to cope effectively. In addition even those families who function

well require support information and guidance in upholding their

adaptive strategies (Longo & Bond, 1984:63; Rose, 1984:178). The Trute

& Hauch study discussed earlier led Eo the articulation of two specific

needs which are likely relevant in the population of interest. These

were: the need for a professional person to assist them in idenÈifying

and accessing services and resources available in their community and

secondly a request for a family approach by the professional caregivers

rather than the narrol^r advice giving directed at behavioral management

that they had experienced (Trute and Hauch, 1986).

(g) Resilience and VulnerabiliÈy: Mediation of FamiIy Srress

IÈ has been established that Èhe presence of a long term serious

illness ín a child has extensive and diverse implications for family

systems. "ConfronEed with the ongoing stress of a chronically il1 child

plus additional life evenEs and changes, some families actually appear

to grow stronger and thrive. Other fanilies grew weaker wit.h repeaEed

crises..." (Figley & McCubbin, 1983226). The double ABCX model of

family stress was developed as a framework to explain Èhe variability in

response to chronic illness and other stressors. IE provides a way of

viewing family efforts over time to adapt to multiple sLressors. It is

being presented briefly here. rt sheds light on Ehe variability of

resPonses of faroilies with ill children and because it has been applied
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to this population by Èhe theorists. I^lithin this model the ability of

the family to cope effectively depends upon the inEeraction of:

I . the sLressor ( i. e. : precipitating event);

2. perceptions of this sEressor;

3. the familyrs existing resources (pychological, social, mat.erial

characteristics of the individual, family and community).

Thus whereas the occurrence of serious chronic illness may be

experienced as caÈastrophic and overwhelming by family A; iE maybe

integrated with little major disruprion in family B (Mccubbín & Figrey,

1983:27) (see Appendix 3: p. 214).

Similarly, Rose argues that effective coping of the chronically ilI

child depends upon levels of vulnerability (based on constituÈional and

acquired factors) and the support or non-support of Èhe environment.

This is further supported by chiland who said thattr...the critical

factor determining vulnerability or resilience to risk is not the risk

itself but rather the relationship between the risk and the person in

terms of the psychobiological make up, his/her past history individual

characEeristics and so forth'r (Chiland from Rose, 1984:181).

The concept of pile-up is central to Lhis model and is helpful in

conceptualizing the long term impacts and tasks associated h'íth this

event. It involves Ehe notion that multiple changes and demands occur

simultaneously; these combine normative changes (i.e.: birth of

another chiId, residential moves) and Ehe particular strains associated

wich the illness (Kazak & Marvin , 1984:67). Those Easks that are nor

resolvable (need for dietary regimens for the child with Crohns disease)

become chronic strains. In their 1981 studies on children u¡ith cerebral
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palsy and myelomeningocele it was found that these persisÈent strains

were judged by the families as the mosE problematic (t"tccubbin & Figley,

1983:28). Two other key sources of pile-up include the efforts to cope

(i.e.: quiÈinc a job) and ambiguity (i.e.: uncertainty regarding ill,

childs future and Ehe genetic factors related to Èhe disease). Coping is

thus the process whereby the family extends efforts to adapt and to

develop an organization which meets their current needs (Figley A

McCubbin, 1983: 28-29).

Parental efforts (and successes) in obtaining sources of social

support from the community for the child and the family are acknowledged

as essential in nanaging the ernoLional and instrumental demands of

living wiEh chronic i1lness. The healEh care professionals involved

including physicians, nurses, psychologists and social workers are

important sources of support (Figley & McCubbin, L983:32; Kazak &

Marvin , L984:68-69; Slater & Wikler, 1986:387; Brandt , 1984:187). In

their research of families with chronically ill children, Figley &

McCubbin identified three key coping straEegies employed by adaptive

families; each coping pattern incorporates several coping behaviors:

1. Maintaining family integraEion, cooperation and an optimisEic

definition of Ehe situation:

(a) doing things togeEher as a family unit;

(b) strengthening family relationships;

(c) developing and maintaining a positive outlook.

2. Maintaining social support, self-esteem and psychological

stability:

(a) maintaining a sense of personal well-being through social
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relationships;

(b) involvement in activities which have the potential of enhancing

self esLeem;

(c) managing psychological tensions and strains.

3. Understanding Èhe medical situation through communication with

other parents and with the medical staff (rigley & Mccubbin, 19g3:32).

In summary, clinical experience and research in this area documents

Ehe far-reaching short and long term impacEs of chronic illness on the

family system. Additional research is needed which is aimed aE:

1. erucidating Ehe differential impacts of the illness on

individual family members (and subsystems);

2. identifying variables which influence effective coping sEyles;

3. and which begins to assess the effectiveness of various

practice models and specific interventive sErategies.

A primary theme in the most recent literature is the acknowledgement of

the variability of response and an awareness that roany families cope

remarkably we11. rmporEant practice implications emerge from these

findings; families need help ress wiEh correcÈing dysfunctional

patterns and more with promoting their abilities to cope with stress,

problem-solve and mobilize inner and external resources. rn view of

our evolving undersEanding of this population the growing commitment to

a social work approach which focuses on the ongoing processes of

adaptaÈion is highly appropriate.
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ChapLer ii - Impact of Chronic lllness on the Child

(a) Preface

The purpose of this section is to summaríze the current knowledge

about the iropacEs of serious long terrn illness on the individual chíld.

As noted earlier, recenr literaEure has documented the need to gain

greaEer undersÈanding of the differenEial inpact of chronic illness on

individual family members. Factors such as Èhe relationship to and.

degree of care-taking responsibility (for the i11 child), gender, and

developmenEal stage have been posEulated as factors which influence

individual family member's experiences (lritt & Esses, 1986:115;

Travis, 1976:56). Obviously no one is more effecLed by the illness than

the child him/herself. A substanEial body of literature exists

regarding the reactions and stresses of the i11 child; unfortunately

much of what has been written focuses on psychological problems and

dysfunctional behavioral and attitudinal patterns. Based on much of

this data, one might reasonably conclude that chronic childhood illness

inevitably leads to naladjustment and insurmounÈable sErains. The

writer asserts that these Ehemes reflect an historically predorninant

problem centered orientation to study of this populat,ion. very recenE

evidence suggests thaE in facE many children adjust remarkably well

particurarly when the family sysEem is stable and supportive (tritt a

Esses, 1986:I15; MaEtsson, I972:808). Thus additional research which

examines the process of adaptation, including such factors as: types of

resources needed, school adjustment, presentation of self est.eem despiEe

limitations and altered body image is needed. Another rnajor gap in the

literature (which has been acknowledged by recent authors) is the impact
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of chronic illness on the childs capacity to work through the Easks

associated rsith various developmental sEages. very 1itt1e has been

documented regarding the interacEion of specific disease features (i.e.

visible vs. non-apparent symptoms) and psychosocial developmenE.

Particular attention will be paid in Èhis section to the energing

appreciation for and understanding of Ehese developmental issues. IE

should also be noted that the terrn child in this context is defined

broadly as infancy to eighteen years. I.Ihere comments refer to specific

age categories, these will be noted as such.

(b) Common Stresses of the Chronically I11 Child

Robert Louis Stevenson who had pulmonary tuberculosis once said,

"Life is not a matÈer of holding good cards but rather of playing thern

wellrr (Mat.tsson, I972:801). This proverb captures the essence of the

challenges faced by the chronically i11 chi1d. These children must

continually adapt and readapt to the physical, social and emotíonal

struggles associated Þ¡ith their disease and its course. As one mother

described, "You have to just enjoy each good day and get through each

bad one.tt MaEtsson has summarízed several of the potential causes and

psychological and emotional stress which are typically experienced as

Èhe result of the illness. Variables in the ecological context of the

chiId, developmental stage and particular disease features moderate the

impact of these stressors (Burton, I975:140). They include:

1. Malaise, pain, various physical symptoms:

(a) Uncertainty as to why pain occurs is a stress for anyone but

especially the preschool age child with little ability to undersÈand

causality and ¡+ho nay inEerpret pain and oEher s)rnptoms as punishment for
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being bad (Cerreto, 1986: 26-27; Schaefer & O'Connor, 1983 :276) .

(b) Oiscomfort, lack of energy nay Iimit ability and/or inclination

to parÈicipate in various activities (Travis , I976:44).

2. HospiEal admissions, nursing and other treatment procedures:

(a) prequent and lengthy hospital stays involve separations from

family, school and friends (Travis, I976:47; Schreier, 1980:49).

(b) Feelings of helplessness, embarassment and limitation may

prevail at the loss of control over self. These emoEions are especially

intense for adolescents.

(c) Other treaEments (at home or at a clinic) interrupt play,

school and other daily activities and may cause physicar discomfort.

3. Change in the ernotional cliqate (the family context):

(a) family members reaetions over time affect the child (Tritt e

Esses, 1986:1I5).

(b) Many parenEs tend Eo become more loving and indulgenE often

letting up on family ru1es. These changes can be confusing to the child

especially since developmentally he/she is striving towards

independence.

4. Stress factors related to certain chronic syndromes:

(a) Specific disease entities have particular features (i.e.: Èhe

child with a convulsive disorder may fear losing consciousness or

uncontrollable sErange behavior while having a seizure and the child

with cysÈic fibrosis must cope with a growing awareness of the

progressive nature of his/her disease) (figtey & McCubbin, 1983:24).
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5. Additional psychologic threats:

(a) fne child must cope with Ehreats

painful treatments, social stigmatization

future.

of exacerbation,

and uncertainty

res ÈricEions,

regarding the

(b) es the child grows older he/she is expected to assume greater

responsibility for his/her own care (Travis, 1976:65; perrin, l986:5;

Mattsson, L972:802-805).

Although maladjustmenÈ is certainly not Èhe norm, as with

physically healthy children there are those who experience difficulty.

rt is Lheorized that in order for a family to adjust to a serious long

term i1lness, the patient must assume a position of centrality

temporarily, necessitating temporary neglect of oÈher family members.

If the disruptions associated with the initial phase are Eoo greaÈ the

illness retains a dysfunctional central organizing focus in the family.

The child or teenager engages in illness maintaining behaviors (i.e.:

not complying with dietary restricEions) which, paradoxically are

simultaneously self-destructive and sEabilizing for Ehe dysfuncEional

farnily system (nrey, r9B4:252; Mínuchin er al., 1975:1032) whire rhis

has noE been explicitly suggested in the literature, one might 1ogicaIly

argue that Ehe ill child is able to develop a positive seLf inage and

minimize limitations to those realisÈically imposed by the illness to

the extent that the family is able to normalize this experience.

Based on his clinical experience Mattsson has documented certain

coping patLerns which tend to lead to poor adjustment and severe

impairment of developroenÈa1 growth and lifestyle. These behavioral

Patterns are referred to generally throughout the 1iÈerature although
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there has been little empirical study of Èhe frequency and variables

associated hrith Èheir development. The first group are those children

and adolescents who are characterízed by fearfulness, inacËivity, a lack

of outside interests, marked dependency on family especially noEhers.

Parental overProÈectiveness and worry are known to be characteristics of

these childrenrs family environment. The second pattern most evident in

adolesenÈs involves behaviors such as recklessness, denial of needs and

realistic dangers, thereby at times challenging the risk of Lrauma.

Mattsson suggests that this is typically a reaction to oversoliciEous

guilt ridde¡ moÈhers. The third type is apparently predorninant. in older

children and adolescents with congeniEal deformities and handicaps.

These children present as shy, lonely and appear to harbor deep

resentnent and hostility particularly towards normal people. rt is

noEed that these children's families tended to emphasize the handicap

and to isolate them. ConsequenEly the child internalizes this view of

him or herself (Mattsson, r972:805-806; Travis , r9l6:2). Irrhile rhese

maladjustment patterns may be accurately described it should be

remembered that the evidence is largely impressionistic raÈher than

enpirically based.

Pless notes that in the past it was generally assumed that Ehe more

severe the disorder in medical Èerms the greaEer the likelihood of

psychosocial naladjustment. Recent st,udies hor¿ever suggest thaE Ehe

relationship is noÈ as direcÈ as previously thought. He suggesEs for

example, that children with trmarginaltt or Itambiguoustt status may be more

aE risk. This involves disease states which may not be visible so EhaE

the child is perceived as normal in most circumsÈances. However
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situations arise in which the child is faced with the conflict of

sacrificing the medical requirements or admitting the condition to

peers. The anxiety associated with hiding the medical problem may be

greater for some individuals Ëhan having a more severe disability.

Another variable which has been speculated to be a risk factor is

episodícity. In diseases Ehat are episodic rather than persisÈent, it

may be Ehat the ups and downs are more stressful than more predictable

conditions (Pless, L984:37-38; Steinhauer, I974:825). Empirical study

of these factors ís only beginning to emerge; further investigation is

needed to substantiate these queries.

(c) Factors Associated wiÈh Positive Coping and MaladjusEment

Coping behavior has been defined as including the use of cognitive

functions, moEor activiLies, emotional expression and psychologic

defenses used by an individual to Baster a major psychologic threat and

its attendant feelings (MatEsson, I972:805). Successful coping behavior

results in a state of adaptation which involves effective individual and

social functioning. As the child gro\{s his/her increasing intellectual

undersLanding provides a greater variety of ways for self-expression

through language and activity (Travis, 1976:65). Recently Lheorists

have begun to suggest Ehe need to focus on the positive feaÈures of the

childts efforts Eo adjusE in order Eo |tavoid Èhe downward pulls of the

disease" (Mattsson, r972:806). This refers Lo Ehe potentially

overrvhelning chronic sÈrains of caring for a sick child (Anderson,

1981:428-429; Longo & Bond, 1984:63-64). Chitdren rrho cope we1l seem

to share certain characteristics. Many aspecEs of successful coping can

be linked to overall farnily functioning and parental responses and
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aÈtiÈudes (tritt & Esses, 1986:115).

Positive coping characteristics include: minimal age appropriaÈe

dependence on family, riEtle need for the secondary gains associated

with the illness, assumption of maximum responsibirity for self-care,

the appropriaLe appearance of self-protecEion (precluding the

developmenÈ of helplessness and hopelessness) and the ability to find

personal satisfaction in a variety of compensatory activities. AnoÈher

important feature of healthy adjustment seems Èo be the childs ability

to arlow him/herself to experience and express a range of emoÈions

(MaEtsson, I972:806-807; Pinkerton & pless , Lg75:28-29; Travis,

1976:60-61 ).

It has been reported that learning about and associating with

others who sEruggle with the same problems, particularly those who have

successfully overcome them is an importanE element of coping. These

rerationships normaLíze and provide a sense of belonging to the ill

child (particularly the adolescent) which is essential in Ehe

development. of a posiÈive self image and social competence (Cerreto,

I986:33). MatEsson also points out that successful management of the

disease through responsible self-care can be a source of self-confidence

and feeling of mastery (Mattsson, I972:805).

It seems clear at this point that a reciprocal relationship exists

between the successful adaptatíon of the family system as a whole and

the adjustment of the i1l child (t'tcCubbin & Figley, 1983:24). In a

study of the successful adjusEment of disabled children it was found

that family harmony, quality of parenEing, emotional support and

encouragement for learning were salient factors (Slater & I,rlikIer,
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1986:385).

(d) Developnental Issues

Recent reviews of the literaEure and research on chronically ill

children have described a lack of investigation inÈo the pychosocial

impacts of the disease process at different developmental stages

(Perrin, 1986:7). Researchers have for example, commonly gaEhered data

from samples of i1l children wiEh no attention to the developmental

stages in the sample group (er,¿"r"or, , Ig84; perrin & Gerrity, from

Hagen et al., 1986:53).

Littre research has been carried out which documents Eypical

developmenLal patEerns of children wiEh chronic illnesses (Hiedman &

RoEh, 1986; from Perrin, 1986:7). perrin has further identified a need

to explore alternative pathhrays to the accomplishment of development

milestones and to undersEanding hor¿ diseases exhibiting different

characterisËics affect developmental processes (perrin, 1986; cerreto,

7986:24). Recent studies permit a beginning understanding of illness

mechanisms both among healthy children and those wiEh chronic illnesses.

It has been found for example, thaE older children maintain a greater

internal locus of control Èhan younger children r¿ho tend to aÈtribute

illness to external factors, i.e.: "r got a sore chesL because r rvent

out into the bad airrr (Altman & Reverson, 1986:64-65). Continued

research efforts should assist those rsho work wiLh children by providing

greater understanding of childrens cognitions, perceptions and

interpretations of their illness experience.

Three relevant principres have been articulated regarding the

importance of collecting and interpreting developmental informaEion:
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I. Children face specific developrnental tasks at different age

periods (Erikson, 1950:246; Travis, I976:2I). Consequently effecrive

Ereatment plans must therefore address Ehe distincE social,

psychological (and ecological) challenges faced by i11 children ar

different stages.

2. Secondly the childts developmental stage influences responses

of farnily members, health care providers and school personnel Eowards

the child and treat.ment responsibilities.

3. The child experiences rapid and dramatic physiological change

with age; biological changes such as those which occur at puberty

strongly influence the childs psychological response to illness (Coupey

& Cohen, 1984 from Hagen et al., 1986:53-54).

The psychological, social and emotional impacts of an illness on

the child can be best understood rviÈhin a developmental framework.

Revier¿ of child developrnent literature reveals three central themes:

l. The childrs growth is inevitable in that he/she rvil1 inevitably

undergo identifiable social, emotional and biological changes.

2. These changes are characterized by qualitative shifts in

appearance, perceptions and experience; t.hey are not of an ttadd on

naEurerr (Erikson, I963:247-273; Travis , I976:27-23).

3. The family provides the central context within which Ehese

processes take place (and is the essential provider of love, support and

socialization) thus exerting substantial influence on Èhe developmental

process (Stein, 1986:71; Figley & McCubbin, 1983:24).

Naturalistic observation, empirical study and societal consensus

have led to the delineation of physical, emotional, cognítive and
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educational tasks required of children wiÈhin particular age ranges.

These task categories incorporate anticipated Eypíca1 age related

behaviors and have become our yardstick for assessnenÈ of healthy growth

and development (Cerreto, 1986:24). Maturation and experience interact

at each stage to enable the child to achieve particular tasks and to

'oove on to more advanced phases. processes or evenEs (physical,

psychological, environmental) that alter or interfere wíEh experience

and/or maturation tend to disrupt the sequence of accomplishment of

developmental tasks (Cerreto, I986:25; Travis, Ig76:57).

chronic illness represents a major disruption. The child with a

serious ongoing illness must confront the usual seÈ of developmental

experíences and expectations such as physical maturation, sociocultural

pressures but must also cope wiÈh an added seÈ of demands associated

q/ith his/her i1lness. This may involve mainÈenance of a special diet,

uedical treatment, distorted body image, acEivity restrictions and the

uncertainty and disruption of acute illness phases. The added burden of

the illness may impede or change Èhe expecEed developmenÈal course of

the child (Perrin, 1986:6; Cerrero, 19g6:25).

The manner and degree to which a chronic illness modifies Eypícal

developmental processes depends partly on particular deEails of the

illness such as itrs severity, its natural history, expected prognosis,

degree of limitaEion associated with it, necessity for physical care,

its impact on mental abilities and Ehe degree Eo which the disease is

visible. A multitude of other variables including personality

characEeristics, family and peer responses and the reactions and

supportiveness of teachers, physicians, nurses and other health care
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professionals influence the magnitude and style of variations in Ehe

childrs developmental process (perrin & Gerrity, rgg4:19-20; stein &

Jessop, I9B4:I9I). perrin & Gerrity suggest a transactional approach in

undersEanding the dynamic and complex interplay between these variables;

this rr...posits that Ehe chird inEeracts with and influences his/her

environment, in doing so changes it and this changed environment in turn

influences Ehe child and changes him/he¡'r (perrin & Gerrity, l9g4:19).

This is analogous to the ecological rnodel of adaptation described by

Germain (see Part III: Intervention Models).

Travis notes that there are three major indicators of the sLruggle

to cope: denial, regression and depression (Travis, rg76:66-67). These

signs may nanifest themselves at different points in time as the child

seeks to balance developmental tasks with the sometimes competing

demands of the illness. rdentificaEion of the childrs sEage of

development v/ith regard to leveI of cognitive, psychorogicar, social,

enotional and biological functioning is essential for the selection of

appropriate treatment strategies.

The absence of adequate investigation regarding the impact and

effectiveness of Ereatment modalities with chronically i11 children and

their families has been emphasized. Recent evidence has begun Èo emerge

which supports the notion thaL early interventions improve long term

outcomes. As wíth many health condítions, optimal interventions tends

to be preventive Èhus minimizing the negaÈive psychological, social and

physiological consequences of the disease. For the child with diabetes

for example, it appears that careful control of blood sugar may dininish

the serious long term complications of blindness and kidney failure
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(Perrin, 1986:9). The implemenËation of ongoing appropriate supportive

services is thus 1ikely to enhance developmental progress (Habbes et

a1., 1985; Holtzman & Richmond, l9B5 from perrin, l9g6:9).

The developmental task model developed by Cerreto provides a useful

paradigm which enhances understanding of the manner in which chronic

illness impacts on particular age related developmental tasks of

childhood (Cerreto, 1986:23). rtrs focus on optimizing normalization

for the ill child is consistent v¡ith the growing assertion in the

literature that helping efforts should be adaptation rather Lhan problem

oriented. In her discussion of communicaLion between educators and

health care professionals, stein suggests that the primary goal in a1l

involvement with these children is Èo minimize biological limits imposed

by Ehe condition and to reduce restrictions and the potential social and

psychological handicaps which are associated with the illness (Stein,

1986:73).

Erik Erikson's theory of psychosocial development is particularly

relevanE to this population of children and has been widely applied in

the liEerature in this area (Gumaer, 1984:8-9; Travis , 1976 37;

cerreto, 1986:25; schacter & orconnor, rgg3:220; perrin & Gerrity,

1984:20). He emphasized the importance of external social and

environmental evenEs in influencing personality development (perrin &

Gerrity, 1984:20). Erikson theorized that each developmental sÈage

represents a psychosocial crisis which arises and must be resolved

before the child can address Ehe next stage of crisis and growth

(Erikson, 1950:151). physical illness may be concepÈualized as an

event which has definite implications at each stage of developmenÈ and
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which has the potential to either promote or discourage optimal

progression from one stage to the next (Tumo, 1982228; Mattsson,

I972:806; Perrin, I986:10; Stein, 1986:72). The developmenral

sequence described by Erikson (enritled the Eight Stages of Man) has

dramatic implications for chronically il1 children.

Infants spend Eheir first year and a half of life in a relationship

of complete dependency with adults. I.IiEh regard to psycho social

development Ehe infanÈ begins to: esEablish trust in others to filI

basíc needs, to develop emotional ties and to experience and master the

first stage of stranger anxiety and finally to develop the beginnings of

inEentionality. Toddlerhood is marked by the beginning of use of

imagery, Ianguage memory and a fundamental ambivalance beEr,¡een autonomy

and dependence (cerreEo, 1986:25-26). The i11 toddler who is separated

from his/her parents (i.e.: due to hospiLalization) frequently or for

long periods, may develop chronic separation anxiety nanifesÈed by

crying, clinging and a generalized fearfulness. When the task of

developing trust is not completed Ehe child may have great difficulty in

proceeding with the struggle for independence and individuaEion

characÈeristic of the next phase (Gumaer, 1984:8; Tuma, 1975:30;

Cerreto, 1986:27; Schreier, 1980:48; Travis, I976:25). One of the

hallmarks of infancy and toddlerhood is the egocentric inability to

disÈinguish the self from the rest of the world. Concepts of health and

illness are primitive; mosÈ often expressed in terms of a "place rvhere

it hurtsrr (Cerreto, 1986:26).

The presence of physical illness in the infant or toddler has some

potenLially disruptive effects on Èhe development of sErong aÈtachmenE
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between Èhe parents and child. Experiences around feeding are usually

saLisfying, rewarding and pleasurable; the infants growth confirms the

Parents sense of adequacy and conversely the child learns to expect the

parents Eo successfully meet his/her needs and to resolve Lransitory

physical disconfort (hunger, cold). Many chronic illnesses however

particularry those with gastrointesEinal features interfere wiEh

feeding, growth and energy and thus disrupt these usually pleasurable

(bonding) experiences (Perrin & Gerrity , Ig84:2I).

The pre-school age child continues to develop skills of

independence and exploration. The sense of'rI can do it" is central and

is accomplished mainly through physical manipulaEion and exploration.

sÈage related tasks such as the development of a sense of social

reality, Iearning sex differences and the development of a body concept

are also paramount (Cerreto , 1986:28:, Erikson, 1950:255-257l'

HavighursE, I972 from Perrin & Gerrity, I9B4:24).

Early school age children must develop a sense of initiative and

curiosity simultaneous to increased impulse control. As the child

Passes through the school age years he/she becomes increasingly focused

on learning, skilI acquisítion and peer relationships (CerreLo, 1986:30;

Erikson, 1950:258i Travis, I976:27). The childs understanding of

hearth and illness graduarly evolves from phenomenonisn (defining

illness in terms of a single symptom) and contagion (illness caused by

an event, Person or activity) to a stage ca1led internalization in middle

childhood. This last conceptualization involves Ehe recognition thaE

illness occurs globa1ly within the body sysEem (Cerreto, 1986:31;

Altman & Reverson, 1985:61). The school age child has also developed an
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aI4¡areness of and pride in his/her body and as a whole and experiences

fear of muÈilation, loss or impairment of body parts. Thus medical

procedures such as blood tests or tissue biopsies may create great

anxiety for the child (Schreier, 1980:49).

These tasks point Èo the need for extra efforts to allow the child

to maintain control and responsibility when possible. Childhood chronic

illness often occurs before independence is firmly esEablished thus

pulling the child back inEo dependent patLerns which he/she is striving

to leave behind (Moos , 1979:180; Travis , I976:59; CerreEo, 1986:31;

Perrin, 1986:10). The sense of masEery and competence or "I can do...rt

must be fostered within the framer¿ork of Èhe limitations but also the

maximal potential control of the illness (perrin & Gerrity , IgB4:26).

It has been hypothesized for example that children challenged with the

positive achievement in a!Èaining control, will do better than children

who are confronted continually with Ehe'rI canrt" dimensions of Èheir

illness (Cerreto, 1986:31; Stein, 1986:73; Rose, 1984). In addirion,

at a time when peer relaÈionships are becomíng increasingly imporÈant,

the chronically iII child may experience isolation, restricted activity

and body image distortions. This accentuates Ehe necessity of ensuring

peer group involvement and Èhe promotion of self esteem (Travis,

7976:61).

(e)

Many

The Chronically I11 Adolescent

theorists, clinicians and invesEigators suggest thaL the

chronic illness peak at adolescence (frey, 1984:252;

I9722806; Travis , I976:6I:' I,Jel1er er a1., 7984:I52). On rhe

side however, MatEsson also sÈates that each progressive step

strains of

Matts son,

optimistic
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in the childs emotional, intellectual and social development changes the

inpact of the illness often equipping him/her with better means to cope

(Mattsson, I972:805). The achievemenE of identiEy and autonomy are the

central developmental tasks associated with this phase. The acceptance

by peers, a definition of sexual identiÈy, the developüent of a value

system and the beginning of career or occupational direction are

important aspects of adolescent development (Carter & McGoldrick

i980:148; Eshleman, 1978:568; Schaefer & O'Connor, l983: II2).

Inability to form a sense of identity or separaEe selfhood results

in whaE has been coined asttrole confusiontt, a bev¡ilderment about what

others expect and what one should expect from oneself (Travis, 1976:61).

Adorescence is a period of rapid physical and psychosocial change and

has long been acknowledged as potentially tumultuous and paínfuI for

even the most normal, well adapted child. Thus the appearance or

existence of chronic illness in this life phase has some dramatic

implications. The emergence of a positive self inage involves an

incorporation of experience of the self in relation to others. Physical

liraiEaEions, isolation and altered appearance contribute to a feeling of

being different or even inferior in comparison to peers. Travis

suggesLs thaE the rtvioration of the compelling urge Eo be rike his/her

peers is a tormenÈ wiEh varying manifestationsil for the chronically i11

adolescent (Travis , I976:61).

Characteristics such as a chronic cough, hair loss from radiation,

obesity and hair growth from kidney disease create a context of

poÈenEial social stigmaEization which has the potential for erosion of

self-esteem. Goffman describes Ehe social context of the stigmatized as
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following:

The stigmatized individual tends to hold the same
beliefs about identity as hre do...shame becomes a
central possibility, arising from the individuals
perceptions of one of his own attributes as being a
defiling thing to possess...Ithe physically normal
person] feels on shakey ground...showing faniliar
signs of discomfort and stickiness: guarded
references, fixed stare elsev¡here, artificial
joviality, compulsive loquaciousness, and awkward
solemnity"(Goffman, 1963 : 17).

While the peer group is an essential source of support and social

identity for all adolesents this need is exemplified in chronically i11

Eeenagers. The adolescent may for example experience deep and intense

feelings of rage, sorrohT and fear ÈhaÈ may be difficult to communicate

to parents, even those who are caring and supportive (Tuma, I9B2:34).

Many parents have Erouble discussing death which is bound to be an issue

for teenagers continually faced \^rith their oü7n physical vulnerability.

The adolescenÈ v¿ho has necessarily become overly involved with farnily

members may experience a magnified need to develop an adult identity

outside of the family (I.lolraich & Routh, 1982:73). Those investigators

particularly concerned with the educaEional implications of chronic

illness for the child point out the importance of the school environment

for the psychosocial healEh of the i11 child. A double pronged approach

which incorporates:

social skill training;

2. education of healthy children about chronic illnesses is

advocated in order to reduce sÈigmatization and promote social

integraLion (Cerreto, 1986:33; Hagen eE a1., 1986:55; SÈein, 1986:33;

I{alker, 1984:226) .

1.

coupey & cohen point out that the chronically it1 adolescent faces
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íssues of emerging sexuality just as the healthy teenager does. There

is some evidence thaL chronically i11 gírls are at even greater risk of

pregnancy than their healEhy peers. This has been interpreted as a

subconscious effort to prove normaliEy or as a compensation for other

limitations. AppropriaEe timely offering of information and discussion

regarding sexuality and pregnancy are especially importanÈ for

adolescents for whom pregnancy and childbirth present serious physical

risks. In addicion many teenagers with chronic illnesses especially

those with visible deformíties and symptoms (such as ostomies and

amputations) are at risk of deveLoping distorted body image that could

potentially interfere with sexual expression (Coupey & Cohen,

I984:2I4-2I5). Travis notes rhat Erickson emphasizes the need for the

adolescent Èo emulate the same sex parent. Thus the physically limíted

boy with small stature may feel frustration and dispair about not being

able to model this father through participation in male oriented

acEivities (Travis , I976:63).

orr et el document the psychosocial implications of serious

chronic illness for the adolescent. This involved a forrow-up

investigation (to a study completed eight years earlier) of a sample of

one hundred and forty-four children. Those children who experienced

moderate to severe disability inEo adolescence seemed to suffer negative

psychosocial effects compared to the emergent rvell segment of the

sarnple.

The authors report that predicËably, adolescents with chronic

disorders rate Eheir own health less well Èhan do those withouÈ illness.

They suggest thaE. while this is intuiEively obvious, recenE findings on
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the meanings of health and wellness suggest a more elaborate

interpretation; Tessler & Mechanic have apparently demonstraEed EhaE

rrself-perceived health status is a useful g1oba1 assessment of

welr-being" (orr, I,le11er, saÈterwhite, Fless , rgg4: I55-156). rt is

argued Èhat this is relaÈed to several psychologic factors including Èhe

degree of anxiety, depression and unhappiness. The conclusion inferred

is that serf-assessed health may be a varid measure of psychosocial

functioning. rt is reported that the significant indicators of poor

psychosocial adjustment were: not having obtained a drivers license,

dating less frequently (than the physically healthy subgroup) and not

naking career plans for the future. Family relationships were also

found to be impaired with the il1 adolescenËs. However Èhe evidence for

this conclusion does not appear to be clear-cut. For example wiEh

regard to Èhe finding that chronically ill teenagers hTere twice as

likely to rePort sharing problems with siblings; the authors speculate

that this is an'rindirect reflecEion of peer difficulties" (orr et a1,

1984: I56). This finding could as easily be interpreted as an indicator

of positive faraily adjustment. There are other serious problems with

this study; psychosocial adjusEment see¡ns to be very nârrowry defined

and is based on indicaÈors which may not be significant for many

adolescents. This investigation also did not allow for individuat

elaboration of feelings about self since it contained only a strucEured

interview and psychological inventory. As is Ehe case with many of the

available studies in this area, this investigation focused on the

identification of negaEive effecEs thus providing little illu¡¡ination of

the feaEures associated with positive coping and adaptation. Further
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empirical research which explores the impact of chronic illness on Èhe

chitd and adolescenL rvithin a more interacEional framework is

essential.

ChaPter iii - The Impact of InflammaLory Bowel Disease on the Child
and Farnily: Current Understanding

The emerging view regarding how to approach the understanding and

treatmenE of the psychosocial impacEs of chronic childhood illness

reflects a non-categorical framework. This involves assessing the

implications of a particular illness according to certain key dimensions

(i.e.: fatality, degree of disruption of daily acEivities) rather than

focusing on the specific rnanifesEations of a disease enEity. This

evolving perspective contains two apparent benefiEs:

1. It reduces t.he use of diagnostic labels which detracE from

consideration of the child as a v¡hole person (Travis, Lg76:12).

2. By focusing on commonalities across disease categories, it

provides a more complete understanding of the impacts of childhood

chronic illness (Stein & Jessop, 1984:I92-I93).

Given the accepÈance of this orientaÈion the parameters of the

population of interesE have intentionally been introduced and defined

according to selecEed important dimensions rather Èhan particular

diagnostic labels. Nonetheless the client populaÈion selected does

represent certain nedically distincE caEegories of illnesses. The

selecEion of children with inflammatory bower disease reflects

organizational and pragnatic consideraÈions: it is assumed however,

that to some degree the psychosocial feaEures of Ehese disorders

resemble a range of illnesses rvhich maEch the criteria outlined in the
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introduction. wiÈhin Lhis conceptual framework then the studentrs

experiences and findings can be tenEatively generarízed to a wider

populaEion of chronically il1 children and their fanilies.

There has been some investigation of the specific impacts of

inflammatory bowel disease on the child and his or her family.

Attention has been paid to boËh ulcerative colitis and Crohnrs disease

which represent the Ewo distincE illness categories included within this

diagnosLic tiEle (Steinhausen & Kies, 1982:33). Many of the existent

studies are problematic as the result of weak experimental designs, poor

or absenE control groups and conclusions extrapolated from indirect

evidence. However given their direcË relevance in the present context,

these findings will be reviewed and summarízed.

I'Ihile many gasEroenterologists suggest that both diseases represent

the final path of Ewo raLher similar pathophysiological even¡s, there

has never been an emphasis on psychogenesis in crohnts disease. rn

contrast ulcerative colitis has been listed among the seven classical

psychosornaÈic disorders (steinhausen & Kies, 1982:33). AlÈhough there

has been very Iittle documenÈed in this area it has been noted recently

however that emotional stress may aggravaEe sympLoms, precede

exacerbations and influence the clinical course of Crohnrs disease.

Early investigators described a certain personality pattern in children

with ulcerative colitis. patients r,rere found to be obsessive, rigid,

depressive, withdrawn and dependent. problems in Ehe areas of

aggressive and emotional expression, gender identity and interpersonal

relationships were identified. Farnily constellations are typified as

including an aggressive dorninating mother rvith a perfectionistic
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attiÈude and a wiEhdrawn uninvolved father (Finch & Hess, 1962:819-g20;

steinhausen & Kies, r9B2:33-34; Mínuchín er al., r975:103I). prugh &

Jordon and oEher early theorists have linked the onset of the disease

with psychoanarytic thinking; an early disturbed mother-child

relatíonship results in conflicted experience during the oral and anal

stages of psychosexual developmenÈ (Finch & Hess, 1962:g20). Engels

who has written fairly extensively in this area observed that a rstate

of anxious hopelessness and despair based on disEurbance of a key

relationship may be accompanied by alEered physiological phenomenona in
the gastrointestinal tract characteristic of ulcerative colitisn
(Enge1s, 1952 from Finch & Hess , 1962:g19).

A 1983 Dutch sEudy concluded that an inconplete separation-

individuaEion phase may be partially responsible for ulcerative colitis
in children. Each step in the separation-indivíduation process causes a

crisis in the child's developing independence. Van Noort reporÈed that

the illness was often diagnosed following such a crisis of individuaÈion

(van Noort, 1983:6). Reinhart advocates routine psychiatric and

psychosocial assessmenÈ based on observation of similar features in the

Ereatment and management of gastroinEestinal disease in children

(Reinhart, 1982:Abstract) .

These early studies seem to reflect a fixation on pathological

psychiatric IabeIling wich very little documentation or elaboration of

environmental factors and treaÈmenE meÈhodology. These investigators

Eended to take the view that these children were peruanently damaged and

impaired by inadequate parenting. Finch & Hess for example propose that

those involved in the treaEment of these children 'rrecognize them as
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suffering from severe psychopathology often close to psychosis'r and that
rrthese youngsters musL be considered as long-ter¡n therapeutic cases in

much the same way as a youngster who has suffered a schizophenic

psychosísrr (Finch & Hess, 1962:819). one wonders about the negative

inpact of Èhis viewpoint v¡hich seems to both sEigmatize Ehe child and

blame the parenÈs. AlEhough long Èerm family treatment is suggested,

the effectiveness of extensive psychiatric therapy is not described.

steinhausen recently undertook a sÈudy comparing children and

adolescents wiEh ulcerative colitis and Crohnts disease. This

investigation is progressive in thaE it sampred patienEs who were

functioning well in addition to those experiencing difficulty. Thus Ehe

common bias distorting many previous studies (r¡hich examined only those

suffering psychosocial impairment) was avoided. rE was found Ehat

children in the clinical groups did experience more psychiatric

disturbance than the physically hearthy conErol groups. rn addition

similar effecLs were identified in both diseases. These included such

feaÈures as fearfulness, anxiety, shyness and relaÈionshíp problems

(Steinhausen & Kies, 1983:37). A comparison of indices of family and

social functions revealed only minor differences between the

environments of clinical vs. the control groups. Growth retardaEion, a

co¡nmon consequence of Crohnrs disease, was significanÈly correlated wíth

psychiaEric problems. The researchers concluded that psychopathology in

most paEienÈs was secondary to the chronic illness. They speculate that

psychosocial events may provoke or exacerbate illness in an organ which

is already vulnerable (Steinhausen & Kies, 1983: 40).

In 1982, Steinhausen ínvestigaEed the locus of control aruong
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children and adolescents with psychosomatic and chronic illnesses. One

of the problems with this study is the unsubtantiated arbitrary

assignment of subjects to the psychosomaEic and chronic illness groups.

For example colitis was assumed to be a psychosomatic illness while

crohns was assumed to have no psychogenic componenEs. rt was found

that the more severely ilr children had an internal (rather than

externar) locus of control. rt was hypothesized that the sicker

children may have acquired a generalized expectancy to perceive what

happens to him/her as a consequence of his/her own actions due to

experience with the disease. An additional potenEial explanaÈion is

that for the more serious diseases (including those from the chronic and

psychosornaLic categories), the extreme limitations placed on everyday

behavior, the intensiEy of the medical treatment and general demands for

patient compliance fostered a high degree of behavioral control

(Steinhausen, 1982:614).

In summary, the available research and literature on the

psychosocial implications of inflammatory bowel disease is spotty and

probleroatic. The psychiatric orientation which provides the framer¿ork

for these investigations provides a limited and ofEen dysfuncÈion

focused understanding of these illnesses. Future research needs Eo be

directed Eowards elucidating factors which enhance successful managemenE

of the disease Process. Also very little has been elucidated regarding

the effects of this illness on the family system. Finally review of

Èhis area reveals an almosÈ complete absence of documentation regarding

the effecEs of different treatment approaches.



PART III: INTERVENTION MODELS

Chapter i - Assessment

The assessment phase is essentially viewed as a dynamic and ongoing

comPonent of the helping process. This perspective is consistent rvith

the ecological premise Ehat indíviduals (and families) and their

environments are in a continual sEate of adaptaÈion in response Lo one

anoÈher. Germain notes that assessment may point to the need for

further exploration which may in turn modify the assessment (Germain,

1984:113). However, the assessment may be viewed as a conceptually

distinct phase which sets Ehe stage for further exploration and the

direction and activities of the helping process.

The assessmenL process utilized represents an integration of the

ecological model (particularly as articulated by Gernain) and the

problem centered family therapy model r¿hich are the chosen intervention

approaches. Assessment htas supplemented by the selected standardized

measures (see section Measurement and Evaluation). The contenÈ of the

assessment wiIl include the following:

1. Illness facEors, including diagnosis, prognosis and 1ike1y

sequelae.

2. Personal factors, including patienÈts developrnental sEage and

associated tasks connected to age and gender; statuses and rores

emotional and psychological features, social and cultural features.

3. rnEerpersonal factors including the fanilyrs developmental

sLage and associated tasks, communicaEion and relationship processes,

structural aspects.
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4. Environmental factors, including obstacles and resources ín

both the physical and social environments.

5. cultural factors: norms, varues, goals and attitudes towards

illness, all as derived fron race, ethnicity, social class, religion and

oc cupa t ion.

6. Interplay of the five preceding sets of factors in the creation

or maintenance of stress and the absence or presence of coping resources

(internal and external) (Germain, IgB4:ll3).

7. sysEernatic exploration of the seven dimensions of family

functioning described within Èhe problem centered farnily therapy model:

problem-solving, affecEive expression, affective involvemenE,

communication, values and norms, roles, behavior control (Epstein &

Bishop, 1981:454-467 ) (see Appendix 3).

The Family AssessmenE Measure (fAM) scale will also be uËilized in

assessing family functioning. This standardized instrument provides an

objective evaluaÈion of functioning according to the seven dimension

contained wichin the McMaster model (see Appendix 4: pg. 207). The

Chronicity IurpacE and Coping Instrument: ParenE Quest.ionnaire will also

be utilized for assessment purposes. This instrument should provide

information about the irnpact of the illness on the farnily and their

characEeristic coping style (Appendix 5, pg. ZOÐ. For further

information on these standardized instrumenÈs see section entitled

Measurement and EvaluaEion.

Assessment of the child wilr be partly accornplished through Ehe

family assessuent process. The child may arso be interviewed

individually where indicaÈed. projecEive drawings and sentence
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completion exercises rnay be utilízed, especiarly with pre-school and

school age children (see Appendices 6 & 7). These techniques have been

found to uncover feelings, needs, moEivation and inner conflicts which

are not revealed through verbal questioning (Tuma, 19g2:g5; schaeffer &

O'Connor, 1983:6). Leventhalrs model for psychosocial assessment of the

child will be used as a general guide. This includes four broad

categories of functioníng: personal growEh and development,

relationship with family members, activities outside the home and

resPonses to the illness. Leventhal denotes key variables to explore

under each heading (Leventhar, r9B4:73) (see Appendicies g & 9: p. 220 -
22I). The self-appraisal inventory of children and adolescents wí11

be utilized as an assessment (as well as an evaluation) instrument (see

Appendix 10). This is described in section enÈit1ed Measurement and

Evalua È ion .

Chapter ii - The Ecological Approach

( a) Introduc Eion

As discussed earrier in the literature review there is an

increasing recogniEion among healLh professionals that Ehe processes of

health and illness are much more complex than was previously assumed by

the traditional medical definition of healÈh as the absence of illness.

Rene Dubos, an internationally respected microbiologist described health

and disease astrthe outcomes of a complex interaction invorving an

assault (microbiological, chemical, physiological or psychic), the state

of the human organism and its response and the past and presenÈ

environment of Ehe individual" (Dubos, from Germain, l9g4:5g).

The ecological approach is essentially a variation of the sysEems
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perspective in that it views the individual in the context of his/her

social environment. IÈ has been suggested that the ecological model

differs from general systems theory in Ehat it does not focus on the

ability to change, rather it is concerned with the individuals ability

to negotiate and compromise wiEh the social environment in the ongoing

effort to adjusr and survive (Dehoyos and Jensen, l9g5:4g2). The

central concepË in this orientation is the idea that human functioning

and development, including health and illness are the outcomes of

continual and dynamic interchanges between the individual and social

environment, the physicar setting and the culEural context. carol

Germain who is one of the primary proponents of this approach describes

the interchanges as having the properties of circular feedback loops

rather than linear chains of cause and effect (Germain, f9B4:5g).

Ecological theory has broad relevance and applicability to social

work practice in a range of setÈings, target populations and problem

areâs. The selection of this framework as a map for working with

chronically i11 children and Èheir family's was based on tr.ro primary

factors. First, iE focuses on adaptation, growth and assumed strengths

rather than dysfuncEions and pathology. This is consistent r^rith the

recenE research findings which emphasize the need for a health oriented

approach. Secondly its holistic view suggesEs and guides inEervention

of different levels: the individuar, the family and Ehe social

environment. Furthermore, it focuses on the family as a micro ecosystem

l¡hich mediates the Èransactions between the individual and Lhe social

systems he/she is in contact r¿íth. It seems clear to Ehe wriÈer that

Ehe practiEioner often needs to intervene aE multiple levels
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simultaneously in order to facilitate enhanced coping. For example

assessment of the Jones faurily may reveal a need for: 1. Individual

play therapy to assist their 6 year old son r^rith kidney disease to work

through unexpressed emotions around illness such as the restrictions

imposed by dialysis. 2. Family therapy aimed at reorganization of

household and parenting responsibilities. 3. Help in locating a Parent

support group and practical home help.

The ecological perspective thus offers an integrated approach which

provides a unifying orientation to practice wiEh these families: the

literature points to the facE that the absence of a linking theory leads

to interventions which are piecemeal, disconnected and therefore

ine ffec tive .

(b) AdapËational Paradigm

In her book Social llork Practice in Health Care, Carol Germain has

applied Ehe ecological approach to practice in health care seEEings such

as hospitals and community health clinics. She Ealks about the need to

focus the process of problem-solving on the social ' emotional

consequences of the íllness on the patient and family (Germain,

1984:73). To achieve Ehis broad goal, Germain has developed an

adaptational paradigm which incorporates three main noEions: stress,

coping and adaptedness. These concepts provide a framework for

identifying and formulating specific treatment methodologies. This may

be summarized as "the overall process wiEhin which the needs and

problems (identified by the worker and client) are viewed and defined as

problems in living arising from Ehe stress imposed by the discrepancy

between demands and the capabilities for dealing with them (see Appendix
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11 p. 225).

The ideas of stress, coping and adaptaEion represenE Èhe skeletal

foundation of the ecological rnodel. This transactional perspective is

consistent with a psychosomatic approach in medicine which incorporates

the notion that illness results from interactions among systems:

somaÈic, psychic, social and cultural (Grinker, from Travis, lg}4:13).

These concepts are helpful in translating systems Ehinking into practice

with farnilies with chronically i11 children.

Adaptedness (or person-environment fit) is said to exisE when the

individuals rights, needs, goals, are met by the capacities and the

qualities of the environment. People use an almost limitless varieEy of

physiological, cognitive, emoEional-, social and cultural processes.

Adaptation is continuous and reciprocal because environments change and

peoples needs and goals also change. An example is the modification of

the family residence to assist in the care and adaptation of Ehe

severely asËhmatic child, such as removal of carpeEs, plants and peÈ.s.

In contrast to adaptedness, stress represents a poor

person-environmenE fit. sEress arises when the individual makes a

conscíous or unconscious appraisal of discrepancy between a demand

(sEressor) and his/her personal and environmental resources for meeting

this demand. Lazarus and colleagues make a distinction between harms

losses, threats and challenge. The difference beEween stress and

challenge lies in the stress related feelings such as anxieÈy,

depression, gui1t, despair as compared to Ehe posiEive feelings of zest

and anEicipated growt.h and mastery associated wiEh challenge (Germain,

7984:60-61). Any given siÈuation (i.e. the need to learn aE home
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treatment techniques) may be experienced by differenÈ famiLies in very

different ways. The critical element has to do wiEh Èhe appraisal of an

inbalance between a painful denand and the personal and environmenLal

resources for dealing with it. The practice implicaÈion which follows

fron Ehis is the need for the v¡orker Èo assess the family's subjective

definition of events and problems. Once meaning is established it is

be possible to devise helpful coping strategies. coping then, is also

an exPression of the person-environment fiE. Coping responses are Ehe

special adaptations cal1ed upon to deal with sEressful demands.

Ineffective coping (such as denial of the seriousness of the childls

illness) result in unrelieved or intensified stress. Travis suggests

that depression, regression and denial are three important indicaÈors of

a downward srruggle Lo cope (Travis , Ig76:66-67). EffecÈive coping

increases the family's ability to manage stress. For example, asking

for network support rnight increase capability; resorting Èo alcohol

would likely decrease it (Gernain, I9B4:67). A primary goal in short and

long term intervenLion is to help children and families Eo work towards

developing more effective coping mechanisms. This may involve a range

of methods from providing information to exploration of

inLergenerational patterns of grieving and 1oss.

Like other conceptualizations of social work practice, this nodel

recognizes three distinct phases which are necessary in carrying out Èhe

activiEies involved in the accomplishmenÈ of client/rvorker goaIs. These

are: 1. The initial phase which includes the processes of engagemen¡,

exploration, problem definition, assessment, contracting, goar setÈing

and planned needed action sEeps. 2. The ongoing phase which refers Eo
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the activities undertaken by the client and worker in order to achieve

agreed upon goa1s. 3. The ending phase which refers to the processes

of termination, referral and transfer as welI as evaluaLion of outcomes

(Germain, 7984:70-72) (see Appendix 12: p. 226).

Germain stresses that within an acEive treatmenL setÈing Èhese q¡ork

phases Èend t.o be telescoped. One of the irnplications of this is EhaE

the practitioner must have strong skills in carrying out the tasks of

the initial phase. For example, at a time when a farnily (at the point

of diagnosis) is highly stressed, fearful, overwhelmed regarding the

uncertainLy of the future and the child is experiencing pain and

discornfort the practitioner must be adept at explaining roles and

functions to the family in terms of their felt or anticipated needs

(Germain, 1984:70-7r). Thus Ehe adaptational paradigm incorporates Ehe

basic notions of crisis Eheory as appropriate in certain situations and

phases of helping.

(c) Crisis Theory and Long Term Adaptation

Itlhen parents are first informed of their childts í11ness there is

frequently a profound sense of grief and loss. This represenLs a period

of extreme stress or crisis (Soricelli and ULech, 1985:429). Families at

this time are extremely susceptible and requíre assistance and ernotional

support. rn outlining the necessity for social work services in a

regional pediatric center, Ross emphasizes the need to inEervene in the

early stage of the illness if possible in order to help families to cope

r^¡iEh the meaning and impact of the childts serious condiEion thereby

encouraging positive coping and preventing the development of

naladaptive patterns. As the family works through the tasks of;
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Lelling other family members, deciding how and whaÈ to te11 the patient,

arranging for care of the other children, evaluating financial

resources, dealing with feelings such as grief and fear, during the

initial phase, they are developing the psychosocial tools needed to cope

wiEh successive phases (Ross, L9B2:256-267; Goran, rgTg:199-202).

This concepE is exemplified in the forlowing scenario of a young

couple who have just given birth Lo an infant wiÈh cerebrar palsy.

The social worker encouraged Mr. and Mrs. R. to
recognize their grief and Èo mourn the perfect child
they had expected. Together they discussed the
pårents pre-birth fantasies and how these related to
their current feelings. The social ¡vorker helped the
parents identify sErengths they could use in coping
with the situation (parks , 1977:52).

I^Iithout effective intervention this couple ruight have repressed their

feelings of grief and anger such thaE Ehese emotions become manifesEed

in chronic sorroTr or an absence of bonding with the sick infant.

caplan argues that from a crisis intervention viewpoint that 'by

deploying helping services to deal with individuals and families in

crisis, a small amount of effort leads to a maximum amount of lasting

response" (CapIan, from Soricelli and UEech, 1985:430). If the

practitioner can engage the family aE this point, the potenEial for

working togeÈher around a range of social and emotional adjustment

issues is increased.

Germain suggests the integration of crisis Eheory into the

ecological nodel because it clarifies what occurs psychically during the

actual crisis (including heíghtened anxiety, lowered defenses) when Èhe

family is mosE accessible to the rvorker and secondly that iE therefore

emphasizes the imporEance of envrionmental supporEs for successful
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crisis resolution (Germain, L984:66).

Recent studies have revealed thaE many families have greater

difficulty and feel more stressed with regard to the tasks inherent in

long term adaptation Ehan the shock of the initial diagnosis phase. One

mighE speculate that this experience is quite different from that of the

family of the acutely fatally i11 child whose disease has a different

anticipated course and rong range prognosis. The family with a

chronically ilI child must often face a series of intermittent crises as

the child alternates between phases of effecÈive management of synptoms

and phases of acuÈe illness which may or may not require

hospitalization, but always demands extra physical and emotionå1 
".,u.gy

and often disrupts family life. The crisis therefore may occur long

after the diagnosis at a time when other variables (i.e.: normative

developmental transitions or other life events) render Ehe farnily system

more vulnerable to the strains of the illness.

Germain not only does not make a sharp distinction beÈween crisis

interventíon and long tern treatmenÈ straEegies but in fact suggesÈs

that so called crisis states often present or represent long term

demands or difficulties. Families rvith a chronically i11 child nusE noÈ

only deal rvith Èhe anxiety and sometimes overwheluing demands of the

crisis phases (such as acute illness periods) but they must also devise

ongoing plans in anticipation of adapÈive tasks to be faced at a future

time. For example, uany families experience a need to reorganize with

regard to Parental roles and division of household responsibilities. In

addition, ongoing social work involvement may be indicated wiEh regard to

the mobilizaEion and maintenance of an adequate social support sysEem.
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Thís involves interventions which inLegrate the roles of mobilizer,

facilitator, innovator and advocate to assist family members Eo access

and make use of resources such as parent support groups, respite care,

volunteer services (Gernaín, I9B4 78; Compton and Galloway , Ig7gz256).

(d) Mobilizing the Social Support Nerwork

The available literature regarding this contextual problem and the

ecological perspective with it's emphasis on person-environment

exchanges, strongly suggest intervention strategies that attend to these

families commonry felt need for increased social supports and

instrumental services (Saulnier , 1982). IrrhiLe family therapy is ofEen

indicated in order to resolve internal organizational, structural and

affective difficulties, iE does not diminish the need for nourishing

contact with a supportive social network. Many families report feelings

of loneliness and isolaÈion following the onset of the disease (Kazak

and Marvin, 1984:69). Irrhile many famiries with sick children make

greater use of available medical services and oÈher forrnalized helping

resources; recent evidence points Eo the necessity for and even greater

benefiE.s associated with informal natural support networks. Caplan and

Killilea have defined social support as'laLEachments among individuals

or between individuals and groups that serve Eo improve adaptive

competence in dealing with short term crises and life transitions as

well as long term challenges, stresses and privations" (Caplan and

Ki11ilea, 1976:41). They document three najor ways in which social

support accomplishes Èhis: providing ernotional mastery, guidance

regarding anEicipated problems (i.e. educational lectures for parents of

child vríth cysÈic fibrosis) and thirdly, providing feedback on behavior
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Ehat fosters improved performance.

It has been suggested that social workers working with families

with a sick or handicapped chird make use of a normarized family

resource framework. This involves encouraging farniries to develop

extended family resources such as friends, relatives, neighbors and

volunËeers. The practitioner can be of aid in faciliËaÈing this through

encouragement and promoEing ski1l development related to negoÈiating,

contracting and sharing of information between the family and it's

support network members. Slater and l^Iikler suggest the fornula¡ion of

an individualized famiry plan for the family and (for exarnple) the

extended family neÈwork. The social worker (anongsE oLher roles) thus

act.s as an acEivator of informal social supports; Ehis aIlows the

worker to serve as a resource to the familyts inLernal and external

support structures (Slater & Wikler, 1986:3BB). In Ehis way natural

helpers are mobilized Eo ease the stress of this life crisis through the

provision of instrumental help and affective involvement.

The practiÈioner may also take on the related role of systems

convener in assisting families in identifying external informal sources

of support. Eco-maps may be employed to visually represen¡ the farnily

unit within itrs social context. The eco-nap provides a helpful tool in

assessing the exLent to which Ehe family is embedded in a coumunity

network (Hartman and Laird, 1983:f57-159). Relationships that could be

activated or neut relationships that could be developed are pinpointed

(Slater and Wikler, 1986:388).

Much can be learned from those families who have experienced

positive adjust.ment over time to having an ill child. Trute and Hauch
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for example, note that the werl-adjusted families separated their

ongoing resource needs from purely social supporÈ and escape needs:

these couples did not attempt to pul1 their friends into their

requirement for concrete help (Trute and Hauch, 19g6:19).

rn reality, the degree Eo which a naÈurar support nethrork can be

activaEed to provide substanLial, re1iab1e, ongoing assistance varies

depending on several factors. These include such considerations as

physical proxirnity to and quality of the previous relationship and

closeness with extended family nembers (Kazak & Marvin , lgg4:7 -75). rn

working with families with a sparse ecosysLem, Ehe practitioner must

exert greater and more innovative efforts Èowards establishing

connections with oÈher sources of support such as agencies, volunteers,

support grouPs. In addition information should routinely be provided

about the range of resources available as families are frequenÈly

unaware of what is available. volunteer child care, special

recreational Programs' group programs may considerably ease the strains

and potential isolation associaEed r^rith having an i11 child. The

pracÈitioner thus inLervenes to develop and enhance the links between

the family system and their poüential infornal and formal social support

networks. This serves the overall goal of reducing stresses, enhancing

coping strategies and normalizing family life.

(e) gontribution of Ecological Thinking to rhe Multidisciplinary
Team

one of the realities of working with this population in a health

care setÈing such as an acEive treatment hospital is Ëhat the

practiEioner usually offers services as a member of a multidisciplinary
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team. The social worker musÈ often have to rely on physicians and

nurses for referrals. The Eeam of helping professionals is often

necessary for the child and family to Eeet the range of psychosocial,

medical, developmenLal and rehabilitative needs. One of the poÈential

difficulties r¿ith Ehis approach is Èhat the individual professionals

involved predictably become highry focused on a specialized area of

need, such as nutrition, physical Eherapy, speech, nedical specialties:

Ehis sometimes leads Eo a loss of recognition of uhe inËerrelationship

of the childrs various needs and between the child and family. The

ecological clinician can uake a significant and valuable contribution to

these efforts by Eaking responsibility for connecting these

compartmentalized concerns or specialized interesEs, thus providing a

broader 'rwide angle" view (Stein, l986277). For example the chiLd with

crohnrs disease must often adhere to certain dietary restrictions.

Failure to comply to special needs can lead to exacerbations or

flare-ups in Lhe disease process. rn this scenario Ëhe medical

evaluation may reveal a lack of appropriate meal planning as the cause

of heightened symptoms. As the Èeam works Eowards rectifying this

situation it would be important to know that this problem (for example)

reflects mother's general level of exhaustion as the result of the nany

demands on her. The team social worker in this example can help to

ensure thaË such inforraation is brought Eo the attenLion of team members

so that effective helping strategies can be developed. The worker can

Èherefore promoLe appreciation of sysEems issues and the noEion that the

child funcEions as a total dynamic biopsychosocial entity (Travis,

1976:12).
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( f ) Surnmary

The adaptational paradigm which is the operaLional and conceptual

core of the ecological approach is valuable in its broad sysEemic scope

and flexibility. It incorporates and links interventions at the leve1

of individual, faroily, and social environment. The ecorogicar

perspective also allows for boEh crisis intervention and long Eerm

social work strategies where appropriate. rt provides uniEy and

direcÈion for the pracEitioner working v¡ith farnilies rvith chronically

i11 children r¿ho often have multidimensional needs which also change

over time. The ecological perspective is additionally, flexible enough

to respond to families who are managing well and require minimal support

and information to those r,¡ho become substantially blocked or

dysfunctional as the result of this life event.

Its limitation is that iE doesn't offer specific methodologies

regarding:

1. rndividual therapy (i.e. how to help the ill child or other

individual family members work through psychological and emoLional

conflicts ) .

2. A prescriptive model for treatment of family sysÈems problems.

It ís therefore necessary to supplement or build in compatible pracEice

methodologies. The sÈudent proposes the utilizaEion of the

problem-centered model as an appropriate framework for intervening with

this population. rn the following section, this family therapy model

¡¿il1 be described and elaboraÈed with regard Èo iÈs particular

appropriateness for the population of interesE.
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ChaPter iii - Problera Centered Psychodynamic Therapy for Families

( a) Introducti-on

The literature available on characteristics of faroily functioning

in families rviÈh chronically i11 children is relatively sparse. Recent

studies however provide some general direction regarding clinical

pracEice with this population: the consensus regarding the need for a

mulEidimensional, sysEems oriented approach which addresses the needs of

all family members is uniform. As discussed, interventions aimed at

building or enhancing social support networks are also universally

recommended in the literature. The need for a health oriented

perspective which focuses atEention on strengths and skiIl building

rather than dysfunction is also a repetitive thene in Ehe recent

literature. This is essenEial in working wiEh Èhese families who come

inEo contact wiEh helping professionals as the resulE of an

unanticipated live event (the occurence of which Ehey have no control)

and are therefore by no means inherenEly probleruatic. All famities with

chronically i11 children experience stress and many require some form of

family intervention; this may range from a need for occasional

supportive telephone contacts to ongoing family therapy aimed at

resolving longstanding relationship issues r+hich are Èriggered or

aggravated by the onset or ongoing stresses of the illness.

hlhat is missing in the literature is more specific clinical

direcEion regarding how to v¡ork wiEh internal fanily system problems

which arise for many families with chronically irl children. while

several key typical dynamics are referred to (such as a shift of

parentar atEention onto the i11 child and away frorn hearthy siblings)
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very litEle has been documented with regard to treatment of these

difficulties. Tritt and Esses note that, as is often the case when new

ways of thinking are brought to bear on o1d problerns (in this context,

the growing systemic understanding of the irnpact of childhood chronic

illness), theoretical understanding precedes enpirical documenLation of

these dynamics. PredicEably then, it wíll take some time before

hospital based prograns h'íEh their previously unwavering adherence to

Èhe medical model incorporaEe inEervention sErategies which are

consisEent v¿iÈh a family centered approach (tritt and Esses , 1986:2).

Most clinical and research oriented wriÈers allude Eo an approach which

incorporates skill building, problem-solving, normalizing and

restructuring. Slater and [{ikler in Normalized Family Resources for

Families with a Developmentally Disabled Child suggesE sessions that

emphasize Ehe inportance of shared responsibílity for child care,

flexible role relationships and Ehe development of a family atmosphere

which promotes personal growth and family adaptability. They further

recommend that Èhe worker begin to "observe fanily interacEions and

sËructures . .. to formulate tentative hypotheses as to Ehe needs of the

family... and if appropriate, restructure the family system't (slater &

l^Iikler, 1986:389).

Given Ehe information and experience available, the writer is

proposing the Problem-Centered Psychodynamic approach as articulated by

I,till and wrate ( i985). This is a model of fanily therapy which is

founded on the problem-cenÈered and McMasEer frameworks originated by

EpsEein, Bishop (1981) and which also incorporates concepEs and

techniques from the structural school. It further attempts to integrate
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some basic psychoanalytic thinking inLo the therapists concepLualization

of and response to the family system.

This third component of this integrated model involves

consideration of the impact of past experience in shaping a family's

currenË undersLanding of and response to given life situaLions. I.Iithin

the context of chronic childhood illness this would suggesE attention to

Èhe fanilies previous illness experiences and assessment of how these

experiences impact upon the subjective meaning of the childts illness

for the family system.

The proponenEs of the problem centered psychodynamic family therapy

nodel (pCprr), describe it as a comprehensive form of an open, directive

faroily therapy approach. rn directive family therapy the Èherapist

attempts to work collaboratively with Ehe family in order to openly

explore, undersÈand and work with the homeosEasis of the faruily system.

Directives such as those invorving tasks are negotiated: these are

intended to be carried out (as opposed to straLegic tasks which are

often expected to fail) so Ëhat the family system becomes a more

adaptive one in which problem-solving capacity is enhanced (I{i11 and

Wrate, 1985:31). These features are highly compatible v¡ith the

populaÈion of concern whích (although diverse in many ways) nay be

assumed t.o be healthy and readily able to make use of collaborative

problem-solving opportunities.

(b) Relationslrip of PCPFT to the Ecological Approach

The integrated model of family therapy being presented is

consistent lriEh the overall ecological ori.entaÈion in the following

q¡ays :
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1. rt is systems based--it assumes that what occurs in or to an

individual effects Ehe family and that what occurs in a family effects

the individual (Epstein and Bishop from Gurman & Kniskern, 1981:44Ð.

2. (a) The farnily is viewed as an open system consisting of

systems within systems (individual, marital, dyads) and relating Eo

oÈher systems (extended farnily, schools, industry, religions) (npstein

and Bishop¡ from Gurman & Kniskern, 1981:447).

(b) The family is seen as the mediating force which buffers

interaction beEween the individual and broader social environment.

3. rt includes a broad range of family functioning dimensions:

the McMaster model provides a wide view which is based on research wiEh

clinical as k¡e11 as non-clinical families (WaIsh , IgB2:115).

4. It aLtends Eo issues of value differences among families and

emphasizes the need for the therapist Eo respect the familyrs world

view: this is essential in a pluralisÈic society.

5. There is a focus on strengths and the familyts abíIitv t.o

resolve their own problems; Eherapy is fundamenEally health oriented

rather than seeking out and focusing on dysfunction. The main

therapeutic quesEion is: what can you do? rather than: what is wrong

wiEh you? or: what needs Eo be fixed?

6. Chatge is viewed as taking place mainly through the process of

taking on Easks agreed upon by all familv menbers. This is para11el to

the noEion of problems in living and adaptational Easks within the

ecological framework.

7. Lastly, the central eoal of this thera roces s is to he lp the

family develop new or more effective problem-solving; the fami 1y 1S
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assisÈed to become their own therapisLs (Epstein and Bishop, from Gurman

and Kniskern, 1981:474). These new skills also herp the family to

negoEiaEe more effectively with other socíal sysEems.

(c) Problem Centered Model: InLegration of the McMaster Model and
StrucEural Concepts

The McMaster model of family functioning and the associated

problem-centered Eherapy provide the core of pcpFT. These building

blocks are varuable in the provision of a c1ear, integrated

understanding of farnily functioning and a structure for Èhe organization

of the therapy process. The treaEment method utilizes experiential

intervent.ions (such as the assignment of Lasks) to promoEe change and

secondly a cognitive component which involves the therapists

inÈerpretations about Èhe significance and meaníng of the transactions

that occur in sessions. The practitioner commenÈs on whaE is being

observed regarding verbal and non-verbal exchanges in arrhere and nowrl

way. The six dimensions associated v¡iEh the McMaster model are:

problem-solving, communication, affective responsíveness, affecEive

involvement, control, roles (see Appendix 4: p. 215). Irrhile this schema

does not cover all possible aspects of family functioning, iÈ is broad

(compared to oÈher models) and includes many of the areas typically

affecEed in families with a chronically i11 child. For exarnple, paren¡s

frequently shift attention and energy onEo the sick child thus

neglecEing the well siblings (magnified) need for nurturance and

support. Parents may indulge the child due to feelings of guilE,

anxiety and concern Ehus diminishing expectations regarding behavior.

Disparate disciplining and aÈtention giving frequently leads to

resentment and acEing out of the well children. This typical scenario
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reflects difficulties in the dimensions of; control (discipline of the

children), roles (system maintenance and support), affective involvement

(overinvolvement with the afflicted child and lack of involvernent wiEh

oËher siblings).

The McMaster model of family functioning suggests Èhat Lhe family

is the laboratory for the social, psychologicar, biological development

and maintenance of family members. As such, it is designed Eo

accomplish certain tasks and functions which are categorized in three

task areas. These include basic tasks (provision of food, shelter,

cloEhing), developmenEal Èasks (those issues which are associated with

individual development and family life cycle phase) and hazardous events

(crises Ehat occur in association E'ith i11ness, accidents, unemployment,

etc.) (Epstein and Bishop, 1981:447). This schema helps to normalize

and provide some theoreLical undersEanding of the impact of serious

childhood illness. I,Iill and Wrate note for example thaÈ even where

hazardous events are considered to be Èhe primary source of a families

difficulties, in many instances pre-exisËing vulnerability deEermines

how the family responds to the event. For example, diagnosis of a

serious illness in a child rnay lead to heightened conflict and tension

in an already unstable marital relationship. The therapisE may in this

case need to help sErengthen the narital relationship as a firsE step in

esEablishing long term coping strategies.

UEilization of the PCPFT model guides the therapist in assisting

the fanily to deal with those stresses and demands which arise as the

direct result of the illness and secondly to faciliEate insighÈ and

awareness about how this event triggers past unresolved conflicts.
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Action steps such as Ehe implementation of tasks are usually

incorporaEed into both of these types of issues. This double pronged

approach is helpful in reducing the sense of being overwhelmed whích

many families experience (Moos, 1979:82). Because Èhis approach relies

on collaborative problem-solving the faurily is guided in parrializing

what may be a long list of concerns. These problems are Lhen priorized

and addressed in a sequential systematic manner (wlrr and wrate,

1985:65).

The contribution of structural famíIy therapy concepts and

Èechniques Eo this inEegrated model is substantial. The incorporaEion

of structural Ëheory into the assessment and treatment phases of the

original problem-centered model provides added richness and depth of the

conceptualizaton of family functioning and flexibility with regard to

intervenEive choices. The description of basic dysfunctional

transactional processes such as triangulaEion, enmeshment/disengagement

are helpfur in assessing strucÈura1 difficulties and in designíng

interventions ¡,¡hich ef f ectively address these problems. Will and I^Irate

summarize Ehe contribution of structural theory to the McMaster model

as: 1. The assessnent of farnily roles, particularly the execuLive

subsystem. 2. The assessment of affective involvemenÈ (i.e. through

enactment). 3. Offering an undersLanding of how symptoroic behavior roay

be homeostatic. 4. Provides an appreciaÈion of the important

repetitive characteristics of Ehe family system (I.Ii11 and I{rate,

1985:28).

The application of this aspect of the pcpFT approach is generally

helpful in making sense of, and inEervening in the organization of the
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faroily; it is particularly useful in working with dysfunctional

families for whom the "a.åir,,a forward problem-solving approach is

insufficient. Families wíEh chronically il1 children who experíence

dysfunction often exhibit cerEain typical patEerns. For example, the

mother often almost unavoidably becomes overly involved with the i11

child. This is usually the result of medical regímens, the child's

activity resLrictions and the parents heighEened concern, feelings of

anxiety and sometimes guilt. To some extent this increased intensity

and contact is beneficial and necessary. As in other types of

triangulated families however, this becomes a problem to the extent that

oÈher family relationships (i.e. the marital subsystem) are disrupted or

impaired. In a case of triangulation of the child (into the mariÈal

conflicts), the family needs to strengthen bound.aries around Èhe

parental subsystem and to solidífy the boundary beEween the executive

and sibling subsystem. This r+ourd be inportant in: 1. sErengthening

the mariÈal relationship in order to ensure the mutual support needed to

cope with t.he added sLresses and demands that Ehe child's illness

irnposes. 2. To free the child up to pursue already conflicEed

developmental tasks such as the achievemenL of a maximum level of

independence.

One of the major differences beEween Èhe MccMaster model and the

structural approach is Èhe assumptions abouÈ how change occurs in

families. Within Ehe McMasEer school, change is vie¡.¡ed as taking place

through collaboraÈive efforts rrTiEhin the Èherapist; the therapists

efforts to influence are primariry overL, direcE and sÈraighEforward

(Epstein and Bishop, from Gurman and Kniskern, l98l:450). In structural
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family therapy Ehe therapist is regarded as the rrsole agent of change

within the Eherapeutic system, creating ner¿ realiLies in successful

opposition to the fanilys own homeosEasisrt (wi11 and l^Irate, l9B5:61).

The integration of some basic structural noEions in the McMaster model

has two main benefiÈs: 1. They provide depth and meaning to a

conceptualization of family functioning which may be criEicized as

simplisÈic and.overly economical. 2. They offer more powerful

intervention strategies for working resistant and dysfunctional

families.

The basic strucEural concepts can easily be applied in discussion

and intervention in relaËion to several of the dimensions specified in

the McMaster mode1. Issues connected to ro1es, control, communication

Patterns and problem-solving nay be better understood and v¡orked rvith

using such concepts as boundaries, subsysLems, disengagement/enmeshmenÈ.

The integraEion of these two models thus provides a flexible framework

which is appropriate and potentially effective in treatment of families

within Ëhe targeE population ¡vhich contains Ehe continuum of farnily

health and a range of psychosocial responses.

Will and l,Irate pay particular attention Èo the integration of four

structurar concepts in the PCPFT model. The first involves the

therapist as the actual change agent and leader: this role enables

him/her to challenge the family organizaËion and to retain the freedom

to manipulate himself as well as Èhe family, forcing itrs members to

accomrnodate him/her in ways that will facilitate movemenL towards the

therapeuEic goals (Minuchin and Fishman, 1981, from Will and l,Irate,

1985:62). The nanipulativeness and ornnipotent attiÈudes inherenÈ in
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this vierspoint leaves the student uncomfortable. The position of
I'expert'r would therefore be avoided except with regard to Ehose farnilies

who are extremely stuck and who seem otherwise destined to spin their

wheels. However the writer would also argue that structural theory can

be of general value in conceptualizing a familyrs organization and thus

provide direcEion for interventions which are consisÈent with the

McMasEer model.

The second major structural concept is joining. while it is said

that this is necessary in order Eo be acceptable to the famiry as a

cenEral change agent, the development of rapport and trusE is a first

step in almost all current schools of family therapy. The idea of

establishing an early affinity r¿ith Èhe farnily using rheir own

presenting dramas and patterns of complementarity is very helpful. For

example, the Lherapist may uEilize Ehe strong mother-child dyad as a

beginning point to develop proximiÈy and a willingness to proceed in

Eherapy.

The third sÈructural notion rvhich is specifically addressed in the

PCPFT model is that of working with disequilibrium. This basic

therapeutic process invorves applicaEion of the concepÈ of the dual

nature of family sysEems: the continual balance beEween homeosEasis and

change (nichols, 1984:5I2). Change comes about r.rhen the energy for

movement and growth associaÈed wiÈh periods of disequilibriuro is

successfully harnessed and direcEed. At times the therapist nay work

Èowards destabilization in order to help families address hitherto

avoided patterns and difficulÈies (Wiff and I,Irate, l985:64). The

concePt of disequilibrium is highly relevant to fa¡nilies r¡ith seriously
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itI children r'¡ho commonly experience crises and upheaval at various

poinEs in time. These crises as discussed earlier, create intense

emoEions and often render the family sysEem more amenable to exploring

alËernative r{rays of operating. rt would rarely be necessary to

nanipulate instability in this context. Furthermore destabilizing

Banoeuvers present serious ethical questions regarding t.he

appropriateness and helpfulness of further stressing an overwhelmed

family sysEem. The notivation and openness characteristic of existent

sEates of disequilibrium are utilized to enhance the effecEs of the

problem-solving strategies which form the core of Èhe integrated

approach.

The fourth main sÈructural element which is addressed in Ehe Will

and I^Irate model is the noEion of sequential change. This essentially

involves Ehe assumption thaE change follows a developmenÈal path in

which "successful restructuring of the family arises not from a single

intervention but from the therapists continuous involvement in the

direction of the therapeutic goa1" (Wiff and Wrate, 1985:64-65). This

sLructural concept is parallel to and congruent with the use of

graduated task setting in the McMaster/problem-centered model.

The process of negotiating, implemenÈing and evaluating tasks

represents Èhe backbone of the inEegrated model. The nain goals of this

approach are to: 1. Help members of the family system to experience

each other in a different way. 2. out of this ongoing process to begin

to see alternative ways of undersEanding (cognitive resEructuring) and

relating (experiential). 3. To develop long term coping st.rategies and

problem-solving ski11s which can be applied to future difficulties.
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Tasks may be direct solutions to problems or they raay be indirect

attempts to induce movenent in the family system. Families r+ith ill

children both at the tine of diagnosis and at later sEages frequently

become overwhelmed by the intensity and array of affective and

instrumental demands which confront them.

This model focuses on the familyrs need Èo brainstorm and to

priorize their problens/concerns such that they can be addressed in a

systematic, sequential manner. The process of partialízíng problems may

in many cases, in iEself help to reduce stress. Having gaíned a nev¿

outlook or perspective on the situation; what was previously

experienced as overv¡helming nay then seem manageable. In addition Ehe

successful completion of tasks (which the fanily maintains

responsibility for accomplishing) provides a sense of mastery and

control at a time when family members feel helpless and vulnerable. The

therapist has an important leadership function in assisting the family

Eo selecE tasks which are constructive, realistic, appropriate and which

conLain the maximum poÈential for success (wirr and wraÈe, l9g5:57).

Epstein and Bishop offer several helpful guidelines for task setting
(Epstein and Bishop, 1981: 470-47I).

rn Èheir descripLion of problem-cenEered Eherapy, Epstein and

Bishop emphasize Ehat I'from the üomenL family members come in, we

repeatedly orienÈ them to what we are doing and seek their pernission

and agreement before Proceeding from one sÈep to the other" (Epstein and

Bishop, 1918:45I). This is especially valuable for the fa¡nilies of

concern who may feel anger, powerlessness and resentment towards medical

staff who the farnily viev¡s as having imposed Èrealment regimens.
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Relationships beEween parents and uredical treatment providers may be

strained, leaving the farnily feeling alienated towards those people they

must depend on. As noLed earlier the social worker practitioner also

has an important role in intervening with the team in such cases.

The impliciE message to the family in this task centered model is

that they have the st.rengths and potential to resorve their own

probleros. The therapisÈs role is to support, guide, offer feedback

(i.e. reframe) and provide stability and objectivity in moments of

emoEional intensity. one of the overalr goals of the therapy (which

links together various Èasks) is to promoEe problem-solving skills

(Epstein and Bishop, from Gurman and Kristern, tgBI:450). This is

essenEial for urany families with sick children who find Èhat their

previous style of relating has become insufficient or ineffective in

lighE of new demands.

There are tv¡o central components involved in the integration of

psychoanalytic thinking into this nodel of family therapy.

The first rnajor component of psychoanalytic Ehinking involves the

assertion that the therapist meeds Eo make formulations about family

function and dysfunction noE just describe them. I,lill and hrrate

summarize eight Èypical dysfunctional patterns which occur in faruilies;

Ehese processes (such as scapegoating triangulaÈion and family beliefs

and myths) allow concepEual understanding of family problens.

The second related concept involves interpretation as a method of

effecEing change through insight. They suggest that this aspect of

therapy compliments the behaviorally oriented strucÈural problem

centered approach which represenEs the core of the integrated mode1.
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Interprelation occurs through the'lhere and now" 1abe11ing of feelings

and Eransactional processes as Ehey occur in Ehe Èherapeutic context.

The application of this psychoanalytic principle differs drastically

froro its application in individual psychotherapy. rn pcpFT Èhe

fundauental criEeria for accessibility to treatment is the degree of

emoEional involvement of family members with one anoÈher; this contrasts

wirh the pre condition of Ereatment in individual psychotherapy which

requires the patient's ability to develop a transferrence relationship.

fn the PCPFT model the family remains preoccupied with each other rather

Èhan the therapisr. (Wiil and L{rare, 1995:106-I07).

The psychoanalytic componenL of the inLegraEed model adds depth and

concePtual clarity to this framework. It also allows (but does not rely

on) the utlization of awareness in promoting the change process. LIith

regard to Ehe population of inEeresL these concepts are particularly

helpful in illuminating Lhe nature and impact of past experience, and

cross generational issues ín Lhe faruilies ability to cope effectively.

The labe1ling and interpreLation of dysfunctional processes provides the

family q'ith the means and opportunity to evaluate their relationship

patterns and responses to Ehe illness experience. of particular

relevance is Ehe explanation of idiosyncratic rayths and beliefs about

the illness v¡hich tend Èo greatly influence both Ehe definition of this

and long term coping straLegies.

(d) Sunmary and Conclusions

The preceding discussion has attempted Eo provide an overview of

the relevancy and appropriaEeness of the integrated model (pcpr,t) as a

framework for intervening with families with chronically iI1 children.
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Particular attention has been paid to the wriÈer's personal

understanding of and recommendations regarding integration of the

st.ructural approach and the McMaster/problem centered model. Clearly the

expressed bias is in the direction of upholding the sEraightforward,

open, task-focused sËyle ¡vhich forms the basis of the McMaster

framework. structural concepts are accepted as invaluabre in

conceptualizing family organization; thus elaborating on the rather

simply described family functioning dimensions associated with the

McMaster node1. In addition sLructural theory provides interventive

tools needed to challenge those families who are resisÈant Eo a more

direct approach. Irrhile relatively brief it was intended that Ehis

discussion would provide a basic undersEanding of how this practice

nodel is applied to the target population. The inEegraEed approach

described by Will and l¡Irate is appealing because it is flexible enough

to respond to farnilies at times of crisis (diagnosis, acute illness

phases) as well as for working on long term adjusÈment needs such as the

requirement for reorganization of family roles. Furthermore it makes

use of both behavioral and insight orienÈed techniques thus

accommodating stylistic variaEion between faroilies.

A point which should be reemphasized is that family therapy aimed

at resolving internal sysEems problems is one aspect of the ecological

approach which represents Lhe v¡riters overall orientaÈion in working

rvith this population. The interventions (discussed earlier) directed

towards building social

helping the individual

conflicts are important

support networks, resolving team

sick child Èo work through painful

adjuncEs Èo family therapy.

issues and

psychos oc ia 1
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ChapEer iv - Individual Intervention with the Chronicall r11 child

(a) Introduction

The ecological approach builds on the notion of the'rchild as a

whole". This incorporates the belief thaL 'Ehe chird does not and

cannot function in separaÈe pieces, but only as a total dynamic

biopsychosocial entity'r (Travis, Ig76:12). This holisÈic sysÈerns

perspective provides a founãation for the selecEion of appropriate

social work inEerventions. It has been emphasized that treatment should

always include Ehe fa¡nily sysEem which represents the mediating

ecosystem which buffers the childts inLeracEions \,¡ith the external

social environment.

Social work intervenLions aimed at Ehe individual child are also

índicated in some cases. One to one (or peer group) therapy

particularly helpful for those children who are:

1. struggling with overwhelming and intense unexpressed emotions

(for example, the child who is fearful of death but is reluctant ro

burden her already anxious parenEs);

2. experiencing conflict around identity issues and the need to

become more independent.

rn addition, there are many developmental issues particularly in the

conÈext of adolescence which are most sensitively and effectively

addressed outside of the family interview (see section Literature Review

- rmpacÈ of chronic rllness on the child, for further discussion

regarding these issues). The need for individual therapy was assessed

on a case by case basis.
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(b) Principles of Selected Treatment Approach

rn recent years, a plethora of therapy techniques has emerged.

Most of the literature on interventions with chronically il1 children

has focused on individual verbal therapies (Schaeffer & O'Connor,

1983:1-3). Based on a review of liÈerature in this field, it seems that

many of the forms of intervention are viewed as falling within the broad

category of "chi1d psychoEherapy". Doddts describes Èhis as:

the process whereby a child is helped in a
relationship with a psychoEherapist to resolve
emoLional, behavioral or interpersonal problems.
This process is designed to change the child in some
wây, either to ease internal pain, change undesirable
behavior or improve relationships between the child
and other people in the child's life (Dodds,
1987:15).

The child-therapist relaEionship in child psychotherapy is

different from and yet shares some of the features of the childts other

relationships. some of the elements of the parent-child, sibling, and

peer relationshiPs are incorporated into Ehis relationship, such as the

degree to which the therapist imposes limits, pIays, challenges,

supports, and conveys positive regard (Oodds, I9B7:16). Those elements

which make the therapeutic alliance unique involve the attention to and

intensive focus on the childts behavior, perceptions, fanEasies,

worries, and feelings rather than on Ehe therapist. The t.herapeutic

relationship may therefore involve a sErong reciprocal emotional

attachmenE. Because Lhis is Eime limited, it is important to address

termination issues wiEh the child early on in the process so that he/she

does not feel deserted, rejected, or confused by Èhe ending of the

üherapy. The ultimate goal of this relationship is Lo help the child

achieve more adaptíve (and ress painful) ways of adjusÈing to stresses
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(Boston & Daws, Ig77:206-207). Underlying rhe child-rherapisË

relationship is a professional contract between a helper and a child
which essentially involves a courmitment of the therapists energies to
the r,¡eIl-being, healing and growth of the child (ood¿s : r9g7:17).

The tern psychotherapy often evokes certain negative connoÈations.

These associations include: a narrow, inward Iooking focus, a fixation

on idenEifying sEatic personaliÈy EraiÈs, a tendency to attach

stigmatizing diagnostic labels and a disregard for environmenEal

influences. I,Ihile these characteristics may accurately describe

psychotherapy in its original form and it is carried in oÈher current

conLexts, they, in no way reflect the students application of these

concepts. This term is therefore used here Èo represent the basic

therapeutic relationship outlined in the preceding description.

I+lithin this relationship a range of specific techniques and

activities may be selected depending upon the idenEified goals of the

therapy and other relevant variables (such as age, sex, cultural

identity, developmenEal stage). play therapy represents a category of
techniques which may be utilized in helping a child to resolve problems,

communicate feelings about self and others and to promote developmental

growth. IÈ may also be effecEive in addressing conflicted emotions

which underrie behavioral difficulties. For example many of the

psychosocial problerns encountered by chronically í11 children and

adolescents becone manifested through acting out or self-destructive

behaviors. Play therapy or oÈher expressive activity nay help the

therapist in understanding the meaning and function of Èhe (apparently

dysfunctional) behavior for the child and secondly allows the
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opportunity for catharsis for the child. play therapy and other

exPressive techniques are being proposed as particularly appropriate for

chronically i11 children for the following reasons:

i. Many children particular younger ones have limited verbal

skil 1s .

2. Lack of verbal ski11s in corabination with the potentially

limited ability to identify and express emotions imposes limitaEion on

the effectiveness of verbal therapies.

3. Emotions related Eo the illness nay be overwhelming, intense

and highly negative; such feelings and their expression may have been

discouraged by family members who tend to ninimi ze or deny certain

realities of the illness (Segal, 1984:593).

4. Consequently opportuniEies for release, catharsis and

expression may be indicated but not in a manner that requires direct

verbal acknowledgemenÈ. Games and play are an integral part of the

childrs world; such activity is familiar, non-threatening and

associated with rtfunr' (Sega1, 1984:593). As such playtherapy makes use

of the childrs comforEable way of being which relies on sponÈaneity and

creativity. This a1lows for expression without "talking abouÈ"

fee 1 ings .

5. Many Ereatment modalities construct a worker (expert) - client
(recipient) structure in which the practiEioner takes prirnary

responsibility for analyzing and providing solutions Lo problems. Sick

children are ofLen already traumatized by the irnposed need for

dependence and obediance to activity and medical regimens. Expressive

nodalities create a context for self control and masEery over the
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process of being helped (fine, 7979:733).

In many ways play therapy represents more of an orienEation to work

Idith children rather than a cohesive Eheory. Play is an elusive concept

to define; Bronfenbrenner describes three themes inherent in all play

activiEy. The firsL is that play is an inrrinsically motivated

acÈivity which is undertaken for itrs own sake rather than being

primarily a means to an end. Secondly play is essentially spontaneous

and voluntary; Lhus it is engaged in by choice rather than compulsion.

Third1y, play includes an element of enjoyment or something that is done

for fun (Musselwhite, 1986:3-4). Techniques wiLhin play Èherapy vary

primarily in terms of the type of medium selected, such as use of toys,

puppets, paints, dramaticsr-music or dancing; aII share a commiEment to

the utilization of play (rather than only verbal exchange) in furthering

therapeutic goals. -

The student accepts Ëhe prescriptive approach to selection of

specific methods and activities advocated by schaeffer & orconnor

(1983:1). This involves selecEion of the mosE appropriate meEhod based

on the childs needs. For example Èhe use of puppets might be helpful in

work wiÈh a five year old, however such an acÈivity would noE be well

received by a fourteen year o1d. One of the rnajor conceptual divisions

within play therapy is Ehe distinction between classical structured and

unstructured client-centered therapy. Given thaE Èhe population of

chronically il1 children is not homogeneous both variaÈions night be

uËi1ized. Thus ¡vhiIe, a child from a highly disorganized family mighE

benefit from the structure and security of the Èheraplay approach

(Jernberg, 1983:6-9), anoLher chird may require the freedom and
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unconditional acceptance of Axline

I9B3:279; Gumaer, 1984:38). I,Jirh

play techníques will be much more

activiEies will be used Eo enhance

sessions.

!s Client-Centered Model (Mishne,

regard to adolescents, the use of

limited. However, expressive

and supplement verbally oriented

one of the recommendations within this approach is that Lhe

therapist should seek to expand her influence Èhereby broadening the

focus on therapy from the traditional ernphasis on the unconscious self

to include the child's cognitions, observable behavior, faurily sysËem

and other social relationships (Schaeffer & O'Connor, I9g3:2). This

framework is therefore compatible with the ecological approach which is

being proposed an overall intervenEive guide.



PART IV - THE PMCTICUM EXPERIENCE: INTEGRATING THEORY AND PRACTICE

Chapter i - ImplemenLation of the practicum Design

( a) Introduc.Eion

This practicum involved contacE v¡íth twelve families over the

course of six and a half months in the pediatric gastroenterology

clinic. rnplenentation of Èhe practicum design did not differ

subsLanÈia11y from the original pran although some relatively minor

changes r¡ere made. The opporLunity for the student to spend Èime in the

practicum setEing (the pediaÈric gastroenterology clinic) prior to the

actual practicum phase facilitated the development of a workable

realistic design. There rdere two features associated hrith this

practicum plan which proved to be parLicularly challenging.

Firstly, the selected clinic area had noE previously been covered

by the social work department or had any signifieant experience with

social work services. Thus in addition to Èhe specified objectives

there was a need to exert a substantial amount of time and energy

particularly in the initial sÈages towards establishing a social work

role in this setting. This challenged rue to clarify ny own thinking

regarding the potential rores for social work in this setLing.

This task was made nore difficult at Eimes by Èhe added complexity

of the dual researcher/clinician roles. Although the successful

integraEion of these roles was possible there were ineviEably aÈ momenLs,

some uncertainty regarding the nature and parameters of ny involvemen¡.

These issues will be elaborated later on in t.his chapter.

rt was agreed during the planning of this practicum that the
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placement period vtould involve six months rather than the usual three and

a ha1f. It was decided Ehat an extended Eime period was needed both to

address the students goals and Eo accommodate the needs and interests of

the client group being served in this setting. This second

consideraEion reflects the family focus of the practicum work and the

particular long term needs of this population. The extended length of

this practicum \.ras exEremely helpful in permitEing the amount of time

and energy needed to address the roles issues referred to above.

The practicum cornmittee is composed of three members: Ruth Rachlis

(primary advisor) assocíate professor, Faculty of Social Work; Dick

Marinelli, direcEor of the social work departmenE, childrenrs Hospitar;

and Shirley Grosser, associate professor, Faculty of Social Llork.

Clinical supervision qlas provided mainly by Ruth Rachlis; consultation

and support within the seEting were received from Dr. Stanley Moroz, the

physician in charge of pediatric gastroenterology and Dick Marinelli.

(b) The Setting and Client PopulaÈion

The setting for this pracEicum was the pediatric gastroenterology

clinic at the Childrenrs Hospital, Health Sciences Center in hrinnipeg.

This is primarily an outpatient clinic horvever patienÈs are someEimes

treaEed on an in-paEient basis. Medical care for these children is

essentially provided by the prirnary physician, Dr. Stanley Moroz and

the clinic nurse, Lynn Hilliard-Thorson. Other medical specialisEs and

disciplines (such as dietetics, psychiatry and education) are consulted

as necessary. There has never been systematic coverage of this clinic

by social work; consults may be requested on an as needed basis.

This is the only pediatric gasÈroenterology in Manitoba. This
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clinic serves all children and their families in Manitoba who require

this specialized rnedical care as well as some parts of Saskatchewan and

OnÈario.

The selected client group was drawn from the population of patients

and Eheir families under Ehe care of Dr. stan lrloroz. The target

population !¡as defined as those children with inflammatory bowel

disease; this incrudes crohn's disease and ulcerative colitis. This

specific disease category was selected as it matched the criteria of

serious chronic illness estabrished by the sÈudent (see part r

rntroduction, chapter iii - ParameLers of targeE population and

raEionale). other types of illnesses which are treated in the

gastroenterology clinic such as liver disease were excluded as the

resu1E of obvious major qualitative differences in the experience of

child and family.

clinical features comnon to both disorders include diarrhea,

gastrointestinal blood and proEein loss, abdorninal pain, weight ross,

fever, Poor energy leve1, and growth failure when the disease is severe.

crohnls disease differs from colitis in Èhat it is noE limited to a

particular area of the gastrointestinal tracE and may nanifesE itself

from the mouth to anus. BoEh diseases nay ivolve extraintestinal

nanifestations involving the eyes, joints, skin and liver (Grand and

Homer , I975:835).

(c) Selection Criteria and Referral process

A toÈal of twelve faruilies was selected from this population over

the six month practicum period. All families had a child wiÈh

inflammatory bowel disease; either crohn's disease or ulceraLive
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colitis.

The main criteria for selection of families frorn this population

involved age of the chí1d. It was originally intended that if possible

an equal number of children from each of three designated age groups

(preschool; primary school age - grades 1-6; adolescents - grades 7-r2)

would be selected in the sample. unfortunaEely there was a highly

disproportionate number of late primary school age and adolescent

patients in the broader population of patients: the sample drawn Ehus

reflects this characteristic (Moroz, 1988). The client group included:

one preschool age child, three primary school age children and eight

adolescent age children; it should be acknowledged thaÈ there was a wide

range of variatíon (age twelve-eighteen years) between the ages included

within the adolescenE category. This characteristic of the samp].e group

reflects the nature of the broader population which typically involves

onset of inflannatory disease in laEe childhood and early adolescence

(I.Iood, I,IaEkins , Boy1e, Nogueira, Zimond, CarrolI , Lg87 :778) .

In addition to the age criteria, it was decided that Dr. Moroz (the

referring physician) would refer approximately equal numbers of families

who he perceived as coping well and families who seemed to be

experiencing difficulties. The purpose of this addiÈional criterion was

to ensure a range of variation with regard to psychosocial functioning.

This criterion had the effect of preventing the selecEion of a sample

group characterized by extrernes; either an overrepresentation of

pathology or exceptional coping patterns. This was in no rùay

conceptualized as an assessnent. tool or method of classifying farnilies

according to coping abilities. In facE iE was agreed that the physician
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r{ould not inforrn the student of these impressions until after the

initial assessment had taken place.

IE should be noted Ëhat it Þ¡as assurned that selecÈion according to

these criteria would a1low some variation with regard to stage of

irlness which is an inportant variable in determining illness

experience.

rt is worthy of mention thaL this serection process was made

intenEionally simple. While a more elaboraEe selection criEeria might

have been developed there I¡¡as a concern that preoccupation with sample

variables would potentially detract from the central goals of this

practicum experience which involved developing a greater understanding

of the experiences of chronically i11 children and their families and to

develop an ability to intervene effectively. Since rigorous empirical

sEudy of variables and causal explanation ürere not Ehe aim of this

practicum, it was decided that sampling accuracy vras less crucial Èhan

the above considerations.

Initial conÈacts with all families were made by Dr. Moroz either by

telephone or during clinic visits. The purpose of these contacEs was to

explain the purpose of the students involvement and Eo obtain permission

for the former to contact the fanily for an appointment. Normally r

contacted the fanily (parents) by telephone to set up the first

fanily meeting. Occasionally this firsE contact involved a brief

interview in the clinic setting. The student initially requesÈed two

family inÈerviews; a fanily neeÈing and a second meeting to discuss the

results of the paper and pencil measures which the family r^7ere asked to

complete. Additional interviews \{ith the children either individually
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or as a sibling group were often requested. The decision to-request

meetings v¿ith the children was based on assessment consideraEions such

as a childrs apparent ability to express herself in the conÈext of the

family interview and the idenÈification of clinical concerns. My role
was Ewofold; firsÈ1y that r was a graduate student learning about Ehe

impact of chronic illness on children and Eheir families and secondly

that I was also available to provide service in the form of information

giving, counselling, sharing experiences of oEher families should such a

need be identified.

This referral process worked very we11. The

physícian had Ehe effecL of validating the student

member of the team providing care for their child.

opportunity to reassure families that involvement

purely volunEary and that non-participation would

medical care provided to the child.

initial contact by the

ts role as an accepted

IÈ also provided an

this sEudy was

no r17ay affec¡ the

1n

1n

(d) Researcher and Clinician: The Chal1e of Dual Roles

As stated earlier, the task of simultaneously carrying out the

roles of clinician and researcher represented a major challenge within

this practicum experience. While at times this dualiEy was frustraEing,

much of my Personal learning l{¡as based on the process of wrestling with

these issues. Although in some r{'ays this role integration was

problematic (particularly with regard Eo limiting clinical involvement)

there were also unexpected gains.

One of the issues resulting from this design was a tendency for

fa¡oilies Eo focus on the research aspect of the studentrs involvement in

the gastroenÈerology clinic. Even though it was explained during the
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initial contact that I r¿as available to provide social rsork services,

farnilies tended to adhere Èo the researcher component of my role. This

paÈtern was problematic in that it was difficult to engage fanilies in

working on concerns and problems identified in the assessment process.

One plausible explanation for this development is the level of

comfort experienced by fanilies in parÈicipating by offering information

in contrast to asking for help. This researcher/educator relaÈionship

permitted a degree of personal distance (and thereby safety); the helper

client relationship in comparison necessitates a leve1 of openness and

vulnerability which is generally much more threatening.

One of the positive outcomes of the research role was the

opportunity it created for Èhe acknowledgement of the familyrs struggles

and experiences and for an affirmation of Èheir strengths and competence

in coping with this life experience. The initial fanily interview thus

provided a forum within which farnilies could air their concerns and

ventilate emotions. In verbally concepEualizing and reframing familiesf

stated responses about how they managed their childts illness as (for

example) "ways of coping'orrlÈhe difficult aspects of this experience"

the fa¡nilies were offered a new framework for making sense of their

experiences. The assessment interview thus provided Èhe opportuniÈy for

family members Èo reflect on and reevaluaÈe their own issues and needs

r.rithout having to request or even accept professional help. For a snall

number of fanilies this contracÈ led to identificaÈion of needs or

problems for which they wished assisEance frorn the social worker or

other community resources.

A less primary but influential factor ¡vas that some fanilies vierved
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the researcher/practiEioner role as mutually exclusive. This became

evident as the result of discussions with families about these issues.

One parent commented Ehat "I didnrt know social workers did studies like

Ehís .t'. This situation is connecEed vrith commonly held assumptions

and perceptions with regard to the potential scope of the social rvork

role and Ehe purposes of social research. The notion Ehat research may

be a sËep in the process of discovering I'how to be helpful to farnilies

wíEh an ill child" $¡as quite novel for many clients. In reflection, the

predominanL vierv that research/pracEice are disassociated activiEies is

completely understandable, particularly given thaE even within the

social work profession there is currently nuch controversy about the

compatibility of and potential for integration of these functions. Thus

the mulÈidimensional aspect of my involvement in Ehis setEing was bound

Èo read Lo some confusion in relating to families, particularly in Èhe

initial phases.

Of note is the fact Ehat Ehis role duality \^¡as not an issue rvithin

the medical team. The integration of direct paÈient care and medical

research have historically been accepted as importanÈ componenÈs of the

physicianls ro1e, particularly nedicar specialists. The physicianrs

familiarity \,rith and acceptance of this orientation to medical care

therefore served to promote and encourage Lhe incorporation of research

and clinical social work objectives.

One of Ehe unexpecÈed benefits of the researcher role was thaE it

provided me with the opportunity to share findings wirh fanilies

regarding how other children and their families have coped with the

experience. Almost all fanilies interviewed specifíca1ly asked how
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other families had managed particular aspects of the illness experience.

Some of the common refrains included "is my child like other kids youtve

meÈ?tr, t'do other parents \dorry about their child t s diet?rr, ttare 
r^re

managing O.K. compared to other families?" The offering of informaEion

about the experiences of other families helped to normalize faroí1ies

(particularly parents) experiences; this represented a smal1 but

significant therapeutic intervention even with those farnilies who were

seen only for assessment. Furthernore this was found to be a powerful

vehicle for change in the surall group of families who received more

intensive service. For example one family struggling with a

non-compliant teenage boy with Crohnrs disease found it very helpful to

knor¿ that oEher adolescenÈs went through siruilar phases of response Lo

their illness; this offering of infornation provided the opportunity to

reframe this boyrs behavior in a positive Ì{ay (see Chapter ii (b) Case

IlluslraÈion - Family B).

An associated positive aspect of the dual role involved the

opportuniEy to share a broad base of informaÈion regarding families

subjective experiences rvithin the medical team. In addition Lo specific

case discussions, weekly neetings v¡iEh the primary physician and nurse

(and informal contacts with the hospital, school teacher and other

service providers) provided these other care providers with new awareness

and deeper undersEanding of the range of psychosocial and pragmatic

issues experienced by this populations. The physician reported thaE

this informaEion about psychosocial functioned helped hiro to respond

more sensitively to faniliest specific needs and therefore to more

effectively promote the care of the child.
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( e) CreaLing a Niche: The Socia1 l.Jorker as a Member
of the Multidisciplinary Faroily

It has been previously sÈated that this clinic setLing had not had

regular or systematic social work coverage prior to the practicum

arrangement. Consequently there was no pre-determined role assigned to

social rvork. The process of carving out a role for socíal work ¡vithin

the team, establishing credibility and clear parameters regarding social

work activities and goaIs, represenËs an important aspecE of the work

involved in rny practicum experience. This was made even more personally

challenging in thaE I was relatively new to the multidisciplinary health

care setting.

rt should be noLed here that while there were often multiple

disciplines involved in Ehe care of the paEient over time, there was no

formalized team sLructure. Thus Eeam is used in this context mainly to

refer to myself, the physician, clinic nurse and other specialists and

disciplines who r¡rere consulted on a case by case basis.

In certain llays, integration of social work into the

gastroenterology clinic was faciliÈaÈed by the physicianfs sensiEivity

to psychosocial issues and an identified need for sociar support

services. The need Eo develop a better understanding of the

psychosocial irnpact of chronic childhood illness and to extend efforts

Ëo Promote positive copíng (i.e. towards optiual management of synpÈoms)

were goars shared by the physician, nurse, and social worker. The

arËiculation of these commonly held objecÈives provided the basis for

the development of ongoing working relationships.

I{eekly meetings rvhich included myself, the physician and clinic

nurse provided the opporÈunity for exchange of informaÈion, planning and
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problem-solving. These sessions allowed me to define and clarify my

professional orientation, to offer perceptions of family issues and to

suggest intervention straEegies. Conversely these meetings enabled me

to learn about the teamsr long term and immediate experiences and

problems with regard Eo provision of care to patients and their

families.

This was a reciprocal process which involved mutual benefiÈs for

the three primary disciplines represented. As social worker, r needed

to learn about the medical aspecEs of inflammatory bowel disease,

principles of rnedical management and Ehe physician's perceptions of

families strengths and difficulties in order to understand and respond

to clientsr social, emoEional needs. The physician on the oEher hand

needed to better undersEand the familyrs subjective experience of their

child's condiÈion ín order to provide more effective physical management

of the disease. For example, knowing t.hat a parÈicular family believes

thaE their teenage sonrs high chocolate intake brings on symptoms

provides the opportuniry to clarify dietary issues and promoËe

undersEanding of lifestyle facEors in the management of Crohnts disease.

The clinic nurse contributed an additional dimension of

understanding as she maintained regular contact vrith children and their

parents during clinic visíEs. She therefore had a long term perspective

of individual children's coping and managemenÈ concerns as well as

knowledge of anxiety surrounding clinic visits and diagnosEic

procedures. Her community health background facilitated an integration

of nedical knowledge wíth a basic cornprehension of Èhe psychosocial

aspects of pediatric i1lness.
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At times I was arTare of a potential overlap beLween Ehe nursing and

social work roles. This is increasingly an issue within the contexL of

the multi-disciplinary team approach in general, particularry given the

recent broadening of the nursing role to include greaÈer attention to

the psychosocial aspects of i1lness. Within this clinic setting for

example, there e/as potential for expansion of the nursing role to

providing community health educaEion, follow-up of rnedical managemenE

(such as home treatment regimens) and social support activities.

As a member of this Eeam I supporEed the idea of expanded nursing

ínvolvement in these directions. For example, one possibility discussed

was the development of education/support groups for parents, i11

children, and siblings to be co-led by nursing and social work. This

would provide an opportuniEy to cornbine and optirnize the related,

complímentary skills and knowledge of the two disciplines. In this and

other clinic seLtings the nurses knowledge of medical managemenÈ issues,

the stresses associated with diagnostic and Ereatment procedures and

skills in providing social support are extremely helpful to families.

While also oriented tor¡ards providing social support the unique

contribution of social work involves the ski1ls and abiliEy to assess

and intervene in the psychosocial functioning of the child and family.

In addition, the social worker offers skills in understanding the child

and farnily wíthin Eheir broader ecosystem and in identifying the need

for and accessing resources and supports. In addition, Ehe social

workerrs aEtention to Ehe interplay between systems rvíEh which the

family is in contacE, suggests a role in coordinating and integrating

multi-disciplinary services provided by the team. It is these feaÈures
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which in my perceptions and experience, differentiaÈe the social work

from the nursing role.

The explicit distinction of professional roles ¡+ould be especially

important in those settings in which the nursing role was expanded

(beyond traditional confínes) in order to maintain some clarity of

function and to ninimize duplication of service. Based on my experience

in this clinic however r found thaÈ the overlap or degree of shared

attention was beneficial and promoted strong t.eam relationships and

optimized the consistency of care provided Èo the child and family.

One of the importanE organizational features of this setting was

that economic resources I¡¡ere very li¡oited. One of ühe reverbera¡ions of

this situation was that the clinic nurse mainEained responsíbility in

several areas; her opportunity to become invorved rrrith children and

their families was essentially confined Eo brief conÈ.act at the time of

clinic appointments. rn cont.rast, r had the opportunity to become

intensively involved with families; this included home visits and

discussion about medical managemenL concerns. I{hile the nurse clearly

recognized and supported the need for social work involvement, my

activiEies and presence seemed Eo serve as constant reminders of the

limitations of the nursing functions as imposed by this setting. This

tension was not, in my mind, an evitable outcome of the recent blurring

of professional (social work and nursing) roles described above but

raLher reflected the particular rigidity (apparently based on limited

resources) of ttris health care system.

This situation in fact suggests Ëhat the frexibility of the

otganízational structure and its responsiveness Èo the needs of its care
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províders (ie. making oprimal use of capabilities and skills) has a

dramaEic impact on Èhe success of the muLti-disciplinary tearn approach.

From an ecological perspective then, issues such as professional

"terrítoriality" referred Èo so extensively in the literature are as

much a producL of organizational features as they are an outcone of

unclear professional boundaries and personality conflicts.

Ongoing attention to these role issues and efforts to support the

nursing role was found Èo be important in the process of establishing a

mutually respectful rvorking relaEionship.

Implicit within the medical model which represents Ehe foundation

of health care delivery in this setting is the notion that problems can

be diagnosed and resolved through specific prescriptive measures. To

sone degree organic rnedical problems are amenable to this approach; in

comparison, the psychosocial issues which may arise out of or separately

from illness experiences, are usually nuch more complex and difficult to

resolve. One of the most challenging issues confronted in Ehis

practicum experience was the need to develop effective team

relationships in the face of different and sometimes opposing views

about problems and more importantly the nature of the change process.

The physician typically (and appropriately) identifies a problem

and insEructs the child and family about how to go about alleviaÈing it.

For example a reactivation or increase in symptoms (ie. stomach cramps)

may be responded to !¡ith a specific change in medication or

recommendations wiÈh regard to diet. rt should be acknowledged that

while this is an oversimplification of Èhe complexity of diagnosis and

treaEment iL explicaEes the linear problern solving process on rvhich the
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medical model is based.

This model is Ii¡nited in that it does noE account for, or prescribe

alEernative strategies in dealing with factors such as non-compliance

which cornplicate sÈraightforward rqedical treatment. Cultural values,

cross generational illness experiences, family dynamics, developmenEal

features (ie. chird's age) and the presence of oEher major stressors

represenÈ some of the primary variables associaEed with acceptance of

and compliance with nedical regimens (Pravder, Mirkin, Koman, l985:92).

It is wiÈh regard to Èhese and other coping issues that social work

referrals were often initiated. The ecological model provides a useful

supplement to the medical model in that it provides a more complex

understanding of (for example) compliance by comprehending and

responding to it within Èhe longer psychosocial context of the

child/familyts illness experience. Thus compliance becomes a question

of: "how does this family urake sense of and respond to this illness in

ways which interfere with medical treatment" rather than rtwhy wonrE this

family help Ëhe child Èo get well?"

Change in Ehe social work framework thus involves an ongoing

Process of reevaluaÈing neaning and depends on farnily memberst ability

and motivation Èo take charge and help themselves raEher than advice

giving.

This incongruency in perception of how problems are resorved

manifested itself, especially in the first few months of the practicum

experience, in several ways. FirsEly as I began assessing far¡ilies and

identifying problems in coping (ie: denial of permanence of illness,

excessive focus on the needs of the ilI child) it was expected that
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these families would in most cases (1) agree Èhat there was a problem;

(2) accept my view of the problem; and (3) welcome the opportunity to

receive herp in resolving it. Predictably some fanilies who were

assessed as having some degree of trouble coping, viewed themselves as

managing well and did not desire support or services from the worker or

other helping professionals. (It should be noted here that many

families who were assessed to be extremely skirred at managing the

ongoing stress of their childts illness were much more critical of their

shortcomings than was the interviewer.) This situation was noL

surprising to Ehe social worker who found Ehis characteristic based on

several years of clinical experience in working with families.

One of the tasks in addressing this difference in professional

perspectives was Eo present a more realistic picture of social work

involvement and to esLablish appropriaLe expectations Ehrough ongoing

dialogue r,/iE.h the physician and nursing, ie. that not all families Èhink

they need help and even when they do, the social worker cannot ensure

that problems will be solved.

Over Ehe course of these six months, the worker v/as able to clarify

these issues and to establish more realistic parameters. This issue ú¡as

recognized as typical of Èhe rnulti-disciplinary Eeam conEext which

necessitates the inÈegraEion of multiple perspectives and requires

ongoing attention and clarification. The challenge for the worker was

to retain a clear vision about the parameters of her potential and

actual contributions Eo the overall care provided Èo the child and

family and at the same time not accepEing or internalizing inappropriate

expectations about what could be accourplished.
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Over the firsE few monEhs of this placement the social worker

overcame an initial reaction of vague discomfort and anxiety (about the

degree to which she could prove her value as a tean urember) to a clearer

conceptualization of this issue as the natural struggles ínvolved in the

integration of a ner¡I discipline into a pre-established medical Ëeam.

The challenge then became one of educating others about the social rvork

role and perspective and secondly to find ways to work together given

differences in perspective rather than continually trying to minimi ze ot

avoid them.

RecenE literature on the subject of the integration of social work

into the multi-disciplinary health team stresses the role of ínformal

educaEor as an essential component of social work involvement in this

setting (Abramson and Mizrahi, 1986:8). This ís described as one aspecr

of an overall strategy lowards collaboration Í¡iEh physicians and other

team members. Many of the Eenets of this nodel were found to be very

helpful Eo the sociar worker in conceptualizing and carrying out her

role wit.hin the team.

Abramson and Mizrahi (1986) suggesE the utilization of Ehe conceprs

of negotiation and exchange in establishing social work roles; they

argue that social workers ¡vil1 have greaËer success in influencing

physicians if they focus Eheir efforts on strategies whieh take inÈo

account the power and socializaLion differences between the professions.

These theorists assert thaE social workers can have Ehe greatest

influence by the idenÈificaÈion of social work as a resource for the

physician rather than always sËriving for equality in staEus and power.

Activities direcEed towards Lhis end include informal educaÈion
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regarding psychosocial and environmenÈar issues, integration of

counselling and concrete services (ie. community resource liaison) and

providing support and acknowledgment of physicianrs sLresses. This last
sÈrategy involves recognition that "many unsetEing feelings remain

unaddressed in a medical culture that does not peruit their expression"

but which Promotes detachment from emotional issues and autonomy and

self reliance as basic values (Abramson and Mizrahi, 19g6:2). Thus the

social worker who has been socialized and educated to be sensitive to

psychosocial realms, to work collaboraEively with others and to offer

suPPort can make oPEixoal use of skiIls in building team relationships

raEher than being hindered by the differences in values and

perspec tives .

(f) The client Pop,tration: overvier of De*ographic Featrr.es

r became involved with a Eotal of twelve children and their

families. I^IhiIe the selection process $¡as designed Lo maximize sample

balance with regard Èo key identified variables, such as age and stage

of diagnosis there were certain characteristics of this group which

should be noEed. The dist.ortions in Èhe feaEures of Ehis sample reflect

Èwo major factors; firstly the inherent problem of representativeness

associaÈed with small sample size and secondly the particular

characteristics of the broader population of children wiEh crohn's

disease and ulcerative colitis. Based on discussion ¡vith Dr. Moroz iË

r¡as learned that the najoriÈy of children rviEh inflamnatory bowel

disease are diagnosed between late elementary to adolescent age

categories.

The particular features and characteristics of this client group
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are worthy of description since they influenced both the type of social

work involvement and the observations made about family functioning and

coping styles (see Table 1: p. lll).

Because one of the stated objectives was Èo learn more about how

illness experiences interact with developmental tasks Ehe social worker

attempted to select children from a range of ages. To a great extent.

Èhe variation !¡ithin the sample was limited. This reflects Èhe typical

onset of inflammatory bowel disease in late childhood and the early

teenage years; Ehere are very few patients in thís category under age

seven or eighÈ years. I.IiEhin the adolescent category there r¡ras a

concenEraÈion of older children with an average age of 15.5.

Another feature of this group of families is that only two had

experienced diagnosis within the past four months or less. A1l oEher

families had children who had been diagnosed from two Eo five years

previous to Ehe social work contact. This is due ín part Eo a greater

actual number of long term patients than new ones but perhaps also a

Eendency for the physician to refer families with whom he was better

acquainLed and therefore more comfortable. This feature of Ehe client

group meanL thaE most farnilies interviewed were experiencing later

phases of adjustment to chronic illness; there were few opportuniEies to

directly observe the experiences of families in the initial phases. In

fact the majority of familes had lived with the diagnosis for at leasE

Er{o years. This patEern had a significant inpact on the process of

engagement and nature of social work involvement v¡ith this client group

(see chapter ii - summary of social l,Jork rnvolvement for further

discussion).
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Another notable aspect of this sample group is the over-

representaÈion of girls. There q/as a toEal of eight female children

compared rviEh four males. Thís imbalance is partially explained by the

fact that Ewo of Ehe referred families (whose ill child was uale) did

not follow through with participation in interviews and are therefore

not included in the sample group. rn addition to Ehe under-

rePresentation of boys the ages of male children were clustered between

fifteen Èo eighteen years r,rhile the ages of female children ranged fron

four and a half Eo eighteen. This pattern is not representative of the

larger population of children r¿iEh inflamnaEory bowel disease and is a

product of the small sample síze. In other words there is a relatively

equal number of boys and girls with rBD and reratively parallel age

distribution across gender (Moroz, 1988).

Interestingly, there was a surprisingly high number of tradiEional

trdo parent households in Ehis group; only two families r¿ere headed by a

single parent (mother). In fact one of the two single parent households

became a two Parent household over the course of the social Ìrork contact.

This high percentage of two parent households (which is certainly

disproportionaÈe Èo Ehe general population) is representative of uhe

broader population of patients with inflammatory bowel disease seen in

this clinic. An additional associaEed observation is the relatively

high socioeconomic starus of this group of famiries. General

infornation regarding this feature v¡as obtained through the Chronicity

Inpact and Coping InsErunent: ParenÈ Questionnaire.
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Table 1

Client Population Demographic Information

Racial Origin Area of Residence
Soc io-Economi c

S tatus

Caucasian - 12 I.Iinnipeg - 10
Center outside
of hlínnipeg -

Upper
Upper-nidd 1e
Midd 1e
Working

0
4
6

2

FamiIy Structure
/Forut

Number of Children
in the Family

One child - I
Two children - 8
Three children - 3

Sex of
S ib 1 ings

male
female -

Reconstituted
Single Parent
Two Parent

2

1

9

7

5

Sex of PaEients Birth Order of patient
Age of Patient
at Diagnosis

Birth-Two - I
Two-Six - 0
Seven-Ten - 4
Eleven-Thirteen-7
Thirt.een + - 0

FemaIe
MaIe

8
4

First born
Second
Third

6
5

I

Diagnos i s

Crohnfs disease
Ulcerative colitis
Ulcerative coliEis
with unusual
liver involvement

Length of Time Srnce
Diagnosis (at Eime of

Initial Contact

10
I

I

less than Èr¿o months
less than six monEhs
six months - one year
one Eo Èwo years
EIdo to Ehree years
three to five years

I
1

0
0
7

3
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Chapter ii - Sumnary of Social Work Involvement

(a) The NaEure of Conract wiEh Children and Families

one of the primary objectives of chis practicum was Èo develop a

better undersÈanding of the coping strategies utilized by chronically

i11 children and their fanilies. of particular interest was Lhe

elucidation of helpful coping mechanisms and the factors which moderate

these strategies. A second objective was to develop an understanding

and abiliEy to intervene effecÈively with families rvho were experiencing

difficulty in adaptaLion Eo Ehis life situation. This combinaEion of

objectives necessitated the development of duar researcher/ctinician

roles in Ehe gasEroenterology clinic. As a result of this in¡egraLion

of roles, the social worker contact vriÈh the client group involved only

assessment interviews with some families and more intensive involvement

wiËh oEhers. The type and extent of social work involvement was based

on identification of need by the worker and family.

One of the limiting aspects of the research component of the

practicum work was that it restricted the opportunity for clinical

intervention based activities. This occurred given that many of the

families seen by the social worker were managing well and did not

require social work services. rn addition (as is predictabre in any

clinical helping context), wiEhin the sub-group of children and families

who were assessed as experiencing problems (or who themselves voiced

concerns) there were some r¡ho did not wish external supporÈ services. A

third important factor which greaEly impacEed the social workers abitity

to engage families to work on various issues was the fact that the vast
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najority of fanilies in the sample had lived with the diagnosis for at

least two years. ConsequenÈly many of these families felt that Lhey had

trbeen throughrr the experience and had to a greater or lesser extenÈ

mastered Ehe demands and stresses associated with it. one of the Èhemes

in ny contact with this group over the six months ¡+as that fa¡nilies

repeatedly sEated Ehat they wished I had been available aE the time of

diagnosis.

I^Ihile this practicum courd have been designed to maximize the

social workerrs opportunity Èo intervene wiEh families around illness

issues (ie. such as referral only of families wíth identified problems

or at the iniÈiaI stage of diagnosis) ttris would have eliminated the

opportuniEy to learn from positively coping farnilies. Thus the

limítations described above are noE viewed as problems wiÈh the

pracEicum design but rather as an outcome of my conscious effort to

balance personal objectives.

of the twelve fanilies, the social worker became involved in

intensive intervention efforts wit.h three and limited short term

services to tr.¡o others. The remaining seven families vrere seen f or two

or three assessmenL inEerviews although it has been suggesÈed earlier

that these contacEs $/ere in themselves therapeutic in nature (see

previous Chapter i (d) Research and clinician . .). The second

meeting with families was seE up to share information and obtain

observations made as the result of scales which family members were

asked to conplete. Discussion and feedback about coping patterns and

family relationships tended Èo elicit dialogue between family members

themselves and between nyself and Èhe farnilies. rn ny mind this
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contributed to the depth and richness of these contacLs.

None of these seven families had ever had the opportunity to

discuss their experiences with a professional helpíng person. Almost

all families interviewed reported some gain from this process; these

included (for example) a better understanding of the illness, getting

the chance to learn about other family memberst thoughts, feelings,

feeling likettwetre doing O.K.rr, hearing about oÈher families'

experiences, leanring abouÈ oEher resources in the cornmunity. Several

families also said that they appreciated the fact that someone was

inLerested in "what we have gone Èhrough. . .t'. r also maintained

occasional contact with some of these families wiEh regard Eo an

identified and for medical information or clarification of medical

management quesÈions (ie. concern regarding number of pills prescribed

and queries about diet).

(b) Case Ilustrations

Introduc t ion

Given the number of families interviewed over the course of this

practicum it is not possible to describe each one in deEail. Chapter iv

[(b) Themes, patterns, issues .] wilr incorporate a summary of the

patterns and variations in the coping experiences of this client group

as a whole. The purpose of Ehis secEion is to present three case

illustrations intended to elaborate the experiences of three families in

adapting to inflanmaEory bowel disease. An attempt has been nade to

include families with whom the social worker became the most involved

and to include a range of variation with regard to the ill childts age
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and farnily form.

I'iithin the conEext of these case illustrations I have incorporaLed

discussion of the selected pracEice models. The ways in which the

described integrated approach was found to be helpful in conceptualizing

illness experiences and assessing and intervening in family systems will

be explored. The following discussion r,¡i11 additionally incorporate Ehe

perceived limitations of the practice models as Èhey were utilized in

this pracLicum experience.
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Fa¡oiIy A: A Family r¿ith Multiple problems

Identifying Information

Patient: Nicky (age fifteen)

Crohnfs disease, approximately 2.5 years ago

- has had major surgery in initial phase

- in initial phase home tube feedings

- currently not on any medication

Diagnos is :

Treatment:

Fami ly:

excellent, no symptoms

Mother: Louise

Motherrs fiancee: Dave (currently Iiving in the house)

Nicky: age fifreen

Lorne: age eight

Aaron: age seven

(see Figures 1-3 for: Summary of Chronicity Impact and Coping
Instrument, Self-Appraisal Inventory and
Family Assessment Measure)

Social hlork Involvement

This family was referred in the second month of the practicum.

Louise co¡nmunicaled some reluctance to set up a family meeting on Ehe

Lelephone; it was finally agreed thaE r would meeÈ with Èhe fanily in

their home on a Saturday morning. All members of the household (at that

time) were present; Louise (Mother), age approxiuately thirty-eighE

years; Nicky, âge fifteen; Lorner âg€ eighÈ; and Aaron, âg€ seven. Dave

and Louise !/ere dating t Èhis Eine but he was noL yet living in Èhe

State Health over period of Social l+rork Involvement
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home.

The focus on the firsE two assessment interviews was on the

family's experiences, perceptions, feelings around Nicky's il1ness. All
members were asked about their understanding of Ehe disease and how

they would describe its impact on them individually and the farniJ.y. A

theme which quickly emerged was thís family's predominant experience of
the early acute phase of Nieky's ilrness and the frightening and

somewhat overwhelming nature of the Ereatment process.

Lorne, Nickyts eight year old brother indicated that he was afraid
Èhat his sister would die when she was in the hospítal. Aaron did not

seem to have much memory of this experience. Although Louise

communciated confidence in the medical care provided to her daughter,

she did indicate anxiety about the necessity of surgery. Louise in fact
consulted a hToman involved in lthealing through magnetic fields'r who

claimed an ability to alleviate Nickyrs medical problem. Louise was

dissuaded from this alternative treatment by the physician.

Nicky and Louise conveyed a great deal of pride about Eheir

successful home management of Nicky's TPN (total parenteral nutrition)

system which required hooking an inEravenous tube Èo the central line
surgically implanted in her chest. They seemed Èo view this home

treatment as a challenge and not as negative intrusion.

Through the firsE two interviews it became clear thaE Family A had

thus far experienced Nicky's illness as a shorÈ term crisis and Èhat her

Crohnrs disease vas not an imroediaEe (or particularly primary) concern

for any fanily members. My assessment of this was confirmed by the

results of the chronicity rnpact and coping rnsÈrument: parent
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Questionnaire (CICI:pQ) which revealed no concerns regarding coping with

the ilrness. This subjecrive appraisal may be partly explainable by Ehe

fact that Nicky had been in excellent health for an extended time period

so Èhat the family had noE experienced Èhe chronicity element to the

same extent as many oEher families.

They seemed to understand that the illness r{as incurable and likely

to reappear, but didntt express chronic anxiety about Ehe future in this

regard.

Farnily A generally viewed Nicky as a hearEhy, normal person.

was confirmed in the finding of the crcr:pQ which indicated high

physical health ratings for all members (see Figure 1, p. rgÐ.

assessment there were additional factors related to t.his family's

milieu which also influenced their particular appraisal of Nickyr

illness; this wilI be discussed later on.

Thi s

In my

social

s

Family Background and History

The integrated model of family therapy described earlier emphasizes

the importance of focusing on here and nor¿ funcLioning in family systems

in assessment and inEervention. while r accept this basic premise r

also believe that, particularly with regard Èo long sÈanding family

functioning problems, an understanding of the hisÈorical social context

is extremely helpful in making sense of current problens. This is

consistent with the ecological approach r¿hich stresses the concepÈ of

long teru adapÈation or person/environment fiÈ in influencing how

families respond Eo the crisis of serious chronic illness (Germain,

1984:58-59).

This particular case illustrat.ion represents my experience in
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working vriEh a faruily with multiple

which precede Èhe onset of illness.

features will be briefly sketched in

farnily's response to Nicky's Crohnts

this fanily.

serious long term social problems

Some of the primary historical

order to provide background to the

disease and my involvement vrith

for two

ago.

of

Louise has been divorced from the childrenrs father Jacque

years, however Èhe last separaEion from him occurred six months

The couple were separated intermittently through fifteen years

marriage; usually precipitated by Jacque's viorent tempers ín

associaLion with his severe alcohol problem. Although present in the

home aE the onset of Nicky's illness Jacque is described as uninvolved.

Louise is now engaged to an ex-friend of her ex-husband. hrhile Nicky

v/as sPared direcË violence from her father she developed a parental role

in Ehe family; proEecEing her mother and calming her fa¡her during his

frequenÈ violent outbursts. She stated thattrl'm the only one he would

lis ten to . . .tt .

As a young mother with three small children, Louise (with no job

skilIs and a low confidence level) found it irnpossible to permanently

extricaEe herself and the children from this marital relationship. She

had few supports and describes her extended farnily as being more

Èroublesome than helpful. Louise describes a hisÈory of sexual abuse in
her family of origin involving abuse perpetrated by her brothers against

her younger sisters. In addition Jacque maintaíned a long Èerm sexual

relationship with her sister over the course of their marriage and ¡sith

whom he has had a child.

rn summary, Louise has experienced chronic rack of stability in
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relationships, violence, social isolation, alcoholism and poverty. rE

seemed to me that Louise had experienced betrayal by nany if not most of
the significant people in her life. At the time of the first inrerview

Louise was receiving social assistance but had just received employment

involving on the job training. she indicated that she was rooking

forward to being independent and at Ehe same time anxious about her

ability to succeed. she also described a history of negative,

conflictual contacE 9¡ith social workers and oÈher helping professionals.

Family Ats particular response Ëo Nickyrs irlness must be

comprehended within their social milieu. The lack of social stability
and paEÈerns of alcoholism and poverty are clearly integeneraÈiona1 in

nature and involve deeply ingrained values and beliefs about Èhe world.

This event (which is perceived as unpleasanL and unconErollable)

rePresents one more life experience which confirms the familyrs view of
the world as an antagonistic place in which negative Lhings regularly

occur' over which one has 1ittle control. Furthermore it is perceived

that arthough often one can expect to be betrayed and injured by famíly

members, individuals and (for example) child welfare, social assistance

sysLems outside the family are even more threatening to Èhe familyrs

integrity and survival. This is reflecLed in the CICI:pQ which reveals

concern about child rnanagement and behavior but no identified wish for
help from external resource sysEems. These beliefs have in this case

1ed to a coping styre characterized by a reactive, passive stance, rigid
boundaries around the family system with few efforts exerted towards

anticipating or planning long term needs. This has created a reciprocal
pattern in which the fanily's coping style (or way of responding to Ehe
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world) in itself perpeEuates and precipitates evenÈs and processes which

serve to continually reaffirm their reactive, insular response style.

Fanily A therefore does not focus or reflect much on the illness

not only because it is inacEive but also because they are understandably

aEtending to ongoing survival concerns (money, avoiding violence,

keeping the fanily Eogether) and dont! perceive that they have any

ability to control the illness experience anyway. Secondly this family

operates in an intermittenL state of crisis and will respond to a

flare-up when it happens. Their familiarity with crisis response in

fact enabled them to cope very well with the dramatic emotional and

instrumental disruption of the initial acute phase of Nickyts ilIness.

Louise describes a scenario in which she ,rrocked (her twelve year

old daughter) to sleep'r when Nicky had severe abdorninar pain at night

prior to the diagnosis. From a psychosomatic perspective the onset of

Nickyrs crohnrs disease had the effect of forcing the family

(particularly her parents) to recogníze and respond Èo her childlike

need Eo be physically and enoLionally comforted and nurtured, thereby

allowing her (at least temporary) respiEe from her undesirable parenÈal

role in the family. WiEhin this perspecÈive it may be speculated that

Nickyrs physical sSrmpÈoms represent a reverberation of dysfuncLional

faroily processes (Oi11on, 1985:36).

Even if the eEiology of her illness is accepted as organic in

nature, one might at least. expect a paEtern of continued activity of the

disease due Èo the ongoing stresses and conflicts experienced within

this farnily. However in Ehis case there has been no reappearance of

symPtons since the resoluÈion of the first illness episode. This seeûs
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to provide evidence which challenges the psychsomatic model of pediatric

illness.

Engagement and Contracting

At Èhe end of the firsÈ interview Louise and r idenEified two

central ir¡mediate concerns; firsE Louisers concern that the children had

been negatively impacted by their experiences wiEh their faEher (and

that this was expressed primarily asrracting out'r behavior) and secondly

that Louise herself was in Ehe initial phase of recovery and was

sÈruggling with instrumenEal and self esteem issues. I.Jhile Nickyts

health hTas not an identified problem at this point I emphasized Ehat

what was happening in Lhe farnily was 1ikely to influence the appearance

of symptoms and reciprocally, Ehat when Nicky was sick this had an

effect on all family members. This made sense to the family. r was

careful not to leave the irnpression Èhat family problems had caused the

disease but rather that stress and unresolved conflicE tended to

activate as opposed Eo calming symptoms.

At this point I offered to meet u'íth Èhe farnily for two or three

additional sessions to further explore and discuss these concerns.

Particular efforts were made to acknowledge Louisers strengths as a

"survivor" of a long hisÈory of abuse and her ability to "make it on her

ovlnrt. The offer of service was framed as a resource for Louise in her

personal efforts to geE on with her life and in helping the children Èo

express Ehemselves and make sense of their experiences. rt was also

agreed that the worker would meet individually r.lith Nicky to further

discuss her illness and feelings about her father.
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Inte rvent ion

The social workerfs involvement wiEh this family over the following

four months was focused on their immediate social, emotional problems.

hrhile Nicky's diagnosis of crohn's disease was the enEry point for

social work contacE it was not Ehe focus of the work. In the initial

stage of contact the family accepted the offer for help and support

particularly with regard to adjustmenÈ to Èhe loss of their husband/

faÈher. The availability of the social worker to assist Ehe family in

resolving problems separate from those relaEed to the ilrness was

clearly stated. This is seen to be consistent \ÀriLh Ehe ecological

orientation involves attention to the context wiÈhin which illness

occurs particularly those features likely to impacE upon (l) the

progress of the disease process and (2) long tern adaptation to Èhis

illness. In Èhis case scenario while the illness had not in itself had

dramat.ic reverberations for the family, their overall level of

functioning hTas likely to promote reactivaEion of the disease and impair

successful long-term coping. Data from the Family Assessment Measure

(FAM) provided additional confirnation about the naËure and degree of

unresolved conflict; part.icularly between Nicky and her mother around

rules, responsibiliEies (see Figure 3, p. 196).

The social worker ¡net with family A for three additional sessions.

The first two sessions included Louise, Nicky and Ehe two boys. Louise

talked abouÈ Lhe difficulEies of parenting alone but expressed relief

about finally having Jacque out of their lives. she also expressed

concern about being able to provide financially for the children.

Louise indicated that she knew the kids had been hurt by their dad's
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drinking, temper and his irregular presence in the family over Ehe

years. She felt that Ehe main índicator of this was their rrv¡ildrr

behavior. Louise was encouraged to express her feelings and concerns to

the children during these sesions. The boys (particularly Lorne) were

quite verbal and expressed feelings of anger towards their faEher and

also gladness that he r¿as gone.

Infornation collected from the Self Appraisal Inventories provided

importanE supplemental assessment information. For example while Ehe

children expressed little concern about the currenE family situation,

all three had low scores on the farnily subscore, particularly the boys.

one of the goals in this initial sÈage of v¡ork was to help family

members identify and discuss Eheir feelings directly to each other and

Eo help connect pasE experiences with current family functioning.

One of the structural features which became evident was the 1ack of

clear generaE.ional boundaries characLerized by moÈher vacillating

between authorit.arian and laissez-faire parenting styles; this was

exemplified in LouiseIs relationship with Nicky. Lihile in some

circumsEances Louise treated her daughter as confidante the next momenÈ

she e¡as extremely controlling and demanded absolute obedience. Nicky

stated that she thought her mother was overly stricE and made Èoo many

demands. I commented often on the developmental aspect of this ongoing

conflicE; Ehat Nicky was a teenager and wanÈed to be treated as an adult

(ie. freedom to go out) and that Mom often responded to her daughter

inconsisEently. I suggesÈed that this was hard for parents when Eheir

child has one foot in childhood and the other in adulthood. This led to

discussion about "finding a balance" and reasonable limit seEting. r
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drew on the concepts of control and roles and the structural notion of

boundaries from the problem-centered uodel in conceptualizing and

clarifying this problen area (Will and l{rate, l9g5:2g).

I met with Nicky individually initially for assessment purposes.

This was perceived as valuable particularly given Ehe current family

confricts identified in family sessions. Nicky presented in this

conEext as a very vivacious bright fifteen year o1d who had been through

some very difficult and painful experiences. she had developed in

response, a sorE of trtough gir1" persona characterized by wild

hairstyres and clothing and wild behavior wiEh her peer group. clearly

Nicky had learned to get her emotional needs neE by boyfriends and her

peer group in general rather than her farnily.

Based on Nickyrs idenÈified need to have someone to help her sort

through her experiences, a conEract was developed. It r{as agreed that I

would see Nicky once every two weeks for an hour; we agreed to hold

these sessions at the neighborhood donut shop. Louise gave her approval

for this contact. The arrangement that r would pick Nicky up provided

Ëhe opportunity for brief contact with the rest of the family.

The decision to ¡¿ork with this Eeenager individually was based on

(1) her identified need to talk about her history and current concerns,

(2) that alÈhough mom had indicaÈed a desire for support she did not

rvish Eo continue family counselling.

AÈ Èhe time of the fourÈh family session iE was decided that

family counselling would be terminated. Dave, who r had not met

previously was Present at this interview; it was announced that he rsould

be riaoving into Èhe apartment. This session represented a major shif¡ in
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the relationship beEween myself and Louise; her previous presentation of

guarded vulnerability changed to rûore overt antagonism and suspicion.

I{hen r attempted to frame Ehis change in t.he family situaEion (Dave

moving in) as a blended faurily issue; "it takes soue time and work for

people from two families to learn to live together. . .". Louise

interpreted this as criticism of her adequacy as a parent. she also

reemphasized her past negative contacts with intrusive social workers.

Louise also stated that the children were going to have to I'tow the

linet from now on. Dave refused eye contacE and responded in one word

answers. The children clearly Eook their cue for passive participation

from Louise and Dave. It was agreed that for the time being it would be

alright for me to continue meeting with Nicky individually. I

acknowledged Louise's feelings of being intruded upon and her righË to

discontinue family meetings. r arso aEtempted to reframe our family

work as ny offering support to Louise and the children in their efforts

to solve their own problems rather than as imposing solutions.

I assessed this developmenL in my contact rrrith Family A as a result

of Louisets growing discomfort wiEh arlowing a helping person into the

fanily but even more importantly Èhe now solid presence of Dave as the

head of the household. Dave not only wanted compleÈe control of this

family but had also apparently had conflictual contact r¿ith Child and

Farnily Services around the apprehension of a young child from a previous

relaLionship. r r¿as able to maintain some contact with Louise by

Èelephone over the course of her involvement with the fifteen year oId

and took the opportunity to mail her information (about out of school

care programs subsidies) however there was liniÈed involvement after
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this point in time.

Germain and other theorists t.alk about offering services to

families in the early sÈage of crises (ie. diagnosis of serious illness)

when fanilies are most amenable to intervention efforts (Germain,

1984:66), This change in my relaÈionship with rhis family uay be

undersEood within this theoretical framersork. Initial contact Eook

place aL a Eime when Mother \./as feeling vulnerable and alone;

receptiveness to external involvement thus reflected this staEe. The

solidifying of Louisers relaEionship with Dave who served as rescuer/

proÈector/provider altered her receptivity to outside help.

I continued to meeÈ with Nicky over a Èwo and a half month period.

An offer was made to continue for an additional two monEhs however

Louise was firrn in her wish Lo t.erminate completely. Her reasons for

discontinuing were clear. Firstly she became increasingly uncomfortable

r^'iÈh the extremely positive relationship which r had developed wiLh

Nicky. Louise seemed Eo feel that her role as mother had been usurped

and she therefore experienced rny relationship with her daughter as a

reminder of her doubts about her parenting ability. secondly as Nicky

developed better communication ski11s and an ability to be more

assertive with her moÈher, this intensified the longstanding conflict

beLween them. Thus fron Louise's point of view r was making things

worse rather than better. rt should be noLed ÈhaÈ throughout my

individual work \,rith Nicky I atterupted to recruit Louise's involvement

by naking telephone contact and inviting her participation in sessions,

however she did not wish to make use of this opportunity.

The goals of this ¡vork wiEh Nicky were to (l) provide an
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oPPorEunity for ventilation of long standing feelings about herself and

faruily experiences, (2) to give Nicky the experience of a relationship

with an adult in which she was respected and valued.

I also nade efforts to work systemically with Nicky in assisting

her to make sense of her role ín the family and providing feedback in

the form of alternative sÈrategies to resolving conflicts wiEh her

mot.her such as rrhow about asking your mom for a twenty minute

appointment to talk rather than just yelling and slamming doors .".

one of Ehe basic objectives of this work became helping to equip Nicky

to survive in a famiry which was often chaotic, unpredictable and

unresPonsive Eo her needs. It was decided that efforts directed towards

promoting self esÈeem and development of skills in meeting needs

(particularly within the family) would be most helpful in furÈhering

this obj ec Eive .

I made a referral to a community based group program for adolescent

girls; Nicky agreed to attend with a friend. This program represented

an ongoing supporÈ for Nicky in anticipation of Èermination and also

provided an opportunity for positive peer contacL, recreaEion (outside

the home) and positive adult involvement.

Feedback from Nicky indicated thaÈ our meetings had been very

helpful to her in several ways. she staEed Ehat "r feel relieved jusÈ

to have told the rvhole story about my life .,'and "you werenrt even

shocked!r' Nicky also verbalized feeling betEer about herself and an

increased understanding of her fanily. she also said that she felE as

though she had had a "big sis terrt for a whi re and that she ¡vas ,'sad"

thaE this had to end. r arso shared my sadness in ending Èhe
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relationship and thaE r had also learned a lot especially about

surviving and staying positive. Nicky was given my telephone number and

asked to call if things at home became inÈolerable so that an

appropriate referral could be made.
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Family B: A Reconstituted Family with Severeffi

Identifying Information

Patient: Joseph (age sixteen years)

Diagnosis: Crohnrs disease - three years ago

- has experienced Èwo major acute illness phases:
at time of diagnosis and currently

Treatment: - has experienced extensive medical treatment: medicaEion,
surgery' Total ParenEeral Nutrition (home tube feeding)

- has experienced severe symptoms, dramatic weight loss,
depression

Family: MoEher: Sally (1are thirties)

Stepfather: Bob (late thirties) (commonlaw relationship)

Joseph: age sixteen years

ChrisEopher: age eleven years

(see chronicíty rmpacÈ and coping rnstrumenL: parent Questionnaire:
Summary - Figure 4
Self Appraisal Inventories - Figure 5
Family AssessmenE Measure - Figure 6

Social Work Involvement

Initial Contact

This family was referred to the socíal worker in the third month of

the pracEicum period. The referral was inítiated partly as a result of

the hospital.school teacherts ongoing concerns regarding her percepÈions

of the familyrs difficulLy in coping with Josephrs illness. This

Eeacher had been involved wiEh Joseph for three years around school

issues (ie: extended periods of absence) since the onseÈ of his
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i1lness.

At the time of referral Joseph was physically well and had just

conpleLed playing football for the season at school. The initial social

work contacE involved a brief interview with Joseph and Sal1y following

a regular follow-up appointment in the outpaEient clinic. At this point

sally indicated a concern regarding her younger son chris who was

'racting out" in school and behaving very aggressively Èowards the other

children in Ehe schoolroom and playground. Sa1ly also noted that Chris

r¡ras frequently noody and sullen aE home and EhaL he and Joseph foughE

consEantly. Sa1ly stated that Josephrs illness had been very difficult

for the family especially for Chris who had increasingly resented the

aEEention and special treat¡nent his older brother had received as the

result of being sick. She further indicated that she would like help in

resolving these problems. Joseph r{¡as attentive and outgoing in this

iniEial meeting and appeared very comforEable in discussing farnily

concerns.

The social worker acknowledged Èhese concerns and emphasized that

having a chronically il1 child r¡/as very stressful for families and thaE

Chrisrs reactions were undersEandable. It was suggested that the social

¡vorker arrange to meet with the family as a rvhore in order Eo get a

better understanding of their views and concerns. The worker also

stated thaE t.his neeting wourd enable the family to more clearly

identify their needs and to develop a plan about how to address them.

This was agreeable Eo Sally and Joseph and a meeEing time was arranged.

rt was decided that this appointment ¡vould take place in the family

residence.
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Engagement and Contracting

The first family inEerview included the social worker, salIy, Bob

(stepfaEher), Joseph and Chris. The purpose of the session r^ras resÈated

and clarified; to provide an opportunity for fanily members Eo share

their perceptions and feelings of the inpact of Joe's illness and

secondly to identify their current needs and problems. Given time

constraints Èhe assessment process was extended into a second family

int e rview.

This farniry exhibited a high degree of openess and ability to

express feelings and concerns even in Èhe initial stage of social r¿ork

involvement. Family B clearly had experienced a great dear of stress

and disruption as a result of Joseph's illness and. wanted the

opportunity to Èalk abouÈ their experiences. They also stated that they

wished Lhere had been social work and other support services available

to Èhem over the three years thaE they had lived wiLh Joseph's il1ness.

Although Sally was the mosE verbal, all family members con¡ributed to

these discussions. chris vras somer,¡hat shy arthough very aEtentive

during these first. fanily meetings; he seemed interested in relaying

facEual data but reEicent in tarking about his personal reactions.

Although this fanily identified some major problem areas wiÈh regard to

family relationships, they were able to present Eheir conflicts and

views quite openly and directly. r was struck by this fanily's overall

lack of concern about presenting a socially desirable picture or

censoring feelings and information.

rn essence, Family Bts concerns (mainly expressed by sally and Bob)

revolved around residual tensions and conflicts dated Èo Josephrs
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initial diagnosis and the first prolonged active phase (over several

months) of his illness.

Over the two assessnent interviews the social worker helped the

family to clarify their perceptions abouÈ the aspects of Joers illness

which had created the most concern for Èhem. This was viewed as

important assessment information with regard to understanding the

familyrs subjective definition of their irrness experiences and in

providing a context for understanding their current issues. Emphasis on

this angle l¡¡as confirmed by the assertion within ecological theory that

family responses in the initial phase of illness (ie. meaning of

diagnosis, management of symptoms) seL the stage for ongoing

psychosocial adaptaÈion (Ross , 1982:256-267; Germain, 1984:66). This

concePtualization was extremely helpful to me in understanding how three

years after the initial illness phase this family conËinued to have such

great difficulty in copíng.

Through Lhis process of personal sharing and discussion it was

identified by the farnly with my help that Lheir difficulties stemmed

from two sources; (l) the stress and disruption of adjusEing to and

managing Josephrs exEensive ¡uedical care (including at home treatments

such as TPN system, medication and intermittent hospitalizations) and

(2) Josephrs negative aÈtitude Èowards the treatment process and his

resistance in complying with them. Joe readily accepted his mot.herrs

description and adnitted that he hated "being on TPN and was never going

to do i t again'r .

Christopher indicated that he was sick

illness and Èhat his brother was "lucky'r to

hearing about Josephrs

able to miss school. He

of

be
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did not seem to have a good understanding of the seriousness of Josephrs

crohn's disease and expressed little sympathy for his brother.

Christopher openly acknowledged that he and Joseph rtcouldnrt stand each

otherrt.

Based on these initial inÈerviews the following contract was

developed; that r would meet with the family on a regular basis (once

every two weeks) for an initial period of two months to address their

ongoing family concerns and Eo help them deverop some strategies for

resolvirrg them and secondly that r would meet v¡ith chrisÈopher

individually to assess his functioning and needs. As the result of this

couplets shift work schedules at Ehat point, it was agreecl that formal

family sessions would begin in one month following the time of

assessnent.

The need for family system intervention in this case was obvious.

Farnily B had clearly identified ongoing relationship issues and had

communicated a desire f or rny help in resolving Èhese problems. l,ly

initial interpretation of Christopherrs emotional, behavioural problems

(aL home and school) as presented by his mother, úras that they were

prirnarily an outcome of this family's ongoing coping difficulties.

Given chrisrs shyness in the conLext of family sessions and his

developmenEal sEage, I felt that it would be helpful to work with him on

a one Eo one basis in order to beEter undersEand his perceptions and

experíences related to his family and his brotherrs ilIness. This was

viewed as a helpful inEervention strategy in allowing chris to work

through his intense feelings.
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Family Background and History

As in Family A, there were historical features in this family which

had a significant impact on their response to Ëhis ilrness. My

experíence in working wíth these twelve families dramatically confirmed

the importance of cross generational and historical background in order

to assess and intervene effectively in therrhere and now" with this

popul a t ion.

My personal experience Ehus highlighËed the relevance of the

psychodynamic component of the problem centered family therapy model

which emphasizes the exploraÈion, interpretation and rabelring of

hístorical issues as they relaLe to current functioning (Wi11 and Wrate,

1985:107).

An importanE aspect of Family B's background was that sally \.ras

previously married to Randy which whom she had had Èhe two boys. He r,¡as

an alcoholic and ernotionally abusive to both sally and Joseph. There

had not been any contact with him for several years. Bob, who had been

in this Family for ten years as Sally's common law spouse had never been

perceived as the boyrs faLher. This is particularly noteworthy given

that the boys were only five and two years of age when he entered Ehe

family. 0n several occasions Sally referred to Bob having to deal with
trmy kidstt.

Consequently Bob had maintained a somewhat i11-defined and Eenuous

role with the children. I^Ihen the children were young his adult status

allowed some automatic parenÈal control, however as they got older and

Joe entered adorescence this lack of clarity in his role within the

family became increasingly problemaEic. rt was precisely aE Èhis
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transitional phase in this reconstituted familyrs developmenE ÈhaE

Joseph became i11. hlhile the onseE of chronic illness in adolescence

tends to intensífy parent/chitd struggles anyway (ie. around control,
autonomy' resPonsibility), this process v/as further nagnified by Bobrs

lack of clear parental authority in the family. hlhat resulÈed was an

extremely stressful period for this family reflected in the simultaneous

convergence of: predicatble normal family life cycle changes, a

heightening of prexistant conflicts particularly rerated to their
reconstituted structure and the occurence of serious chronic illness.
This scenario may be conceptualized as the ,pile uprl facEor described by

McCubbins and Figley. This involves an accumulation of demands and

stresses which exceed the family's resources for dealing with them.

They suggest that the family system has become overwhermed and

vulnerable Eo developing maladaptive patterns (t"tccubbin and Fig1ey,

1983:r2-r3) (see Appendix 3: p. 2rÐ. rn my assessmenr this family

had not satisfactorily resolved any of Ehese Èhree major íssues and they

attributed all of their ongoing difficulties Eo Ehe illness. The level
of conflict here is dramaÈicalIy confirmed in the results of the Family

Assessment Measure which demonsErates problem areas particularly in
communication, affective expression, and task acconplishment (see Figure

6, p. 199).

An additional key aspect of this family's background involves the

facL thaE sally has a disabled younger brother with multiple physical

problems íncluding deafness and some mentar impairment. Sally sEaEed

that her parents were often focused on his needs and though she

understood this as a chilà, she sometimes found it difficult. These

experiences influenced sallyrs definition of and response to Joels
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illness in two main ways. Firstly she experienced ongoing anxieÈy about

his future particularly his ability to be economically self sufficient,

and to make career choices. Secondly she felt that she should be able

to cope with this experience although in rearity she found this

exceedingly difficult.

Arthough both sally and Bob had extended family with whorn they

maintained fairly regular social contact, they r¿ere reluctant to ask for

practical help or emotional support given the extended family norms of

self-sufficiency.

Int e rvent ion

An important development in family B was Ehe steady deterioration

in Josephrs state of health during Èhe time of my involvemenE.

ApproxirnaEely two weeks following rny initial contact, Joe began to

develop characLeristic symptoms of crohn's disease: low energy,

abdominal pain and diarrhea. At first family members sËated that they

thought Joseph had a stomach flu, however rnedical examination in the

clinic soon confirmed that this was in fact arrflare up" of Joe's

Crohnts disease. Over a Èwo month period this child became increasingly

i11; he changed from a cheery robust looking, rosy-cheeked adolescent

to an extrernely pale, fragile looking chiId. Joe's weight dropped

almosE Ehirty pounds over about seven weeks, at which time he was

finally admitted to hospital. Once in hospital Joseph was treated with

an inEravenous Èube (ten system) and then underwent surgicalinplantation

of a gastric tube. This enabled Joseph to continue tube feeding aL

home. This supplemenEal feeding system is typically used with crohn's

patients with active disease (particularly involving chronic poor energy
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leveIs, weight loss) who require nutritional

time of terminaËion, Joseph had been in the

and had gained over twenty pounds and was to

week.

supplementation. At the

hospital close Eo a month

be released within that

r maintained regular contact with this family over four monEhs

until the end of ny time at childrenrs HospiËar. As we initially

contracted, I worked with Christopher individually and wíth the family

as a whole. I also became involved in some individual work with Joseph

whil-e he was in hospiEal. Another iroportant dimension of my work with

this family involved the ongoing consultation with the team (mainly the

physician, nurse, hospital school teacher) regarding Joseph's unstable

health and the familyrs response to the onset of this acute illness

phase.

Family B experienced this development as a crisis; it seemed to

them Èhat Josephrs flare-up was a painful replay of the same situation

which Lhey had experienced Ehree years ago. Given the lack of

resolution of the issues they faced at that Eime (as summarized in

Family Background and History) and their ongoing difficulty in coping

t¡ith this illness this general response rdas not at all surprising.

Fanily B once again were faced with heighÈened conflict in the family

especially between Joseph and Bob and general feeling of powerlessness

regarding noÈ being able to control the course of the irlness or iEs

negative impact on the fanily system.

As Joe became increasingly symptonatic he began to refuse Èo Èake

his pills, reporting that the medication made him'rfeel sick to my

stomachtr. Joseph also became somer.¡hat depressed, pessimistic and
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wiEhdrawn, spending most of his days in his bedroom sleeping or watching

television. After about the third week of his flare-up, Joseph also

stopped attending school. The conflicE or por,¡er sEruggle with Sally and

Bob essentially cenEered around Joe's refusal to take his pi11s

consisEenÈIy or to do anything (in sal1y's and Bob's perceptions) to

PromoÈe his own recovery. In addition Joseph became short-tempered, and

less and less communicative with his farnily.

My inLervention with this family mainly focused on these immediate

concerns. Family sessions were held in Family Bts home; Èhis was

essential in ensuring Joe's participation given that much of the time he

felt too ill to leave the house. Data from the Family Assessment

Measure was found to be extremely helpful in identifying problem areas

with this farnily. The simple graph allowed members to visualize their

conflicE.s and confirmed consensus and discrepancies between members

perceptions of family issues. This is a parÈicularly valuable clinical

tool in working with families rike this one with a rather concrete

problem-solving style who have difficulty with abstract thinking. rt

r.ras even found to be useful to compare family members responses to

specific questions (within identified problematic dimensions) to provide

further illumination of conflicÈs (see Figure 6, p. 199).

These sessions provided ongoing opportunity for family members to

ventilate their frustrations and concerns. sally and Bob frequently

commented at Ehe end of a session that "this is the only time we all

really talk . especially Josephr'. One of the goals of the fanily

work was Eo help members to communicate more effectively with each

oEher. For example, there v¡as a Eendency to cloud messages íntended to
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convey concern or anxieÈy in the form of angry criticism. FamíIy

members v¡ere assisEed in developíng a!/areness of Eheir emotions (and to

differentiaEe them) and to express them more c1early.

A second goal was to reframe Joseph's negative aEtitude and

non-compliance as (1) reflective of normal adolescent/parenL struggle,
(2) a way for Joe Eo retain some sense of mastery over his own body and

exercise some choice in a life situation which continually threatened

his autonomy and emerging aduLt identity. Thus while other teenagers

(Josephes peers) were learning to drive cars, getting jobs and dating,

Joseph was forced to regress to a state of aÈ times almost infantile

dependency. As the result of his specific disease, Joe was for exampre

constantly questioned abouE the number, nature of bowel movements, as

well as oËher aspects of bodily functioning. Conpliance wiEh medical

regimens hTas necessary to provide recovery. Thus Joseph was in a double

bind; torn between independence and self control on one hand and

regression on the oEher.

This view of the situation !¡as very helpful to the family

particularly Bob, who stated Èhat he felt "relief" in'finding a way to

sort out the confusing pieces of this situationrr. In addiÈion SalIy and

Bob reported that this u¡ade them realize that Joe wasnrt behaving in

this manner "just to rnake us miserable". Joseph indicated that he felt
beÊter not always being 1'Èhe rotten kid'r. Christopher had. some trouble

viewing his brother in any nanner other than as "a real pain" in Èhe

contexÈ of family interviews, arthough individually he ¡¡as able to
express some complex and inEense feelings about his brother.

we also identified that there was a difference between
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understanding a problem and being able Eo respond more effectively. r

used several concreEe tasks with this family in order to assist them in
this regard. These assignments involved for example, asking sa1ly and

Bob to stop nagging about pill taking for one week and asking Joseph to

(on his own) get up and take his pilrs by rl:00 a.m. each morning.

Paradoxically it was later decided that sally and Bob should keep

nagging afEer all because (although he protested) Joseph needed help to

take his pi11s. The importanÈ element in thís straEegy !ùas it provided

Joe srith a choice; this prouroLed his sense of self control and at the

same time allowed him to ask for help and support. The utilization of

tasks as a way of promoting change and teaching problem-solving skills

hras very effective. This substantiates the value of the

problem-centered model (which reries on the use of tasks in

therapeutic goals) particularly with those families who are

motivated and committed to the change process.

advanc ing

highly

I also attempted to relate the family's immediate conflicts to Ehe

uncertain role of Bob in the family. In essence he seemed to be making

sincere efforts to maintain a father role but was constantly reminded

thatrryourre not my father". r encouraged sal1y and Bob to view

themselves as the parents and to discourage efforts by Èhe boys to

undermine Bobrs parenÈal role and authority within the family. r also

reinforced the noÈion of stepfaÈher role as appropriaEely involving the

responsibilities of caring for, guiding and disciplining. Unfortunately

the linited period of involvement in combination wiÈh the presence of

oLher pressing concerns did not permit extensive attenEion to this

issue.
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Work with the Eeam in regard to this family involved (1) providing

updated information about Èheir psychosocial functioning, immediate

concerns and (2) offering reínterpretations of this faroily's sEruggle Eo

cope. The predominant perception of the team was that this family had

historically not nanaged the demands of Joers illness well and that they

tended to get distracted by other less important everyday pragmatic

demands. r offered the view that this family's focus on household

organization represented their way of maintaining a sense of mastery

over their lives in a situation in which Ehey had very little control.

I also emphasized that this family was under a high degree of sEress and

thaE thís situaLion was very disruptive (ie. frequent cliníc

appointments, visiting Joseph everyday especially given that the family

lived out of l.linnipeg).

r arso attempted to offer support especially to the physician who

was in the frustraEing posiEion of trying to provide medical care to a

teenager who, from one vantage point, refused to take care of himself.

I encouraged the physician to offer Joseph straight information about

Ehe possible irnplications of choosing not Eo accept medical treatment.

I quickly developed a \rarm, positive relationship with Christopher

during our individual sessions. r experienced this child as a very

brighÈ, amiable, humorous boy who sometimes had emotions and behavioral

reactions which sometimes surprised and overwhelmed him. Christopher

was much more expressive and responsive on a one to one basis than in

the family session context but did have some difficulÈy ir identifying

his own feelings.

My central goals in working with this child were to: (l) assist
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chris in learning to recognize and accept his intense emotions

particularly with regard to his brother Joseph and (2) to promote his

self-esteem. My involvement with Christopher incorporated the use of
nany projective techniques and play therapy modalities. rn addition r

initiated conLact v¿ith the school sysEem (where many of this childls

difficulties were being expressed) and met wiEh his home room teacher

and principal. This schoor contact represented one element of the

broader ecological approach which was uEilized in my work wiÈh this

family. This was helpful in providing a better understanding of how

chris functioned in the school conÈext and with regard to peer

relationships.

Christopher's poor self-esteem leve1 rdas assessed through various

expressive exercises, discussion with school staff and the self

appraisal invenLory. The self Appraisar rnventory was valuable as a

supplement to the assessment process. Christopher's low scores on al1

subscales confirmed his poor self concept; particularly wíthin those

dimensions related to school and peers. Review of specific questions

also faciliEated dialogue about problem areas and also strengths (see

Figure 5, p. 198).

The substance of my work wiÈ.h Christopher involved non-verbal play

therapy activiÈ.ies. I made extensive use of drawing and coloring games

given christopherrs natural inclinaEion to draw. r supplied colored

paper and crayons and frequently requested Ehat chris do "picture
storiesrrfrom session to session, for example, rdraw a story about you

in school with a picture for each day, then ¡¿e wirl read iÈ togeÈher

when I come back. . .t'. I also asked Christopher to sketch himself in
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his farnily on several occasions.

One of Ehe highlighÈs of my individual contact vrith Christopher was

the use of Gardinerfs sÈory-tel1ing technique. This involved bringing a

tape recorder and tape to our session and conducting a radio show in

which r played the interviewer and chris was the special guesc

introduced as ttstoryteller of the weektt. He was then interviev¡ed and

asked to tel1 a story for'1a11 the boys and girls at home listening'r.

The central assumption in this technique is that the child automatically

projects his/her o$/n inner struggles into the contexÈ of the sEory

(Schaefer and O'Connor, 1983:3I3).

Based on chrisÈopher's highly imaginative saga about 'rthe dragon

who couldnrt breath flames" I then developed a story using this childts

metaphors which incorporated a Eherapeutic message acknowredging

christopher's obvious love/hate relationship with the dragon (his

brother) r¿ith whom we wanted to both "figh¡" and "help get his flames

back". I^Ihile it is not within the scope of this case illustration to

provide specific elaboraÈion of this intervenÈion experience, it is

being presenÈed here as one example of a range of activities used within

the play therapy medium.

This and other expressive Lechniques were found to be extremely

effective in working with this child (and other chíldren) for whom

direct expression of psychic struggles and painful emoEions is ex¡remely

difficult. From a developmental perspecÈive children have difficulty

firstly in recognizing and classifying emotions and secondly in

expressing them in words given limiEed verbal skills (Schaefer and

O'Connor, 1983 :5-7) .
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The sibling of a chronically i11 child (especially when Ehe laÈter

has such severe, usually dramatic symptoms) such as christopher is

confronted with a central ongoing inner struggle. on one hand

Christopher deeply resents Ehe amount of attention his brother is able

to command as Èhe result of his illness and thus experiences intense

antagonisu and hostility towards Joseph. conversely, christopher also

experiences a degree of anxiety about his brother's health, particularly

when he becomes very il1 and fragile.

chrisEopher experienced a high degree of dissonance in these

simultaneous contradictory reactions although both are normal. This is

confirmed by recent Eheroists who contend thaE the ability to
tracknowLedge both positive and negative feelings direcEed towards the

same target at the same time" is one of the mosÈ complex and challenging

Easks faced by the child in his/her psychosocial, cognitive development

(schaefer and o'connor, I9B3:102). rn case situations invoJ.ving younger

children, this dilemma is further complicated by anxiety abouÈ the

abiliLy of these powerful feelings Lo cause the onset of symptoms

(Schaefer and O'Connor, 1983l.216; Moos, I979:186).

The primary objective in using the story-teJ.ting and other play

therapy techniques in this case, was to provide christopher ¡vith the

opporEunity to develop an awareness and acceptance of these apparently

opposing feelings within himself. The therapeutic relationship which

represents the context of this personal growth process, permitted

affirmation for Chris thaE (even given his sometimes intense negative

feelings and behaviors) he is respected and lovable.

considerable gains were made in working with this eleven year old.
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Chris seemed to develop a greater sense of comfort with himself and

ability to focus on his strengths rather than his faílures. His mother

reported that Christopher became more cheerful and less moody at home

although he continued to have some negative feelings about school.

Unfortunately the t.ime constraints of this pracEicum necessitated

termination after three monÈhs of therapy; longer term involvemenE would

have been helpful in consolidating these changes and addressing

additionar issues. r would also have liked to involve other family

members in selected play sessions in order to promote a better

appreciaEion of Christopherrs needs and family relationships in general.

rn concrusion, the social work approach which incorporated

intervenEions based on the ecological orienÈation, problem centered

family therapy model and play therapy techniques, r¡¡as found to be

extremely helpful. Arthough the range of problems experienced by this

family were by no means compleEely resolved, very significant gains were

made. Family B offered a great deal of positíve feedback about Ehe

helpfulness of my involvement over the four months. They specifically

reported having learned a 1ot about Ehemselves and had found some nerrl

ways of relaEing to one another. of particular note was the familyrs

comment thaE Ehe most helpful aspect of my involvement v¡as thaÈ r

understood crohnrs disease and lras part of the Eeam providing Joers

medicar care and secondly that r arso'knew about farnily problems'.

They expressed frusÈration and disappointment abouÈ my leaving as they

r.¡ould have liked Eo continue our work. Although a referral Eo another

family counselling agency was discussed, Farnily B felt that this service

would not be helpful if it was disassociated frorn Josephrs medial care.
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Family C: A Family with a preschool Age Child

IdenEifying InformaEion

Patient.: Beverley (age five years)

Diagnosis: Ulcerative Colitis - three years ago

has experienced continual symptoms since age two

abdominal pain, exLreme diarrhea
associated with lack of bowel control

rare liver involvement involving progressive
deterioration likely to lead to need for liver
trans p lant

Treatment: - has had extensive diagnostic work up

- on medication which does not seem to have a
significant impacÈ on symptoms

- some delayed growth associated with illness and
prednisone (anci-inf lammatory medication)

Family: Mother: Sheri (age Ewenty-eight)

Father: Pat (age twenty-eighË)

Beverley: daughter (age five years)

Social Work Involvement

Introduc tion

Family C was referred to me in the second month of the practicum

period. They were essentially seen for assessmenE purposes alrhough

there r{ere some limited social work services provided including

informaEion and referral. Contact was linited to four interviews and

several telephone contacËs.

This family was selected for discussion in Ëhis contexE for several
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reasons. Firstly Fanily C is somewhat unusual in that their child with
infram¡oatory bowel disease is consíderably younger than mosÈ of the

patienÈs in this population (Moroz, 1988) and also has a relatively rare
liver involvement associated wiEh her disease. Beverley,s age is a

feature of particurar interest given my specified objective of
developing a clearer understanding of the impact of chronic illness aE

different developmental sEages.

The existence of Bevts liver disease also adds a complicating

dimension to this family's experience given the potential fatality
associated \,¿ith it. Lrrhile Beverly may well be a good candidate f or

liver transplant and may survive this surgery and live out a normal

lifespan, this is sti1l a relatively new and risky medical procedure.

rn addition, Beverly's ulcerative colitis may prohibit or complicate the

success of Iiver transplant.

The third important feature related Èo the particular selection of
this faraily for Lhe purpose of ilrusErarion is their ability to rarly
together and manage their experiences, given both chronic disruption of
their daily lives and the necessity of Living with intense uncerEainty

about the future of their only child. Description and analysis of this
family's experience will al1or¿ elaboraÈion of a posiÈive coping style;
this provides a balance with the firsE tTro case studies which explicate
probrematic adapËive patterns. rt should be acknowledged that while

this farnily was assessed as having substantial strengths there are arso

certain problem areas. My overall experience with these twelve fanilies
in fact confirms that r¿hile some families are able to cope betEer than

oÈhers, there is no one ideal coping style or perfectly adapted family.
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Summary of SociaI hlork Involvement

Family C was seen for three assessmenL interviews; the first trso

included Sheri and Pat and the third included Sheri and Beverley. This

famiry expressed no hesitation about agreeing to meet with me and in

facL seemed pleased to have the opportuníty to share their experiences.

Although they identified some ongoing family issues through this

process, sheri and Pat viewed these basicarly as inherent in their

situation and did not wish professional help (this will be discuãsed

later). They did however identify a need for information with regard to

(1) the currenÈ state of Beverley's illness and the anticipated

trajectory of her disease and (2) financial and social support resources

regarding the (potential) transplant experience.

Two short terur interventions resuLted froru these inforrnation based

needs. The first involved consultaEion with the physician about Family

C's desire to have more in-depEh information about Bevrs illness and

conversely to encourage sheri and pat to be more assertive with Èhe

medical Èeam in asking questions and obtaining as much information as

possible. This led to a meeting between Family c and the physician

which allowed clarification of Beverley's current condition and long

term medical concerns.

The second intervenÈion involved arranging and facilitating a

meeting ¡víth Sheri and the social rvork assisÈant responsible for out of

tov¡n arrangements for families who need to Eravel to other cities. This

had two cenEral purposes: to connect the famíly with the individual who

would be an important resource to Ehem if and when Beverley was Eo

undergo transplanÈ, and secondly to provide sone information (and
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reassurance) abouÈ fínancial aid as Ehis was a primary concern for Ehem.

rn addition the arrangement of Ehe meeting itself represented an

acknowledgement of the validity of their anxiety about the future.

Fanily C ç¡as also given information about the locaI chapter of the

society for rleitis and colitis and a parentsr manual for coping with

illness experiences. support was provided to Beverley and the family

during a brief hospital stay for a liver biopsy. This family indicated

that my involvement r{as helpful in providing the opportunity to talk

about Bev's illness and secondly that they felt good that other families

mighE benefit from their experiences.

Family Background and HisEory

Beverley was diagnosed as having ulcerative colitis three years ago

at age two years. Sheri and Pat had been rnarried for two years and were

boEh twenty-three years of age at Ehat time. Both sheri and pat's

extended families live outside of Canada. Pat has a married sister in

I'Iinnipeg with whom this family maintains regular contact. Family C have

a srna1l group of friends who also have young children with whom they

socialize and exchange instrumental support, but describe themselves as

trself-suf f icienttt.

Sheri and Pat state Ehey experienced a greaE deal of anguish when

their daughter first became i11 but gradually became accustoned to the

idea that Beverley had a chronic illness. The presence of liver disease

has always been of the most concern for Sheri and Pat; alEhough they are

opÈimistic about Ëhe potential success of a liver transplant they also

rrTorry abouÈ whe Èher Bev wil I survive into adulthood. This aspec t of

Beverleyrs illness has had a major iurpact on Farnily cts lifestyle in
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that Èhey do not feel that they can plan extended Erips away from

I'linnipeg given the uncertain course of their daughter's illness and

secondly, they donrt feel that Ehey could handle Ehe fínancial,

instrumental and emotional strains of having another child. This

decision reflecEs the current demands which Bevrs illness imposes and

also the anticipated disruption of the transplant experience.

Beverley presented as a happy likable child. Her somewhaÈ babyish

manner and small stature give the impression of a child somewhat younger

than five years. sheri aEtributes her daughter's shyness especially

around other children to repeated hospitalizations and medical tesEs.

Beverley was able and wíl1ing to Èalk about her illness; she sEatedrrmy

Eummy hurts a lot and lots of times r have accidents .". she had

begun Kindergarten two months before my initial contact and seemed to be

enjoying herself and doing well. A special teacherts aide had been

arranged to assist Beverley to go to the washroom in order to rnanage her

incontinence resulting from severe chronic diarrhea. Although accidents

had occurred, this had not been experienced as traumaEic by Beverley.

Beverleyts continual symptoms which have noL Eo date responded to

medical treatment represent a rnajor ongoing source of stress for this

family. Beverley is often ill and usually has at least one accident at

night. This requires one of her parents Eo get up with her and change

her bed. sheri and Pat consequently report continual fatigue. sheri

also reported that Beverley was often whiney and demanding usually in

assocíation with active bouts of her illness.

rn response to Beverleyrs illness, sheri and pat now run a group

home for urenÈally handicapped adults. They reported that they found
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this work rewarding but more importantly find it particularly well

suited to the uncertainty and consEant demands of their daughter's

condition. Because of frequent periods of illness requiring intense

caretaking, this couple felt that only one of Lhem could work outside of

the home. This arrangement allows them to have two incomes and yet be

available to their child. Both sheri and pat take evening courses

tor¿ards a diploma in their fierd; neither partner has finished high

school.

Assessment

Family c is a family who must cope with murtiple, potentially

overwhelming stressors in their 1ives. Like the other eleven farnilies

interviewed, this family must adapt Èo all of the demands imposed by

chronic pediaÈric illness such as synptoms, Lreatment, hospitalizations

and unpredictabiliÈy of the child's health. In addition however, Èhis

farnily faces Ehe added anxieÈy associated with poÈentially fatal

illnesses. Thus sheri and paE, in order to adapt, have had to develop a

way to both cope with the daily demands of Bev's condition and to

address Ehe psychosocial issues involved in parenting a child with a

highly uncertain future. This couple are faced with the challenge of,

to Lhe extent possible, treating Eheir child as normally as possibre

(1ike any other five year old) and at the same time finding ways of

dealing wiÈh their recurrenE anxieÈy about r¡heEher she will survive her

disease and for how long. They are aware of their own tendency to
ItoverprotecLrtBev as the resulE of Ehese intense emotions, and Èry Ëo

maintain appropriate expectaÈions for her behavior and at the sane time

remain flexible and responsive to her needs.
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They have essenÈially responded to this conplex set of demands by

rnaking Beverley the central organizing force within the family. FamiIy

Crs lifesEyle, najor life decisions (relaEed to number of children in

the family, career choices) largely reflecÈ Beverleyts current medical

condition and anticipaÈed long term needs. Sheri and Pat are sEoical in

their acceptance of dairy demands (such as getting up every night,

clinginess, tummy aches). Although they express a chronic rveariness and

some frustraEion thaE their daughËer has these medical conditions, they

generally demonsErate acceptance of Ehe permanence of Bevts illness and

a desire to trdo Lhe best we can . . . t'.

Sheri and Pat âppear to find strength in their positive, muEually

supportive narital relationship. To a great extent they are able to

lean on one another for support although they admit that sornetimes it is

a strain when ttwe are both worried and sadrr. The problem-centered

family therapy model was helpful in conceptualizing this couplets

strengths and in highlighLing the irnportance of this sÈructural

component (the executive and parental subsystems) in promoting

successful family coping in response to Èhis stressful life event (L\IilI

and l{rate, 1985:30-31). My assessment was also confirmed by the Family

Assessment Measure results which demonstrated very posiEive ratings on

almost all subscales (see Figure 9, p. 202).

This couple are also fueled by the deep sense of saEisfaction and

pride they exprience in taking care of Èheir child in the besÈ way that

they can. They share a philosophical orientation to this experience

characterized by a belief that one should'raccept things thaL cantt be

changed" and'tmake do with whaÈ isr' (see Figure 7, CICI:pQ, p. 200).
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Although Family C tends to be future focused (events are ofEen referred

to in conEext of the anLicipaÈed transplant) they also exert conscious

efforts Eo live for today. For exarnple, they have purchased ¿ horse and

take great pleasure in taking Beverley riding even though'rwe rea1ly

canrt afford itt'.

This family, in their ongoing quest to learn more about Beverley's

condition, clearly used information and factual understanding both as a

way of relieving stress and in maintaining a degree of mastery and

control over their lives. In my consulation with the team in regard Eo

this farnily I attempted to define and reframe their need for detailed

explanation as a coping mechanism rather than as demandingness or lack of
faith in medical care provided. This helped Dr. Moroz gear his approach

to this faurilyrs particular style and to recognize and support their

ongoing efforts to cope.

Again the ecological model provided a useful perspective for

understanding and intervening in this conEext in whích this farnily must

continually strive to adapt. Without adequate affirmation and support

from care providers, thís farnily would be at risk of abandoning one of

their most central coping strategies. This piece of team work is

extremely worthy of mention gien Ehat this partícular coping mechanism

is in fact typical of many well-adapted families and is frequently not

clearly undersEood by nedical care providers.

Another important and rerated aspecÈ of Family crs coping style

involved Èheir initiative and involvemenE in establishing a local

chapter of the liver foundation in order to promote public awareness (of

liver disease) and to provide a mechanism for connecting families of
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patienÈs in the couununity for mutual support and education. This

activity uray be viewed as representing an effort to master a life

situation largely out of their control and also to develop a supportive

netv¡ork given the obvious lack of existenÈ appropriate resources. Ehis

second asPect of this activity is especially important for this family

given the absence of extended family supporÈ.

Beverley seemed to be a fairly well adjusted happy child. on the

whole she seemed to cope remarkably well with her illness. Given her

developmental stage and cognitive capacities. Beverley did not yet have

a grasp of E.he meaning of her liver disease, although she did verbally

indicate avTareness that she mighE have tottgo somewhere to have an

operation. . .tt. This seemed to represenE for her, one more medical

procedure in a long history of medical intervention. Beverley's main

psychosocial challenge t¡as Èo adapt to the immediate symptoms of her

colitis.

rn my assessment, Beverreyts lack of embarassment and anxiety

regarding frequenÈ accidents (even apparently in public places) and

ability to Ealk openly about symptoms reflects a deep sense of security

gained from her parents acceptance of the condiÈion. She essentially

views herself as like other children and demonstrates an inEerest in

many age appropriate activiEies; Bev loves school, rides a bicycle,

takes figure skating lessons and plays wíth neighborhood children.

Beverleyts tendency to be babyish and whiney seems to be a

predictable consequence of her experience with medical intervention,

chronic symptoms, and frequent lack of bodily control. In fact

successful adjustmenÈ to this state of affairs may be viewed as
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requiring her to regress to an earlier developmental sÈage in order to

accept nedical treatment and a high degree of parentar involvement

(schaefer and o'connor, 1983:274-215). rn order to avoid becoming

overwhelmed by the potential anxieEy particularly regarding urgent bor¿eI

movements, Beverley must allow herself to relinquish some control and be

taken care of.

This chíld's somewhaE delayed language ability may be a reflection

of Èhese life experiences. Beverley \¡ras receiving speech therapy over

the course of my involvement v¿ith this family; Ehis ¡.¡as intended Eo

assist her with articulation and vocabulary development. Her frequent

bouts of active disease have prevented her from having the arnount of

peer contact experienced by most children of her age; this has had Ehe

effecÈ of delaying Beverley's social ski11s. Despite these setbacks

however she seems to enjoy Kindergarten and is naking good progress.

In my assessment of this child I utilized Èhe Self Appraisal

Inventory (form: Kindergarten - grade 3) and projective drawing

technique (see Appendix 7: p. 219). The SAI was applied oraIly

given Beverleyrs inability to read: this was somewhat valuable although

certain questions were too advanced for a child of this age. For

example: rrDo most children have fewer friends than you?rt, ttDoes your

family want Eoo much of you?". The projective drawing seemed much more

appropriate and elicited rnore information. Beverley drew a picture of

her house r¿ith a happy face on the outside and herserf playing in Èhe

yard with her dog. Discussion about these pictures provided me r¿ith a

clear understanding of Bev's overall feelings about herself and family

at that Ei¡ne. A theme throughout my work with these children was the
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obvious value and effectiveness of utilizing creative play techniques in

assessmenÈ and treaLment.

My overall assessment of this farniry is that Ehey have many

strengths and cope remarkably well with a highly stressful life

siEuation. One of my concerns r^riEh their coping style however, was that

this paEtern of sacrifice and absolute devotion to Beverleyrs short and

long term needs seemed to, at times, increase Èheir anxieEy 1evel by

continualy refocusing their attention and energy onto their daughterrs

health and future. Furthermore, I experienced some concern about the

devastation thaE Sheri and Pat r.¡ould experience in possibly losing this

child after such enormous investment. The death of a child is of course

deeply painful and tragic for any family; but perhaps even more

catasErophic for a couple like Sheri and Pat whose whole lives have been

dedicated to her care.

In the second and third assessment interviews I asked Sheri and pat

about their percepÈions of the long tern implications of their

decisions, for example, regarding noE having any more children. Faraily

C expressed awareness that Ehey would be devastaÈed if Bev died but say

Èhat 'rI,Ie have to deal with things as they are not as they might be .,,

Although Family C did not identify a need for social work services,

I made use of my contact with them in to reaffirm their many sErengths

and Eo support their obvious efforts to cope. I also encouraged Sheri

and Pat Èo take tine for themselves in order to meet their own needs as

individuals and as a couple.
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Chapter iii - The Impacr of Chronic Illness on the Child
and Family: Summary of the Data

(a) Review of the Standardized Measures

The purpose of this section is to discuss my experiences in using

three selected standardized measures and to review the benefits and

problems associated wiÈh them. References to these instruments and the

data derived from them have also been made, in the previous chapter

within the context of case illustrations. Increasingly, standardízed

scales, questionnaires and other paper and pencil tools are being

incorporated not only into clinical practicums but also as a part of

everyday clinical practice. These measures are geíieraIly used to

supplement and to some degree objectify, the social work assessment and

also to evaluate Ehe impact of interventions (Bloour and Fischer,

1982:134-135 ) .

The urilization of the selecEed measures r{as essentially for

assessment purposes. Although tLTo of these scales (the FamiIy

Assessment Measure and the Self Appraisal Inventories) have potential

for applicaÈion as pre and post measures in relation to intensive social

work interventions, r did noÈ expect Ehem to be sensitive enough to

reflect the subtle changes and gains made as the result of the limited

short Eerm social work services provided. I,Iith regard to the sma11

number of fanilies rsíth whom f did become very invorved Èhere were

dramatic developments in the life sit.uations of all three families over

the course of my contact with them; it would therefore have been very

difficult to kno¡v whether changes were aÈtributable to social v¿ork

intervention or oÈher facLors. For example in one famly, the ill child
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who had been very sick for several months experienced a remission of his

disease; Ehis development in itself altered the family's perceptions of

their own functioning.

Over recent years, a plethora of standardized insEruments have

emerged particularly wiEh regard to family funcEioning. There were two

central considerations in the selecEion ad application of evaluation

tools:

1. That the identified need for in-depth objecEive informarion

should not outv¡eigh concern for their potentially taxing effects on

families;

2. This principle suggested the careful selection of evaluation

insÈruments which would most accurately measure those qualities of

concern.

Two measures related to family functioning and overall coping

resonse Eo the chitdts illness were selected; these include: the Family

AssessmenÈ Measure (FAu scare) and the chronicity rmpact and coping

InstrumenL: Parent QuesEionnaire (CICI:pQ).

The FAM scale is an objective sÈandardized measurement instrument

which has been widely used for assessing farnilies experiencing a range

of life situations and problems. This scale has strength in Eerms of

its well esLablished validity and reliability. Reliability coefficients

range from.86 for children on the self rating scales to.95 (for adults

on Èhe dyadic relationship scale) (Skinner, SanÈa-Barbara, SEeinhauer,

1983:96). This measure includes a general sca1e, self raLing scale and

dyadic relaÈionship scale; only the general scale rvas used in this

practicum (See Appendix 4: p. 2I5).
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The FAM was viewed as highly relevant to this population because iE

encomPasses seven major dimensions of family funcLioning known to be

effected by this life event, ie. affective expression, involvement, role
performance, behavior conÈrol. In their study of families rvith positive

adjustment to having a developmentally disabled child, Ehe FAM scale was

found to be accuraLe in identifying key dynamics or features of interesE
(Trute and Hauch, 1986). rt was therefore theorized that this

instrument mighE Prove useful in assessing families with a chronically

iIt child hwo experience similar strains. Both populaEions have been

described as experiencing a need for increased child care and parental

involvement and the maintenance of spousal cohesiveness in managing the

demands imposed by Èhe childrs illness or developmental disability
(Trute and Hauch, 1986; schilling et al., r9g4:4g; Trout, l9g3:343).

The FAÌI scale was also viewed as being very appropriate given Ehat

it r¿as developed out of the McMasEer model of family functioning which

provides the conceptual foundation of the intervention model which was

used in this practicum. This roeasure allowed col-Iection of data about

family membersr individual perceptions about seven dimensions of their
familyrs funcLioning. These incruded: affective expression,

invorvement, control, role performance, varues and norms, task

accomplishments, communication. One of the valuable features of this

scale is that scores for individual members are incorporated into simple

graphs; Ehese provide very useful information about both family

strengths/problem areas and congruencies and incongruencies in memberst

perceptions about fanily functioning.

r found Ehe FAM scale Lo be an extremely herpful instrumenL in
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several vrays. Firstly, it is a simple, straight-forward questionnaire

which is easy to adminisÈer and score and r,¡hich provides in-depth

relevant information Ehat is easy to interpret. Secondly this scale r¡ras

helpful in supplementing and objectifying my assessments; in most cases

the graphed data confirmed rny subjective impressions of family

functioning. Thirdly, Ehe visual perspective which this measure allows

was found to be useful in facilitating discussion with families about

their concerns and problems. Many families reported that they learned a

great deal about Ehemselves during Ehe sessions in which scores vrere

discussed. Graphed data illustrating three families' FAM scale scores

have been included within this report (see Figures 3, 6, g, pp. 196,

r99, 202).

On the r¿hole I found the FAlf scale to be an extremely valuable tool

in assessing and intervening wirh families in this population. rn my

experience, the way in which this measure was presented and utilized was

of key importance. Open discussion of scale results and interpretations

of patterns helped to demystify all of the standardized measures and

reduced anxiety about being evaluated. Explanation of the purpose of

this measure and efforts to make this information useful for the family

members themselves seemed to be important in the successful

incorporation of this neasure into my work with fanilies. My only

criLicism of this scale is Ëhat it cannot be applied Èo children under

approximately age eleven. This makes it most useful in working with

fanilies with adolescenE children in which all members can conEribute

their perceptions. A separate format designed for younger chirdren

would be a helpful adjunct to this measure.
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I,lhile the FAll scale provided a measurement of internar family

functioning, the Chronicity Impact and Coping Instrument (CfCf:pQ)

provided a broader view of parenL perceptions of the impact of their

childls chronic illness on the family, and how parents cope with the

difficulties encounEered as Ehe result of Eheir child's condition.

This instrument was designed as an assessment measure for helping

professionals involved with chronically i11 children and their fanilies.

ït was developed by nursing professionals who idenÈified a need to

systematically assess the impact of chronic illness on families in order

to provide services to them. The CICI:pQ is a structured

self-administered questionnaire thaE can be courpleted within t\renty

minuLes (Hymovich, 1983:275) (see Appendix 4: p. 215).

The crcr:PQ incorporaEes Hymovitch's 1979 conceptual framework

which includes the following four components:

(1) the developmenral tasks of individuals and families;

(2) tfre impact variables (perceptions of the problem, resources

available to or needed by the family;

(3) the coping straÈegies needed by family members to manage stress

irnposed by the childts illness;

(4) services needed by farnilies with chronically i11 children.

Hoytrs coefficient of reliability for the total instrument is .g5

(Hymovich, 198422I8). Content vatidity has also been established

through the use of content experts; both parents and professionals.

My experience in using this questionnaire suggests that it is of

limited usefulness. hlhile the concept of a sÈandardized measure rvhich

evaluaEes Èhe impact of childhood chronic illness on the family is
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certainly valid; this instrument was found to be somewhat confusing for

parents and was also diffícu1t Lo score. I found thaE frequently

Parents indicated Ehat they didn'L understand the meaning of certain

questions such as Section C - question 8, "In what ways does your

spouse do things differently when upset with you than when not upset?r'

In addition, the results of Ehis questionnaire are very difficult

to score. The auEhor seems to intend that groups of scores be analyzed

by a computer. As I díd not have access to this resource during my

practicum, I was not able to collaEe Ehe data collected in this manner.

Given the growing incorporation of computers in social agencies,

however, analysis of scores might be possible in some settings. Large

scale analysis of CICI:PQ scores might for example reveal patterns of

coping or difficulty (ie. martical conflict) within populations.

Although scores can be obtained for the subscales Èhere is no total

score. These numbers are difficult to interpret given that score ranges

but no norms are provided. The establishment of norms for this

instrument would greatly increase iEs value as an assessment tool and as

a pre and post test measure.

The primary strength of Èhe CICI:PQ lies in the depth and relevancy

of certain sections which extract important information about fanilies t

responses to illness experiences. Of particular note are those

dimensions regarding concerns about self and spouse (Section B and C)

which exÈrapolate daEa about personal coping styles and couple

functioning. The questions included in question 6 (neliefs) also

províde very useful information about parents philosophical orientation

to managing their experiences which I found to be an importanÈ elemenE
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in successful adaptation (Travis, rg76:39g; Anderson, lggl :42g-429).

The focus on parents t perceptions of their spouses concerns and

coping in this questionnaire provided a catalyst for discussion about

couple functioning. Some couples commented for example that they were

surprised about their partners perceptions of them; this led Eo a

clarification of concerns and on occasion an identification of problems.

0n the strength of Èhese features I think that Ehe CICI:pQ can be

helpful as a suPPlement to the social work assessmenÈ, however I found

it time consuming to summarize data in a way r¡hich made it useful both

to me and Eo families. As a result, I would be unlikely to use this

instrument in its enEirety in routine clinical assessmenE. r would

utílize particular sections as a concepLual basis for assessment

interviews.

The Self Appraisal Inventory represenLs the Ehird standardized

scale utilized in this practicum. This was used as an adjunct to Ehe

above described measures in order to assess the psychosocial functioning

of children and adolescenEs. This scale was designed to measure self

concept in relaÈion to four subscales; peers, schoor, family and

general. Pravder et al. and Travis indicate that these are dimensions

known to be effected by Èhe existence of chronic illness both for the

iIl child and his/her siblings (pravder er al., 1985:90; Travis,

1976:60). one of the obvious advantages of this scale is that it

includes Èhree separate forms for specific age groups: Kindergarten -
grade three, grades four - six; grades seven - twelve. The sAr is a

simple paper and pencil test which can be coropleted in ten - fifteen

minutes (see Appendix 9: p. 221).
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The SAI has been fairly widely used recenEly in clinical pracEice

as an assessment tool and to measure Ehe impact of intervenLions. It

has been used for example in measuring Ehe effects of group trea¡men¡

with children from violent homes (¡alicti, 19g7). Overall test, re_test

reliability has been established at .73 for the prinoary level, .gg for

the intermediate level and .82 fæ the secondary level (Frith and

Narakar¿a, L972). rn that this scale addresses childrenrs orvn

perceptions and feelings, this scale has face varidity. one of the

problems with the sAr is Ehat it does not account for social

desirability; that is, there is a tendency for respondenEs Eo respond

accordingly to perceived ideals rather than Eheir true feerings.

r found the sAr to be an extremely valuable instrument in my

assessment of children within this populaEion. rt provided useful

information which, for the mosE part, tended to confirm ny subjective

ímpressions of childrenrs self esteem and problem areas. rt was also

very easy to score and again, review of the data from this scare was

helpful in facilitating interaction between myself and faurilies but also

interestingly, between children and their parents. scores on the sAr

were useful in clarifying problem areas; one of the younger children in

Family A for example, demonstrated a positive sense of self ¡¿ithin the

peer and school subscales but had a lower score on Èhe family dimension

(see Figure 2).

I,rlhile the sAr is frequently utilized as pre and post test neasure

iE was used only as an assessment Eool in this context. Given the

absence of established norms for this scale, the raw scores were found

to be somewhat difficult to inÈ.erpret. Based on applications with the
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twenty-one children in this client group some very rough norms will be

established for the purpose of interpreting the data collected. only

five children completed the prirnary and internediate forms combined; this

prevented the extraction of only generalízable paÈterns within this

respondent subgroup. Fifteen children patients and siblings completed

the secondary form. The following scores represent Ehe lowest score for

each subscale found to be associated r.rith healthy self-esÈeem within

these fifteen children. These "norms" were arrived at through (l)

review of all scales completed and (2) comparison of my subjective

judgement of individuals against sAr scores. (these are not cent.rar

tendencies: average scores are incruded in Figure 10, page 203). These

are:

Peer subscale - 46

Family subscale - 44

School subscale - 42

General subscale - 44

One of the mosE helpful features of this scale is that it includes

separate forms for three age categories. This makes it easy to use with

all children over approximaÈely age five; it can be applied therefore to

all school age siblings in a family. consequently sAr scores can be

compared to determine patterns of self concept úriEhin fanilies and

beEween i11 children and their brothers and sisters. (Specific data on

thís subject will be discussed later in the chapter.)

!thi1e ínitially I was skeptical of Èhe applicability of these paper

and pencil measures in "real life" practice, I found it relaEively easy

to integrate them inEo my work with families. From a pragmatic
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persPective I do believe strongly at this poinÈ however that the simpler

(easy to score), straightforward scales are most applicable to social

work practice. I will conEinue to uLilize boEh the FAM scale and the

SAI given this consideration.

Summary

To a greaE extent the emerging concern with rneasurement and

evaluaEion reflects the continuing struggle for social workers to

establish professional credibility. rn my view one of the underlying

assumptions in this movemenÈ is that, that which is scientific accrues a

great deal more staEus t.han thaE which is artistic and absEract in

nature. The direction towards more precise, objecEified measurement of

human problems is a double-edged sword. on one hand, r believe thaL it

is beneficial in that it challenges us tovÍards clearer thinking about

psychosocial issues, and provides the opportunity for evaluation of the

impact of our intervenEions.

At Ehe same time I think that Ehis quest for precise understanding

should be balanced r.¡ith recognition that human problems are exceedingly

complex and are not always quantifiable. The standardized instrument by

definition represents a particular limited definition or rday of thinking

(set of criteria) about a given concept (ie. serf esteen); this is

necessary in order to make the quality of interesÈ measurable. rn roy

personal commitment to the ecological perspective which involves an

appreciation of mulÈi-level contextuar features of psychosocial

problems, r believe that we should however continue Eo recognize the

value and importance of our subjective appraisal of the meaning of life

events and experiences. These measuremenÈ tools are therefore viewed as
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suPplements to and not replacements for the indepth interviews and other

social work contacts which are the fundamental basis for assessment and

intervention.

(b) Themes, Patterns, Issues; the Experience of Twelve
Families with a Child !üith Inflanmatory BoweI Disease

The review of Ehe liEerature revealed several key Ehemes in the

current understanding of the impact of childhood chronic illness on the

family. The most recent literature in this area suggests for example,

that while this life experience imposes new demands and sEresses it does

not necessarily lead to major psychosocial problems or family sysEem

dysfuncEion. Furthermore many theorists have articulated the need to

identify ecological and family characteristics which moderaÈe the

process of coping and adaptaEion in order to respond to Ehose families

most at risk (Longo and Bond, 1984:61; Tritt and Esses, 1986:il8-119).

My experience with this group of fanilies provided me with the

opportunity to begin t.o address this apparent gap in the available

literature. Over the course of my involvement with Ehis target

population, I was able Èo exErapolate some central features r¿hich seemed

Èo be associated with positive family adaptation to the presence of

chronic illness in a child.

In addition my contact with this group of twelve children provided

new information and insights regarding ill childrents individual

psychosocial adjustmenr to having inflammatory bowel disease. Sone well

known theoretical assertions such as the assumed link between level of

fanily functioning and disease acEivity were put to quesÈion by this

practicum experience. New observations were also made: the apparent
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discrepancy in coping abilities between the sexes represented Lhe mosL

dramatic and unexpected pattern r¿hich emerged from the data.

The purpose of this secEion is to summarize and discuss information

collecEed from the group of twelve farnilies with whom I had contacE over

the course of my practicum experience. I.Ihile Ehe case illustrations in

the previous chapter explicate Ehe specific coping experiences of three

families, the purpose of this discussion is to describe and illuminate

the coping mechanisms and patterns of adaptation Eo chronic illness r,rith

regard to the larger sample group. The following analysis incorporates

data collected Lhrough sEandardized measures, social ¡sork interviews,

discussion with other members of the Eeam and additional literature.

One of Lhe striking observations about this group of fanilies was

their predominantly positive adaptation to this life experience. Out of

the Ewelve families for example, only five reported having sone serious

difficurty in managing some aspecE of their child's illness. This is

particularly noteworthy given thaE Èhe average farnily had lived with the

diagnosis for two years and thus had experienced bolh short and long

term implications of chronic illness in a child member.

These families general demonstrated an ability to normalize and

cope with the disruptions associated with the child's symptoms and

medical treatment. Most reporÈed active, often hectic lifestyles and

described themselves as "normalrt or ttregulartt faroilies. Only three

fanilies indicated for example ÈhaÈ their childrs illness had led to

rnajor alteraEions in the childrs activity leve1 and the familyls

lifestyle. The vast najority of parents inEerviewed said that at Èhe

tiroe of diagnosis they made a conscious decision to treat their child as
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normally as possible and not to focus on his/her illness. This seemed

to be founded in a concern with promoEing self esteem and in helping to

maintain a positive self concept in Ehe ill child but also a

determination Eo carry on with a normal active family lifestyle.

Interestingly, nost of these parenÈs had known another farnily with

an i1l or disabled child; nany reporEed feeling "turned off" by seing

this other child "spoiled", lrcoddled'r or rrtreaEed with kíd gloves'. one

of the conmonly expressed issues was an av¡areness of the need to balance

parental responsiveness to the child's special needs for aEtention and

care (when Èhey were actively sick) with Ehe need for discipline and

reasonable expectations regarding behavior. A few moEhers indicated

concern about the effects of getting angry or yelling at their child on

the progress of the iIlness. one mother expressed anxiety that this

might precipiÈate or exacerbate symptoms in her eleven year o1d

daughter. By and 1arge, however, parents viewed Eheir ill youngsters as

being able Eo handle Èhe stress of occasional famiy conflicts without

becorning i11.

Ten of the farnilies reported some concern about the impact of the

illness on Lhe siblings of Ëhe sick youngster. AlEhough only one family

(see Chapter ii - Family B) expressed major difficulty about a sibling's

adjustment, most worried Ëo some degree about Èheir other child

(children) feeling neglected, deprived or r'left outrr because of the

attention received by the i1l child. I^Iith Ehe exception of Christopher

(Family B) there seemed to be little evidence of maladaptation or even

residual negative feelings on the part of siblings. Many expressed

sympathy for their brother/sister ¡¡ith inflammatory bo¡veI disease; a few
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said that they actively encouraged their siblings to rrtake care of

themselves . . .tt

Self Appraisal Inventory scores reflected generally positive self

concePts. For example on the general subscale (Secondary form: grade

7-r2), the average sibling score was 46; this was exactly the same as

the average score for the i11 children themselves. (See previous section

for further explanation of scores. ) Thus while parents expressed

anxiety about Ehe irnpact of the illness on the ot.her children in the

family, there hrere no obvious trends Eowards dysfunction within

siblings. IÈ may be Eheorized that the apparently positive adjustment

of many of these children is associated with their parents concern r¿iEh

normalizing family 1ife. The fact that most parents verbalized on

ariTareness of this issue in fact suggests that they do not make efforts

to attend to the well siblings' needs.

on the whore most of the chronically irl children themselves

demonstrated a high degree of resilience to Ehe dísruption and

unpleasantness of syrnptoms and treatment and were assessed as both

emoEionally healthy and developmentally norma1ly. My experience in this

practicum confirmed the view that while chronic illness is certainly a

stressful life event it does not necessarily lead to psychosocial

problems. Despite the sampling problems, r did observe some raEher

striking patEerns which are worthy of examination here.

One of the primary themes which emerged regarding the indívidual

i11 childrs adjustment to the illness was the differences in re.s?onse

associated rvith gender. Generally the girts in this group seemed very

well adjusted and relatively unimpaired by the inflammatory bowel
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disease. AIt indicated thaE they had positive peer relationships and

seven of eight were involved in organized sports and/or other community

activities. Most spoke freely of their illness and how it had affected

them. I.Ihen ques tioned about this , these girls typical ly responded as

rrrrm the same as other kids . only r go to the bathroom moret', trr

have crohnts, but itts no big dealtt, ttMostly r do whatever r want .,,

This represents a marked contrast to the four boys interviewed who

demonstrated a poorer understanding of Eheir illness and a reluctance or

difficulEy in articulating the impact of the illness on rheir daily

Iives. All four rnale patients exhibited embarassment about having

inflam¡ratory bowel disease and tended to minimize the social, emotional

impact (ie. ability to participate in activities) but also the immediate

physicaJ. symptons associated tr¡iEh their disease.

This r¿as confirmed by boEh Lhe physician and parents who often

indicated that the teenager was (in their perceptions) more sympEomatic

than he reported. Three of the four male patientsr parenEs were

intervier¿ed (one was living on his own and did not rr'ant me to conËact

his family); all three expressed some degree of concern about their

childrs lack of acceptance of their illness and a Eendency towards

non-compliance with treatment regimens. In addition, these four males

were the most synptomatic of all twelve children interviewed during the

course of my involvemenE. Especially during phases of active illness,

they exhibited a Eendency towards wiEhdrawal, negativism and depression.

In comparison, the girls in this client group seemed Eo experience

little difficulty in adhering to treaÈment regimens such as pill-taking.

Several in fact demonstrated acEive efforts to uaintain good healÈh and
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nininize symptoms. Three girls described having to avoid certain foods

which Èended to precipitate symptortrs such as stomach aches and diarrhea.

one newly diagnosed Ewelve year old reported thaE she was going to do a

science project at school about inflanmaEory bowel disease. None of the

parenLs of female patients described having to 'tnag" their daughters to

take medication regularly.

Both boys and girls reported "hating'r or 'dreading" medical tests,

although again Ehe males ín this group seemed Èo actively avoid or

posEPone clinic visits and procedures more than the females. Generally

all children described much more apprehension and anxiety about the

inErusion and discomfort of medical tests (such as barium studies,

sigmoidoscopies) than the symptoms of their il1ness. These procedures

are uncomfortable for anyone; they are doubly so for pre-adolescents and

adoLescents for whom privacy and control over the physical self are

developmentally crucial. In addition the need for medical care givers

to obtain deEailed informaEion regarding bodily functions further seems

to contribute to a sense of involuntary regression to an infantile phase

of development (Travis, 1976:66-67). In her work on anxiety in

chronically i11 children, Burton asserts that treaLment is also disliked

because it represents 'ra synbol of the child's illness accentuating

his/her sense of difference from others'r (Burton, Lgg4:l5I).

One of Ehe obvious and importanE guestions which arises from these

observed patterns is Èhe relationship beLween disease activiEy and these

individuals psychosocial response to having inflarnmatory bowel disease.

Based on my experience rvith this sma11 group of male adolescents, it

seemed Ehat the patEern of denial of the irlness led to long term
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patEerns of

treatment (

conEributed

poor overall self care and tenuous commiEment Eo medical

ie. taking pills). These behavioral tendencies certainly

to the high degree of disease activity.

Recent evidence disconfirms the hypothesis thaE the leve1 of

psychological dysfunction is related to level of disease activity; it

has been documented however thaÈ style of psychological funcEioníng was

associated wittr disease anxiety. rn their 1986 study of psychologieal

functioing of children with Crohn's disease and ulcerative colitis, I,Iood

et al. found a correlaEion between a tendency to internalize and

elevated laboratory values (medical tests indicaEing an increase in

disease activity). They discovered that Èhe more patients v¡ith Crohn's

disease tended to internaTíze, the more symptoms they reported. These

researchers have identified a predominant psychological sEyle in these

children characterízed by a negative, explanatory style in r¿hich the

individual atEributes internal global causes for bad events: "I failed

the exam because rrm no good at science .tt. At the same time

exÈernal unstable explanations are offered for positive events: trI made

the team because the other prayers were lousy . . .". This maladaptive

explanaEory style is associated wiEh a pattern of learned helplessness.

It is currently being considered that Ehis may represent an important

mediaÈing variable between environmental events and disease activiEy and

between disease chronicity and psycho-emoEional adaptation to the

íllness (Wood et a1. , 1986: 776-779).

These authors did not identify variation of psychosocial response

according to gender; rather they suggest thaE this ¡vas a conmon adaptive

style r,¡ith most children with crohn's disease. As described, my
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experience suggested some significant differences in coping styles

between the sexes. While the negative internalizing style described by

I'Jood et al. certainly resembles my o!ün assessnent of the male component

of this group, my observations of female patients (at all developmental

stages) suggests a very different kind of response. The girls exhibited

much more emotional expressiveness about their illness, generally

incorporated their illness into a healthy self-concept and perhaps mosË

importantly, demonstraÈed efforts to¡vards positive self care. Where the

boys seemed to withdraw and become helpless when i1l, the girls seemed

to exert more active efforts to master their own health or in some cases

at least to endure medical Ereatment.

My hypothesis at this point is that girls are socially condirioned

in ways which tend to promote healthy adaptation to chronic illness
(Schneider, I976:212-214). This learning process includes the following

components: (1) an emphasis on verbal skills and encouragement Eowards

emotional expressiveness, (2) an acceptance of vulnerabilities and

fragile dimensions of Èhemselves, (3) an acceptance of the idea of being

taken care of and an associated ability to move from dependence and

independence as required by the situation. In conErasE, boys continue

to be condiÈioned in ways which promote and reinforce physical strength,

self sufficiency, emotional self control. Thus the experience of

chronic illness is fundamenËaI1y Èhreatening to positive raale identity

which is bound up in apparently contradictory values. rt may be

theorized that the girls learned orientation to Èhe self and social

world serves to equip girls to accept and adapt to the stress and

disruption of chronic illness (such as inflamnatory bowel disease)
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particularly during adolescence.

It may be argued that the observed. differences in gender response

within this group reflects the sampling distortion described earlier.

However I Ehink that this theme is sufficiently dramatic to rùarrant

further investigation both with the broader population of children with

inflammatory bowel disease and across illness categories. rt nay be

discovered for example that during very acÈive phases of illness (on1y

one of the girls inÈervier¿ed had high disease activity over the

practicum period) response styles of the girls differ frorn those

obs e rved .

One of the issues frequently described in the literaEure regarding

childrenrs adjustment to their chronic ilrnesses is the body image

distortions which result from disease manifestations and/or ÈreaEment

procedures. A common outcome of inflammatory bowel disease and iEs

treatment is delayed growth and/or low body weight. The sEeroids

sometimes prescribed to manage chronic inflammation frequently inhibit

normal growth and development over the course of the drug therapy and

sometimes longer (Moroz, 1988).

Consequently many of these children were underweight and/or shorter

in stature than most of their peers. Based on ny experiences with this

group however it seemed that Èhere were no najor psychological problems

with body image. Arthough individuals described the¡nselves as ,'too

skinny . . .", or "the shortest kid in ny class", this did not seem to

be associaEed with psychological disturbance or negative self concept.

Energy level and freedom from symptoms (and therefore ability to engage

in normal activities) seemed to be much more important variables in
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determining psychosocial health and adaptaEion. perhaps this is

partially explained by the fact that there is a great range of variation

in size and weight amongst the normal population of pre-adolescents and

adolescents; Ehus Ehese features are noE necessarily obvious (and

therefore not stigmatizing) indicators of i11ness.

The freedom from disease activity which permitted normal social

involvemenË and activity levels was the prirnary issue for aII children

interviewed regardless of developmental revel. Minimizing the

disruptíons of daily life and'lfeeling good" were especially importanE

for the primary school age patients; these children expressed

frustraEion in having to endure 'rbeing sick".

Adolescents, particularly the boys inLerviewed (as described above)

also struggled with identity and autonouy issues related Eo their

illness experiences. For example teenage patients generally indicated

that Ehey didnlt rtwant everyone (peers) to knowr about their illness

whereas the younger children were somewhat less discriminating about who

Èhey would tell. Most of Ehese children felt that Ehe particular

manifestations of their illnesses (ie. diarrhea) and its location (the

bowel) were "gross'r and difficult to talk about. The degree üo which

patients seemed to feel stigrnaÈized by their specific illness appeared

to be more associated wiEh pesonality than hrith developmenÈal stage.

My experience with Ehese twelve families allowed identificaËion of

several key variables which seemed to affect both Ehe child and farnilyts

ability to cope with their illness experiences. Although there was not

one particular ideal coping style there rùere some ecological feaEures

and aspects of fanily functioning which seemed to be associaËed r¡ith
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successful adaptation to Ehis illness.

Philosophical orientation to managing the disruptions and

unpredicEability of the illness was found to be one important task in

adjustment. This emerged through interviews and also Ehe CICI:PQ which

incorporaLes a subscale on ttbeliefstt.

The parents' ability to develop a philosophical perspecEive about

Ehis life evenE appeared to be an essential feature in their ability to

cope. For several families (particularly nothers), religious beliefs

provided a source of emotional strength in coping with the anxiety

regarding the childts future, a sense of hope and optimism, and

providing meaning to the situation. commenEs such as "r feel that my

child's illness is a challenge for me as a parentrr,rtmisfortune has

helped us to realize how important family is" qrere common. Many paren¡s

tsho did not report fornal religious beliefs found consolation in the

thought that trrÈ could have been much rvorse . . .tt. For example, in

response to the statement "It is lucky that this is the only condition

my child has" (crCr:PQ belief subscale) most parents responded "agreerr.

0f note is the observation that acceptance of the permanence and

incurable nâture the disease h¡as no! necessarily a component of positive

adapEation. I{ith regard to the statement, "My childrs condiEion is

always going to be there and there isn't much r can do about it" (in the

rrbeliefsrrsubscale of the crcr:pQ), half of the parenEs responded that

they "disagree". This reflect.ed boEh a belief thaE Èhe illness could be

controlled (to some degree) by nedical intervention, healEhy lifestyle,

self care and secondly a sense of optimism regardíng a future cure.

I{hile some theorists would regard the latEer belief as represenËing
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denial, my observation ¡vas that this did not generally impair familiest

ability to manage the imroediate demands of the illness but rather helped

them to resist becoming overwhelmed by it.

This ability to find some way of making phílosophical sense of this

experience seemed to be one of Lhe most important predictors of

adjusEment. hrorthy of note is the observation that it is the ability to

develop meaning of this evenÈ rather than Èhe specific beliefs

themselves thaL seemed to be the important variable.

In addition, it seemed that the more spouses agreed about how they

should respond to and make sense of this life event the better adapted

they were. Further, the more explicit this understanding between the

couple, the better able they seemed to weather the everyday disruptions

and acute phases. This shared perspective also helped the couple to

support one another and their children. This was also closely

associated \^tith the overall health of the marital relationship including

commitment to being a couple (as well as parents) and an ability to

communicate and problem soIve.

As might be expected those families wiEh generally healthy internal

systens functioning adapted well to the presence of chronic illness in

their children. This was. established Ehrough in-depth interviews and

Ehe Family Assessment measure. The few fanilies experiencing

subsEantial difficulty in coping with illness experiences tended to have

prexisting unresolved relationship issues; Ehe strain of illness seemed

to intensify these tensions.

An additional Eheme relaEed to family organization rsas the

predominant child focus in Èhese faroilies. WhÍle couple idenEity was
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also important it seemed that the majoriÈy of parents (both mothers and

faEhers) were extremely dedicated to the job of being parents. This was

illustraEed by the degree of involvement in the childrents activities

and concern expressed about meeting their needs appropriaÈe1y.

The presence of a social support network is another feature rvhich

seemed to be associated with posiEive adapEation. The quality of Ehese

(ie. extended family) relationships was important in determining the

degree to which the family perceived these supports as heIpful. Those

faruilies vrith friends and relaEives who they perceived as helpful

resources reported less problems related to feeling worn out or

isolaEed. Five farnilies reported that colleagues aE work or friends

r^¡ere more important sources of ongoing supporE than extended family.

Most families indicaÈed thaÈ they felt chat it was alright to ask for

ernotional support ( ie. rrsomeone to talk to .1r) but didntt request

instrumenLal help unless absolutely necessary.

Very few families had received services from community agencies or

had even considered requesting assistance (for exanple counselling,

grouP Programs) from helping organizations. All families indicated that

they viewed the physician (and other relevant medical care providers) as

the only available fornal support regarding Lheir child's illness. Ten

of the twelve families reported rhat they would have utilized social

work (or oÈher sources of psychosocial support) services at Èhe time of

diagnosis had they been available.

Approximately half of the twelve fanilies seemed to actively seek

out informaEion about inflanmatory bowel disease beyond what they had

been given by the medical clinic. several had contacted the local
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chapter of the Colitis and Ileitis foundation for pamphleÈs or books;

three said that they had gone to Ehe library. MosÈ families asked me

about different aspects of inflarnmatory bowel disease including the role

of stress in causing the disease or precipitating symptorns. This

pattern predictably seemed Lo be associated r^rith higher socioeconomic

levels. rt may be Ehat more educated parents use information as a

generalized cope sErategy in response to range of life situaÈions and

problems.

Summary

In summary, this practicum experience allowed me to develop a more

thorough understanding of the particular coping mechanisms employed by

families wiEh chronically iIl children and ro idenrify severar

adaptational issues. These observations allowed confirmation of the

emerging view that this life event is not necessarily associated with

individual or family dysfunction (Longo and Bond, IgB4:61; Trute and

Hauch, i986). In essence it seerned that those families with preexisting

strengths such as a stable couple relaLionship, parenting skills, a

strong philosophical orientation Èo life, and a social support network

were able to adapÈ to the occurrence of chronic illness ín a child very

well. Those few with serious unresolved family conflicts, financial

strains, or difficulty in maintaining the lifestyle flexibility needed

to cope wiEh unpredictable disruption appeared more vulnerable to

becoming overly sLressed by the iIlness.

On the r¿hole, these chronically ilI children generally exhibited

resilience and an abiliEy to manage Èheir illness experiences

effectively. I was struck by the degree to which these children seemed
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average or normâl and the absence of a typical personality profile. My

experience certainly disconfirmed the notion that inflammatory bowel

disease causes (or is precipitated by) individual or family dysfunction

(Finctr and Hess, 1962). As the i1l child enters adolescence the tasks

of adaptation become increasingly complex. Thís may be conceptualized

as the challenge of incorporating the illness into Èhe self concept in

such a útay as Èo balance awareness of and attenÈion to onefs own special

needs and an abitity to focus on personal sÈrengths and the normal

aspects of the se1f. As discussed this seems Èo be somewhat more

difficult for males than females; further study is needed to confírm and

illurninate this observed gender difference.

Generally families v¡ere also assessed as well adapEed Eo Èheir

child's illness; evidence for this included cohesive marital

relationships, normal active lifestyles and skillful utilization of

supports. At Ehe same Ëime Ehis EargeE group seemed to experience a

range of psychosocial needs (ie. counselling ât the point of diagnosis)

which were not being met. social- work services would be extremely

helpful in upholding family strengths and in addressing unmet needs and

probrem areas. This will be discussed in the following chapter.
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Chapter iv - Summary and Conclusions

( a) Promoti{rg Change I.Iithin Ehe Setting: A Research
Proposal as an Outcome of the Ecological perspective

rÈ is has long been asserÈed that social workers have a

professional responsibility to translate private troubles into public

issues (Pincus and Minahah, 1973:13). Germain argues Ehat social

advocacy, including efforts to increase the health organizations

responsiveness to Ehe righLs and needs of patients, is an important

component of ecological social work practice (Gernain , Ig84:238-239).

As previously sÈaEed, this pediatric gastroenterology clinic which

was the context of my pracEicum placemenE had never had sysEemaÈic

social work coverage prior to my involvement. One of the ouEcomes of my

work in the clinic ¡vas that Ehe multidisciplinary team clearly

identified the need for ongoing social work services in the clinic.

irlhile the clinic staff had long been aware of the need to attend to the

psychosocial realms of pediatric chronic illness, my involvement over

the six months confirmed the particular helpfulness of the social work

role in providing complete care Eo children and families.

The absence of social rsork involvement in ny view represented a

serious gap in services. My experience suggested thaE this popuration

had a range of unmet needs; in some cases the lack of appropriate

assistance had contributed Èo longstanding coping problems, family

dysfunction and poor rnanagenent of the illness itself. My assessment of

these needs was based on intervie¡¿s wiEh twelve families (which

incorporated specific quesÈions regarding service needs, ie. if there

had been a group program for parents wiLh children with inflamnatory
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bor¡e1 disease rvould you have been interested?) and ongoing discussion

wíEh team members. These identified needs may be summarized as

including the following basic service conponents:

(1) Social, emotional support and counselling around short
and long term adapËation to the illness

- family system adjustment

- stress management

- childrents developmental needs and issues

- sibling concerns

(2) Infornation and Referral

- providing information

- identifying and linking families with relevant community agencies
and resources

- exploration and organization of self-he1p opportunities
(ie. parent support group, childrenrs support group)

- educating relevanL systems regarding illness
( ie. schools )

(3) Incorporating Social l,rlork iqrtlMgl!idisciplinary Team Approach

- enhancing physícían/ family relationship

- communicaLion of family concerns

- ongoing sensitization of medical staff to psychosocial
ramifications of illness and treatmenE

Unfortunately one of the current realiEies of this health care

organization is the lack of financial resources available to respond to

identified service gaps within the sysÈem. Consequentty while there was

agreement regarding the necessity for a social worker in this clinic

area, this apparent resource scarcity prevented the creation of such a

position. I,rlhaE continues to be available however is financial support
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for medical research endeavours from several sources. It was suggested

by the crinic physician and Dick Marinelli (social work department

supervisor) that these resources night be available for research

regarding the psychosocial effects of chronic pediatric disease. rn

addition it was acknowledged thaE there existed similar gaps in two

other clinic areas which arso did not have social work coverage.

I,lhaE resulted fron this discussion was rny completion of a research

application to the Childrenrs Hospital Research Foundation for financial

support in undertaking a comparative study of the psychosocial impact of

childhood chronic illness in three clinic areas. The purpose of this

research proposal was twofold: (1) to develop a greater understanding

of the effects of childhood chronic illness across illness caÈegories;

(2) to secure the opportunity to provide at least limited social work

services to these clinic areas. This initiative was formally supported

by the three clinic physicians and wriEten by nyself.

Acknowledgement of this endeavour is important in Lhis context as

it represenÈed a direct reverberation of rny practicum involvement in the

clinic. The time and effort required to prepare this application was

substantial. I perceived this as an important social advocacy activity

in response to a glaring gap in services within Ehis organizaEion.

Given my commitment to an ecological approach in working r^riÈh thís

population, it seemed essential to respond not only to casework issues

but also to the broader sysEemic features which had a dramatic impact on

these faruiliesr ability to adapt effectively to this tife situation.

Although this applicaÈion was not approved I believe that the

process of undertaking this initiaÈive was valuable. For those
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conmittee members who examined this apprication it provided some

validation and reminder Èhat there continues to be some unmet service

needs; this was made more powerful by Èhe formal rvritEen support of the

three clinic physicians. Secondly the meeEíng and discussion ínvolved

in naking this a collaboraÈive project between three clinic areas

provided additional opportunity for these physicians to articulaÈe and

confirm their shared concerns; that social rsork was an essential buÈ

missing component of care provided to Ëheir patient populations.

Perhaps this research application process can Èhus be viewed as one sEep

towards organizationar responsiveness Eo patientsr needs.

(b) Evaluation of personal Objectives

Several personal objectives were identified at Ehe outset of Ehis

practicum. These are outlíned in the Introduction section of this

report (page 3). This practicum experience úras generally extremely

challenging and personally rewarding. My involvement wiEh the

gastroentorology clinic and the social work department at Children's

Hospital provided me with the opportunity Èo strengthen rny clinical

skills and to develop an undersEanding of and abitity to work within the

multidisciplinary health care setting.

As discussed at lengEh in part rv, chapter i, one of the najor

tasks associated with ny practicum experience involved the process of

carving out a social work role within Èhe multidisciplinary team. The

liÈerature on this subject is replete wiLh cautions regarding the

everPresent obsÈac1es (nanely the Èraditional, authoritarian, physician

doninated model of service) which complicate the integration of social

work into the health care setÈing. While Èhe process of establishing
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good h'orking relationships htíth the Eeam did require aÈÈenEion, energy

and reflecEion' my overall experience in this regard r¡ras very positive.

I found the physician and nurse both eager to consult about families and

receptive Èo my professional assessments. Throughout Èhe six months I

was responded to as a respected, valued member of the team. This not

only boosÈed my professional self confidence (given the teamts

receptivity to my presence) but also validated the vierv that social

workers can make a significant contribution within the health care

context. Furthermore, working with other disciprines helped me to

crarify ny ordn thinking about Èhe social work role especially those

features which distinguish it from other helping professions.

The ecological perspective ü¡as rnosÈ helpful in conceptualizing and

articulaEing these professional parameters. The adaptational paradigm

and oEher related concepts in this model were referred E,o regularly in

presenting assessments of fa¡nilies and children. Notions such as

reciprocity and mutual exchange helped me to introduce a new perspective

into Èhe weekly team discussions regarding family funcLioning and

illness management issues.

The ecological model also assisted me to clarify ny professional

capacity to promote change and to verbalize the contextual features

associated with families which Èended to impede or promote growth and

stability. For example one fanily's ongoing somewhat ttirrational"

feelings of guilt about their sonrs illness were based on the childts

traumaEic loss of a pet which was initiaEed by the well meaning faEher.

This parental emoEional reaction seems odd only when perceived out of

the conEext of significant past experience.
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The ecological perspective, in conjunction v/ith the

problem-centered model of family therapy were found Èo be extremely

appropriate and useful in working with these chronically i11 children

and their families. One of the major strengths of Èhe problern-cenEered

model was its flexibility in responding to a range of levels of family

functioning; it was as helpful in assessing the mosE adapted, articulate

families as it was in identifying problem areas in deeply troubled

farnilies. Thís practicum thus allowed confirmation of Èhe value of

these models for social work practice with this population.

Given Èhe assessment focus of Èhe pracEicum which resulted from the

research componenL of my ro1e, r did not have the opportunity to

intervene with a large number of families. The sÈaLed objective of

systematically evaluating the effectiveness of the selected approach was

therefore not completely satisfied. Feedback from those families who

did receive substantial help however indicated thaÈ these services were

vaIuabIe.

This exEensive assessû¡ent experience did allow me to further

strengthen and refine my assessment skills. The opportunity to

participaEe in peer consultation groups with four other social workers

at Lhe hospital represented one of the highlights of rny practicum

experience. rnvolvement with Ehis group assisted ne to sErengthen my

clinical ski11s, gain added insight into social work practice in Èhe

hospital setting and perhaps most importantly, provided rne with

collegial support. Given the general tendency towards specialization

and idenÈification v¿ith the multidisciplinary tean in this type of

seEting, the opportuníty for ongoing conEact with a peer group helped to
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promoEe professional identity and skil1 development. Although group

members represented several different areas within the healÈh sciences

centre, shared issues and concerns such as professional role and the

effecEing change in families continually emerged.

Through an extensive review of the literature and contact r.rith the

target group over the six months of my practicum I gained a

comprehensive understanding of the impact of inflamnatory bowel disease

on the child and family. My "hands-onrr contacÈ v¡ith this population in

particular allowed me Eo develop further insight about this life

experience: I was most struck for example, by the general resilience

and strengths wiEhin these families and the degree to which adaptation

seemed to be moderated (in either the positive or negative direction) by

preexisting feaEures or unrelated stressor rather than disease severity.

0n a personal level I feel that my practicum at Childrenls Hospital

provided me with the opportunity to develop a heightened sense of self

confidence and professional competence wíthin a multidisciplinary health

setting. In addition to being able to pursue a long standing interest

in working with chronically ill children and their families I also had

Èhe privilege of working with a range of interesEing, skilled individual

from whom I learned a great deal.

(c) Recommendations for Social l{ork Practice

Involvement with the twelve children and families in the

gastroenterology clinic suggesEed some clear directions for social work

practice and research in this area. Essentially I believe that the

practice models utilized in this practicum were both appropriate and

helpful wiLh regard to the feature and needs associated with this
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population. Although in the planning stages r wondered about Ehe

potenÈiaI cumbersomeness of the inÈegrated approach proposed, r did not

f ind it overly ar,¡kvrard or complex in actual pracEice. The ecological

perspective helped me to maintain a broader understanding of illness

experiences and to uaintain sensítivity to contextual features whích I

found to be so relevant to immediate coping issues. The problem

centered model of farnily therapy was particularly helpful in its clear

family sysEem assessment component and in responding to a range of

leve1s of functioning and family sEyles. (uy experience ¡vith these

models is described in greater detail in parÈ rv, chapter ii: case

Illustrations and in Chapter iv (b) Evaluation of personal objectives).

Given the perceived importance of family hisEory and

inEergenerational issues in management of illness experiences, I would

also recommend the utilization of genograms as a supplemenÈ to the

assessment process. Although r did noE use these sysLematically, in

retrospect I think that they would have helped to illuminate patterns

(ie. subjective meaning aÈtached to chronic illness) which impacted upon

families abiliLy Eo cope with the onset of ilrness in a chi1d.

Mccoldrick and Gerson argue ühat the genogram is a poEentially helpful

tool in nedicar managemenE; relational patÈerns may for example suggest

the likelihood of compliance with treatment recommendations and indicate

what social supports will be available. They also suggest that the

genogram may assist in pinpointing life events and critical psychosocial

problems likely Eo effecE treatment (Mccoldrick and Gerson, 1985:139).

Based on my clinical experience s¡ith this population r have

identified a need for social work services within the clinic. The
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Particular type of service needs are described in the firsE section of

Ehis chapter (p. 183). Eight of the families interviewed indicaEed

Èhat they would have made use of social v¡ork services at some point in

their experiences had they been available, many of these families

specified a need for information ongoing support and counselring

particularly aE the phase of diagnosis. Generarly fanilies reported

thaE by abouÈ the end of the first six monEhs of living with the illness

they had 'rlearned to deal wibh it". Approximately four families

expressed an ongoing or interurittent need for assistance; they commonly

seemed to undergo a crisis or transitional period when the il| child

entered adolescence.

I think that full-time social work services are requíred in this

cliníc; r would recommend that a1l families be routinely seen at the

time of diagnosis for assessment and offer of service. Thus families

could be assisted in developing healthy adaptation at a time when they

are struggling with how to cope with this experience. Hopefully this

initial guidance would set the stage for long term positive adaptation.

r v¡ould also suggest that long time social work services be made

available to fanilies over the duration of Eheir association with

clinic. Casework services (ie. counselling, information and referral)

should be accessible on an as needed basis. Routine follow up reviews

would also help to consoridate the exisEence of social work as an

important component of Èhe childrs overall care and to reinforce

awareness of Ehe social worker as an ongoing source of support and aid.

Lastly r think thaÈ ideally, the social worker in this clinic

setting could initiate programs designed to anticipate, nornalize and
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validate the experiences of Ehese children and families such as

educational/social events and groups for ill children, siblings and

parents. I believe that the introduction of the social work role and

specifically the Lype of services described above would serve as a

concreÈe acknov¿ledgement of the relevance of the psychosocial dimensions

of childhood chronic illness and over time would contribute dramatically

to long term healthy adaptation of children and families.

some important research questions arise out of this practicum

experience. One of the obvious areas in need of further investigation

is the relationship between gender and coping sÈyles. A larger sample

population which included a more even balance of age categories for boEh

sexes would allow further illurnination of the observed patEerns

discussed earlier.

An assocíated question involves Ehe extent to which childrents

coping styles reflect Lhe particular nature and demands of inflammatory

bowel disease and the extent to which these issues are shared by

children with other chronic illnesses. i,Ihile I suspect that many of

these childrents experiences are generalizable to oÈher illnesses,

comparative study of children representing differenÈ disease categories

in needed to confirro (or challenge) this assunption.

My experience in working with this population suggested that while

Èhere is substantial variaEion wiÈh regard to adaptation to inflarnmaEory

bowel disease in a child member; most fanilies demonsËrated an ability

to cope effectively with this Iife experience. This finding further

disconfirms the long-standing presumed association between chronic

childhood illness and family sysEem pathology (t"tinuchin, r975:1032).
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Rather it validates Èhe emerging view that the fanily's experience of

this life event (and rheir ability to adapt) is moderated by certain

features such as availability of social supports, and philosophical

perspective. Although this practicum provided Ehe opportuniEy for

identification of some of Èhese variables, sEudies which examine larger

samples and which include fanilies experiencing different disease

categories would further strengthen and expand the understanding of

these features.

While the integrated approach utilized was found to be extremely

appropriate and helpful in assessing and intervening with this sample

group, additional investigation which emphasizes before and after

measuremenE is needed to confirm the impact of Ehe practice models.

This type of research could be integrated inEo the clinical practice of

social ¡sorkers currenEly working in this field through the incorporation

of standardized measures such as those described in this context. As we

begin to more clearly comprehend Ehe nature of these families

experiences it is necessary to develop social work practice models which

both reflect this undersLanding and allow effecEive response to Èhe

range of psychosocial needs of this populaLion.
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1. Identified need for help

2. Self concerns (concerns regarding
personal copíng, childts coping)

3. Self cope (aspects of personal coping
s tyle
(a) sources of infornation utilized

(b) coping behavior when problems
arise

4. Sib talk (amount of discussion with
children)

5. Sib help (identified need for help
wirh children)

6. Beliefs (philosophical orientation
to managing íllness experiences)

7. Family health (perception of overall
family health)

Figure I

FamiIy A: ChroniciEy I¡npacE and Copíng Instrument:

Parent Questionnaire

Subscale

203

Res ponse

f.lould noÈ like help in any
any of Èhe areas indícaÈed

No concerns

Nurses, doctors, relatíves,
friends
Cry, talk with someone,
pray

A lot of talkíng regarding
subjects indicated
especially illness,
childrenrs behavior in
general

Identified need for help
in behavior E¡anagemenÈ,
neeÈing emotional needs,
helping the chíldren to
get along

Acceptance of reality to
íllness wontt go away,
belief in the need to get
away, to talk of self,
good to air feelings to
others

Good physical health of
all fanily nembers
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Figure 2

Family A: Summary of Self Appraisal Inventory Scores for Children

FAI'IILY

scHooL

GENERAL

Secondary
form (grades
7 ro L2)

Inte rmed iate
forn (grades
4to6)

Prinary form
( kinde rgarten

hi er self esteem

tf
I

Iower self esÈeem

Nicky

Lorne

Aaron

ll
2

#
3

to erade 3)

*NoÈez ln2 - L9
s choo 1

lþr - 64
e chool

highest
subs cale

possible
s core )

poss ib 1 e

in this
possible

is highest
which is 20
is highest

which is 56

score for all
form
acore for all

lowes t possible
subscale score)

subscales except

subscales except

*64 (56) 54 44 34 24 16

*20 (19) 15 l0 5 0
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Louise (nother)
Nicky (patient)
age fifÈeen

40

Figure 3

Family A
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Family B:

l. Identified need for help

2, Self concerns (concerns regarding
personal coping, childrs coping)

3. Self cope (aspects of personal coping
s tyle )
(a) sources of informaEion uÈilized

(b) coping behavior rchen problems
arise

(c) coping behaviors when upset
with spouse

Spouse cope (perceptions of spousets
coping behaviors)

Figure 4

ChroniciÈy Impact and Coping Instrument:

Parent Questionnaire

4.

206

Response

Bob: I{ould like help with;
diet, nutrition, managing
childIs behavior, info
about childrs social,
physical, émotional,
intellectual development
Sally: t{ould Iike hetp
with; nanaging child's
behavior

Bob: Quite a bit of concern
regarding; feeling worn
out, wondering about
childrs future, the
responsibilities of caring
for my child
Sally: Feeling worn out

Bob: Nurse or docEor
SalIy: Nurse or doctor

Bob: Busy self with other
things, smoke, get away
hide feelings, yeIl,
scream, slam doors, talk
wíth someone
Sally: Ye11, 6cream, slam
doors, hide feelings,
ignore, take alcohol

Bob: Ignore, try to
forget, hide feelings
Sally: Cry, ignore, try to
forge t

Bob: Ignore, Èry to
forget, hide feelings
Sally: Smoke, ye11, screan,
try to forget



Figure 4 (continued)

Subscale

5. Sib talk (amounÈ of discussion wiEh
children on given topic areas: i.e.
friends, school)

6. Sib help (identified need for help
wiÈh children)

7. Beliefs (philosophical orienÈaÈion
to managing illness experiences)

8. Faroily health (overalL rating of
farnily members I healÈh)

207

Re s pons e

Bob: Moderate amount on
most areas listed
Sally: ModeraEe amount
about: school, childrenr s

behavior in general,
growing up

Bob: I{ould like help in
all areas
Sal ly: I{ould l ike he lp in
almosE all areas

General note: High degree
of consensus - same
response on 6/9 sEatement.s:

- It is necessary to get out
of the house often to
relieve the strain of
child care (agree),

- I usually have conErol
over things that happen in
ury family (noË sure),

- it ís lucky that this is
the only condition my

child has (agree),
- my childrs condition is

always going to be there
and Èhere isnrÈ much I can
do about i¡ (agree),

- I sometimes thínk of ury

childrs condition as a
nuisance (agree)

Bob: Marginal overall
fanily health rating
Sally: llarginal overall
health rating
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Family B:

Figure 5

Sunmary of Self Appraisal Inventory Scores for Children

FAMILY

SCHOOL

GENERAL

Secondary
form (grades
7 to 72)

Intermediate
form (grades
4to6)

her self esteem

los"¡h

hi lower se f esteem

#
I

tþ

2

Joseph

Chris-
topher

*Note: ll2 - 19 is highest
school which is 20
lll - 64 is highest
school which is 56

possible
score )

possíb1e score for all
in Èhis forn
possible score for all

(1owesÈ possíble
subscale score)

subscales except

subscales except

highe s E

subscale

Comnents: Joseph noted on his form that the followíng responses apply
only |twhen I rm sicktt.
- I'm noÈ lone1y very often (disagree)
- Often I donrt like Èo be with other kids (agree)
- Irm not as níce looking as nosE people (strongly agree)
- Itm not a very happy person (strongly agree)

*64 (56) 54 44 34 24 16

*20 (i9) 15 l0 5 0
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S = Sally
B=Bob
J = Joseph
C = Christopher

Figure 6

Farni lv B

FAM GENERAL SCALE
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Figure 7

Family C: Chronicity Impact and Coping Instrument:

Parent QuesÈionnaire'

Subscale

1. Identified need for help

2. Self concerns (concerns regarding
personal coping, child's coping)

3. SeIf cope (aspects of personal coping
s Èyle )
(a) sources of inforroation utilized

(b) coping behavior when problems
arise

2ro

Response

Sheri: tlould like help
with; physical care of the
child, diet, geneÈic
counselling, info
regarding childrs condiÈion
Pat: l.lould like help with
all aspects of chíld
deve lopment

Sheri: A great deal of
concern regardíng what
chíldrs future wilI be
like, quite a bit of
concern regarding feeling
¡vorn ouÈ, having to travel
too far for nedical care,
having enough insurance
to Eeet expenses
Pat: A great deal of
concern ¡rhat childrs
future will be like, quite
a bit of concern regarding
naking child comfortable
and happy, wheÈher Itn
Eaking care of the chitd
in the best way, not
having enough family tirne

Sheri: Nurse, doctors,
friends, relatives, library
PaÈ: Nurse, doctors,
friends, relatives

Sheri: Do less, get away,
talking ¡riÈh soneone, do
about the same, ask for
help, exercise
Pat: Do more, snoke, c!Y,
praT¡ talk tlith soneone



5.

6.

7.

Figure 7 (continued)

Subs ca 1e

4. Spouse cope (perceptions of spousets
coping behaviors)

Sib talk (amount of discussion r.rith
other children)

Sib help (identified need for help
wiEh children)

Beliefs (philosophical orienÈation
to nanaging illness experiences)

8. Farnily heatth (overall rating)

2LT

Re s ponse

Sheri: Does rnore, talking
with someone, smoking,
askíng for help, does
less, busying self with
oÈher things
PaE: Does more, busying
self lrith other things,
more ignoring, trying to
forget, hiding feelings

NoE cornpleted

NoE compleEed

General commenÈ: Sorne
consensus on following
items:
Parents should take care
of own needs before they
can help their children
( d is agree )
It is usually better noÈ
Èo show or talk about
feelings to others (not
sure )
Sometimes jusÈ evoiding
or trying to forget some-
thing makes it easier to
handle (disagree)
My childrs condition is
always going to be there
and there isnrt much I can
do about iÈ (agree)

Sherí: Very good
PaE: Good



Figure I

Family c: su¡nmarv of self Appraisal rnventorv scores for children

PEER

FAMILY

scHooL

GENERAL

hi her self esteem lower se f esÈeem

/l Primary forn
3 (kindergarten Beverly

to grade 3)

2L2

for form /É3 = estinated healthy range =Average score
6-9foreach

in this populatíon
subscale
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Figure l0

Summary of Self Appraisal Inventory Scores: Ten Fanilies

Sib ling :

Average
Score

2L4

*Highe s t
Score
Pos s ib 1e

Score
Ranse

35-57
36-5 9
35-54
39-54

Score
e

8-9
6-8
5-8
4-6

6-1 3
9- I8
6-r6

t0-12

46-57
36-50
29-49
40-52

Prirnary Scale
( kindergarten
to grade 3)
Sample includes
I patient, I sibling

Subscale: Peer
Fami 1y
School
Gene ra 1

Intermediate Scale
@
Sample includes
I patient, 3 siblings

Subscale: Peer
Farni ly
Schoo 1

Gene ra 1

(grades 7 to 72)
Sample includes
I patients, 7 siblings

Subscale: Peer
Fami ly
School
General

Pat.ient:
Average
Score

I
6

I
6

9

9

9

9

9
8
5

4

t9
19
20
19

18
T7

l8
i9

48. r
46.8
44,0
46.5

I2
72
11.6
11.3

50. I
44
40
46

64
64
56
64

Note: This particular report
throughout refers to total of
twelve families in population
sÈudied. Two fanilies did not
complete standardized measures

Rough norms for eecondary scale
respondents:
Healthy self esteem levels =
Peer Subscale 46
Family Subscale 44
School Subscale 42
General Subscale 46

*Higher scores associated with higher self esteem
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Appendix 2: McCubbin and Figley.. 1983, Volume 2

Responsibilities and Challenges in the Care of a Chronically lll Child
Over Stages of the Family Life Cycle

lnfancy (Birth-2 years)
l. lnit¡al Crisis-grieving

lntensive medical services
Diagnostic period

Pre-school (3-5 years)
l. Ongoing medical/health monitoring

Procurement of therapy services
Prolonged dependency of child requiring added physical care

School Age (6-12 years)
1. School programming

Ongoing appraisal of child's development
2. Establishment of members' roles in the family

Dealing with sibling discrepancies re abilities
Parents' instrumental and maintenance tasks

3. Limited involvement in normal social engagements
Adolescent (l 3-20 years)

1. Cognitive grasping of "p€rmanence" with disability:
Parental
child

2. ldentity, issues of child-"marginality
3. lncreased physical size of child-impact on care
4. More involved adaptive equipment--often necessitated by complications
5. Sexuality issues

Young Adult (21)
1. Discussion about guardianship íssues relating to ongoing care of child
2. Placement planslepending upon feasibility of:

employment
self-care
mobility
leisure
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Appendix 3: McCubbin and Figley. 1983 Volume

The Double ABCX Model of Fanilv AdaptaÈion

R., Larsen,4., Comeau, J., Patterson, f.M., Cauble, E., & Striker,
5t. Paul: Family Social Science, 198'l .

Gt Bl
l.r,.r,*o , ".*lI nEsounces I

1

@
I

o-a-l
l rro"rr'o,u I

lorx*"e*oel

e%-e
Figure 1. The Double ABCX Model of Family Adaptation

Adapted from McCubbin, H.1., Nevin,
K. Families coping with cerebral palsy,

ffi
H
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Appendix

Dimensions of

4 - Gurman and Kniskern, 1981

Familv functioning: McMaster Model

TÁ,sLe 2
Summary of Dimension Concepts

Dime¡sbrc (teg Cotøepts Dìmatsirtts IGy Corcepts

PROBLEM-
SOLVING

COIIMUNI-
CATION

-Two Çpes of problems;
Instrument¡I gnd Afrective

-Seven 
stages to tle process:

t- ldenti6cetion ofthe problem
2. Communication of tÌ¡e problem

to the eppropriate person(s)
3. Development of ¡ction dterna-

tives
4. Decision of one dtemative
5. Ac'tion
6. Monitoring the gction
7. Evaluation of sucress

Postuhted

-Most effective: When dl seven
stages a¡e carried out

-Least eflectíve: When cannot
identifr problem (stop b€fore stage
l)

-Instrumental 
and A-ffective ueæ

-Two 
independent dimensions:

l. Clea¡ versus Masked
2. Direct versus Indirect

-Above 
two dimensions yield four

patterns of communication;
l. CIea¡ and Direct
2. Clear and Indirect
3. Ilæked and Direct
4. Masked and lndirect

Postuhted

-Most 
effective: Clear and Direct

-[¡ast effective: Masked and In-
direct

-Two 
family frrnction types:

Necessary and Other

-fe¿ ¿¡'ses of family functions;
Instrumental and Affective

-Necessary 
family function group-

ings:
A. Instrun¿nlal

l. Provision of Resources
B. Affectioc

l. Nurturance and Support
2. ,{dult Se¡ual Gratiffcation

C. Mired
l. Life Skills Development
2. Systems Maintenance and

Management

-Other 
family fu nctions:

Adaptive and Maladaptive

-Role 
functioning is essessed by

considering how the hmily allo-
cates responsibilities and handles
accountability for them.

Poslulaled

-Most 
effective: When all næs-

sary famil¡r functions have clea¡ al-
Iocation to reasonable ¡ndividual(s)

AFFECTIVE
RESPONSTVE-
NESS

AFFECTIVE
INVOLVEMENT

BEH,{VIOR
CONTROL

e¡¡d ¡¿rountebility built in

-[æ¡st eFective: When ne(tssary
hmily functions are not eddressed
¡¡¡ùor ellostion and sccountability
not maintained.

-Two 
groupings:

Welfare Emotions and Emergency
Emotions

Poúthte¿l

-Most eÊbctive: When full range
of responses are appropriate ín
amount and quality to stímulus' 
-Least effective: When very nar-
row range (one to two afects onl¡')
and./or emount and quality is dis-
torted, given the context.

-A range of involvement with six
styles identifìed:
1.,{bsence of Involvement
2. Involvement Devoidof Feelings
3. Narcissistic Involvement
4. Empathic Involvement
5. Overinvolvement
6. Symbiotic Involvement
Postuhted

-Most effective: Empathic In-
volvement

-læast effective: S]'mbiotic and
Âbsence of Involvement

-Applies 
to tlree situations:

l. Dangerous Sítuations
2. Meeting and Expressing psy-

chobiological needs and drives
(eating, drinking, sleeping,
eliminating, sex and aggression)

3, Interpersonal socializing behav-
ior inside and outside the familv

-Standard 
and latitude of accept-

eble behavior determíned bv four
styles:
l. nigid
2. Fle¡ible
3. l.aissez-faire
4. Chaotic

-To maintain the sþle. various
techniques are used and imple-
.mented under role functíons (s¡'s-
tems mÂintenânc€ and management)

Postuhred

-Most effective; Flexible behavior
crntrol

-læast 
effective; Chaotic behavior

control
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Appendix 5

( a) ttre Scale

amily

6ssessment
easurc
GENERAL SCAI.E

Di re cti ons

0n the folìoving pages you wiìì find 50 statements about your fami]y
as a whole. Please read each staternent carefuìly and decide hów well tfrä
statement describes your famiìy. Then, make youi response beside the
statement nurnber on the separate answer sheet.

. If you STR0NGLY AGREE with the statement then circle the letter',a,,
beside the item number; if you AGRET with the staterBnt then ciiðiã t¡eìetter "b".

__ Ir y9u DISAGREE with the staterent then circìe the letter ,'c,'; if you
STRONGLY DISAGREE with the statement then circle the ìetter,16".- ' -'

Please círc]e onlY.one letter (response) for each statement. Answer
every statenent, even if you are not compìeteìy sure of your answer.

Ð Copyright 1984, Harvey À. skinner, paul D. Steinhauer,
Jack Santa-Barbara
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Appendix 5 - continued

Please do not write on this page.
Circle your response on the answer sheet.

l. úle tpend too nuch L;.ne drtguing abou,t uka.t ou¡ pnobLuø ate.

2. tanú14 du*íu atø (ahþ ¿hated.

3:. !)hest I o¿h ¿oneone to expLa,Ln whal, the4 nean, I gej- a ttta,Lgh.t an6we)1.

1. Uhen aon¿on¿ in oun {arniþ t¿ uþel, we don't hnoø i[ theg arte angnA,
Áad, Áeal.:ed on øhat.

5. Ute a^e a¿ wptl adjuted ú ang 6arþUU cou,ll. po¿ô¿b14 be.

6. You don't ge-t a ehance 1o be an indíviúnl in ou¡ (urr&g ,

7. Uhut I a,ah whq we have ce¿¡Å.aìn tutlu, I don't gøt a good atuwørt,

t. Ue have the ¿ane vius¿ on u:hai i¿ ai¡Irt and ustøng.

9. I don'I óee ho(t) onq [dn&y couLd ge-t ahong betLut Lltan ou¡t¿ .

l0 . Some dag¿ u)e arLe. moae eoa.ílg annoged than on othetu .

tt. tlhøn pttobLe¡na come up, we t¡U di66urefi. unga o( ao\ving then,

12. Uy [anl-la expectd ne to do no¡e than ng ¿hate.

13. We attgue abou,t. who ¿aid wha.t in outr [unil4.
14. lle teil eaeJt othut aboul thingt tha.t bothut u.
15. W 6ürLUg could be happiut thd-n ii .í,¿ .

16. We {ee} l¡v¿d in ou¡ ódrfti.t4.

17. uhu qou do ¿ome,th,tng wrLong ín oun 6anu4, qou don't hnr¡t wh.a.t to expecL.

18. lt'¿ ha¡d 1o tell wluÅ. the aúu ate fut oun |atrrAtt.

19, I don't th,ính ang (anilg coulÅ pottibtg be happiut than míne.

20. SomoLíne¡ u)e. alL¿ un(aitt to eaeh othut.

21. ue nevuL lat tlvíngd pile up ur1ill theg ate no¡e than we cort hand.Le.

22 . ú)e agnee about uho ¿hould r{o whaf i¡ ou¡ [urú]-g.

23. I nevut hnow what'¿ going on in ou {unit4.

21. I u,n løt ng [anily hnoø what i-d bothuing ne-.

25. Ae nevut gøt angng in ou¡ (anitg.
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Appendix 5 - continued

Please do not write on this page.
Circle your response on the answer sheet.

26. Uq [ani]J1 t¡iu to ttun ng l-i(e,

27. Id we do aonøth,íng wnong, we don,t g?-t a eÀance to explnin.

28, Úle artgue about how nuch [needon we ¿ltouhd have to nalze ou¡ own decj-¿ioru.

29. Mg [anúlU and I unde¡¿tand each othøtt eonple,it.ø(4.

30. Ue ¿oneLinu hu¡,t ¿ach othut¿ [ee]-íngt.

3l . t;lhen lLLng¿ ütentt going welt i¡ tal¿u too long to øonh thent oui..:
32. Ue can't nelg on [øilg nanbetu to do thøi.tt po"vt.

33. Ue tahe the Line to Lí.¿ten to each othut.

34. uh¿n ¿omeone it ,t+,:te.t, we don't [ind out unr.Ll- nueh Lo,fut.

35. SomeLinu we avoid eaeh othu.

36. We [ee]_ e]o¿e to eaeh othe¡.

37, hnì,thne¡tt¿ o;re [aìst in ou¡ [anitg.
38. The ruLu in oun |dnijg don,L nahe ¿erue.

39, Some ûbíng¿ about nq [ani]4 don,t enLhe]g pleo.de ne.

40. We neve¡t gef uptei wi.th eaeh othe¡.

4l . \le deal w.ifh ou¡ pnobLuø even u¡hen theq,ne ¿enioø.

42. ùne (arniþ nutbe¡t a.fung,s tníu to be the cenr¡e o[ aütenLLon.

43, lÅrl {dnilg 2eÀ ne have. mg ôar!, even i[ theg di_aagltee.

44. l:Jhen ou¡ ódnilg goÅt uptøt, we talze too lnng to gei. ovuL il.
45. !)e ahøgt adntLt oun o,i-¿tar¿u øi.th.ou.t t¡ging to hide anqthing.
46. lüe don't nealtq þuat etch othur.

47. ae ha-rtdLg evø¡t do whai. i,6 expected, o[ tu wi'.hou.. bøing to!-d..

4t. lle atLe [nee to tag whøt we tlvtnl¿ in oun 6anil4.
49. Ilg [ani]r1 i.¿ not a putdeet óucce.E^,

50. ú)e have nev. lej. down anothu Áonitq nutbut in attq wau.
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Appendix 5

(b) Graph for FAlf Scores

FAM GENERAL SCALE
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Appendix 6 (Hymovich, l98I)

cl{RO}llClTY llPACr AllD OOPfiG IISTRUME}ÍÎ: PAtrEXl OtlEBllOllilAlRE
tctctlPot

ùc qríÞì l¡ ¡ to lar t¡ u^¡l rÕE &,¡r rìf FEr'Ér3 tû.r trìE ì cnf¡ ¡q vq¡ or¡ ¡ô ne ìags vÍ¡t, Þo tg t ¡n {Ei.CIFEBEET.

D¡ r¡c¡rrrcr vq¡ ¡.A¡E ür I l¡€D ro tcLt u3 rævDc stFñ tt tc^rì{ ca¡Ê tcl ttu âro yoln tå¡¡,v.

ñI I tE- hE to r¡( t"C ta.E IEl'r ¡{y c.C3tD6 t{AT Æ Ef cú¡¡.

loo^Yl DÂtt

Þil.D¡NAXIot coDr

c¡tr¡¡5 AcE:
oÛrrs)

Cltr-D!t¡,x:(l) I^.ll_ (l) rrsru
0aoNTxsj

ßECñOlr A: YOUÎ C}¡LD

l. WL¡t b yq¡¡ childì ßûrditb'

I Hor rwrt rq¡ld )ou t¡y yq¡r

- 

(l) Nol ævcr? (¡litht)

- 

(2) Modcretely rcwre
_ (S) Vcry rwrc

or disbiliry?,

ch¡ldi cord¡t¡on is?

¡odicrtc ú yot !44 o¡ ror¡td d lilc to hrvc hctp with or
dinrsr rny ol tÞ follo*ing

3. Hot Lng ¡to rü your child'¡ cor¡dition 6rd di¡gru ¿?

-(l) 
u¡der 3 r¡oaths 

-(a) 
l-2 yc¡n

- 

(2) $5 nmths 
- 

(5) I ¡.cen t oonth{ ¡cen
_ (3) 7-¡ ¡ Ec¡tÌú _ (6) ovtr I 

'a¡n
l. Dø uyc clr l¡ psr froily àrv: tlc r¡x l¡ÌrË/dü.

rbility er ¡our cLiH?
_ (¡ ) lio _ (9) Yc¡
It ¡a, vlø?

-(l) 
loo

- 

(2) SParc

- 

(S) ChiJd'¡ brotÌ¡c¡(¡) or d¡tcr(¡)

- 

({) Grrndprcnr

-(5) 
Otì¡c¡, l[ho?

5. Phl.r lndicrtc ¡our rtbtionrhip ¡o thi¡ child

-l)MaÞr -5)Foer 

Malr

- 
l) F¡thc¡ 

- 

6) Fclcr Frthcr

- 
S) St"pcroaÀ.¡ 

- 
7) Gr¡¡rdl¡n

-a) 
9cpfrthr 

-t)Otbcr, 
E pLln-

6. P¡rcat¡ h¡rl ¡¡lod fø Þlp vltb runy úp.cù ol ttÈ& cù¡ldi
&r'tlopcnt rnd crrc fncludiag tÌrõ. Èrcd bclo-. P¡cü

DEER P. l¡lrtortEl. r9Gr

Woìr¡¡
No¡
þr¡
(t )

Nør
Surt

(8)

Wou¡¡
U¡r

(3)

Pùyûr¡I on ol ch¡ld

DÈt/autritbn

Slæp hHtr

Cæriccaælln¡

t¡.) s 
'lGlir¡ 

rtiYltb

I'Lr¡¡,TlV't¡¡O'

tlqddùf tlr rt¡ht 9Ly r¡d l¡m
hú qF¡G

C-¡n ol ol¡ror llæ

Þat¡l ¡..å o¡ c5¡ld

l¡fmúm ¡ùct .a9!.rGd cù¡¡d
dadryat

l¡¡lr¡¡tin ¡bot ay êlld'r
¡¡y¡al daæ¡oçoat

l¡dmtio rùot ly cì$d'r o
d¡l dælolocnt
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t. All prrents h¡ve rcmc rrc¡¡ ol conctrn. During rhc parl S
rnor¡tlu. how much of l oono¿rn h¡ve tl¡c fotiá".inj ercrs
bcrn.lor you? (Phel trrt ¡n "X" ln lhc rpproprir-tc col.
umn. )

Appendix 6 - continued

8EC1þx !: YOURS€LF

Hrving rde.
qutc atcn-
cia ln tþ
shmunlty
Fov¡dint
src æl¡tcd
to ny child'r
tEcdr

Coxc¡.rm
NoNr/
Do¿s
Nor

A?PLT
(t )

Nor
SuiE

(2)

A Lrrr¡r
Bn

(3)

Qum ^Bn

(1)

A GrE^r
DEÂr

(s)

E¡tr¡ d+
anndr o ny
tiD.

Fæling rm
OI

En¡h fun
¡nd rcl¡s.
lioa s I
wld l¡Ic

Hrving
mgh timc
doæ ?¡th
rpqe/Frl-
trf

ftlling with
a u¡dcr-
ûnding bt
çon/prrt.
æt

S¿¡ul rcl¡.
tinhip Ûith
ã)'Fqe/
P.rtEr

Mrliry ny
cùild m.
lqr¡blc q
l"ppv

Em¡h tinc
r ¡ltãtio¡
lmçne/
Ftlæt
G.ttirÌt dl ol
Lar rqah.
.r dth
aF.ür/Frt.
Ir tut vith-
ri chldrcn
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Appendix 6 - cont inued

I P¡ra¡ [¡ndlc tl¡ct¡ q¡can¡ tn uuny dlñercnt rrp. Thcrc
¡¡r tl¡rr¡ l!.n ¡1C ouy brn alorc pobhuu rd'qrcc¡n¡
boctr¡ ol ¡,orr chlldi o,r¡dltio,n. tn-rh¡t r¡y¡ do vou do
thlngr !úcreatly rhcn tl¡øc problemr come uil lfULgut
¡n 

-X- ln dt rpprçrirte column. Do -r'r,irl - ih,e
Une¡ )

3. Arc ¡rou. e memb¿¡ of I fr¡cntr' üsoci¡t¡on rcbted lo your
chlldi ll¡.3s/dis¡btlir y?

_(l)No _(2)Ycs
L lf Yc¡, ho" of¡cn do you rttend mectings?

_(l) Frtquently ._(3) Rrrely-
_(2) Occrsionelly _ ({) Ncve¡

b .lf y* go to the psrcnt.s'tne€tings, how hetpful havc rhe¡.
bccn?

_ (l) Do mt to _ ({) Nor vcry hclpful

- 

(2) Very helpful 

- 

(5) Nor hclplul rr rll

- 

(3) Somewh.rt hclpf ul

{. Do you bve rcmcone who could t¡Ie c¡¡e of vou¡ child for ¡
ùy in or ol en cmergency (ruch es if you'bccmc ill rnd
crnnol t¡It c¡re of tht child)?
_ (¡) No _ (2) Nol rurc _ (S) Ta

3. Do I* hrw uncar rho cor¡H t¡lc c¡re of yotrr chtld lor r
rccl or ¡rorc l¡ cr¡c of tn tarcr¡cncy?

- 
(l) No 

- 

(2) Na rurc 

- 

(3) Ycs

6. P¡rent¡ h¡ìË d¡Scrcnt bcl¡eh ¡bor.rt lhinrs th¡t ln8wnct
thclr lllc.rryh. Pbæ tndicrte whcthe¡ or ¡ior yan rgrct wirh
lh. bÊllef¡ ¡t¡tcd bclow.

7.-fnflÉTß your meritàl rtetu?
_ (¡ ) M¡rricd _ (t) Divorctd
_ (2) Widor'.d _ (S) Single (never merried)

- 

(3) Scp¡r¡ted
b) For how m¡ny yc¿rs hrve you bten ¡.idos,ed, m¡nied,

reparatcd, o¡ divorccd?
_(l) under I ycar _(3) {-6 ycers
_ (2) l-i ycers _ ({) over 6 yørs

c) Hos rnany times h¡ve you bcen m¡rried?

-l_2
_ 3 or more

tF tot 
^iE 

¡,^itr[D. t¡I 
'EGO 

O¡i TOSECTIOIj C
tF loL' AiE À,Ot r^ttr[o. ?LE^SE cO Ori tO SECT¡OIS D

lF lou AiE r.?DOu'ED. DrvoItCED. Sft^tÁÎf,D. of, srÀcrf,. tLE^sE GO IO SEC.I|O!{ D

)oõ Nø

^?t¡-r0)

Do
l-Es
(2')

Do rntn Do
Moir

la)(s)

cry

&ry rll rflh aÞr
fhnSr

TdI øtùnrm
bDcr/try to l6¡et

Htd. lætr.t.

Gct rrr y

Saplc

Tcll/næ/¡l¡m dæn.
clc

F¡ercir

ArI lø Þlp

Î¡lc ¡kohol

h.y

T¡Ìc ned¡cir

EI¡ ¿¡) ,tcrtI
0)

tor Surr
12t

Dr$c¡Er
(3)

P¡mt¡ ¡lnld t¡lc orc ol tlrir
æ¡ rrcd¡ Þfæ tÞy on ùclp
tlElr cfii¡dr.h

It b mry lo 3ct or ol tlË
hoç o{tcn to nliew tlE úrr¡n ol
chlld erc

It ù wlly bdtcr nd to ¡ùo.q
t¡ll rbout mi lælingr to ahcn

Somtims hrt rvolding ø tryin8
to føtcl mth¡ng mlø lt uic¡
lo h¡ndh

Somctims ß"ilint tw¡y from I
¡ilution ulc¡ lt æier to h¡ndh

I uull¡ hevc æntrol ovcr thin¡r
thrt luppcn to ne ø my hmil¡

It k lmly th¡t lhi! Ir lhc only mn.
dition my child hrr

My ch¡ld'r mdir¡6 b el*rp ¡o
ln¡ to Þ thcæ ¡Dd llErc l¡n't
nuch I on do ¡bout it

I þmctih6 thinl ol Dy ch¡ld',
æ¡dlt¡on s ¡ nui¡¡K

l. Horl old is your spour?

-(l) 
under 18 year

(2) lÈ21 vars

- 

(3) 2'5*29 yern
_({) S9{ years

- 

(5) 3$-39 ye¿r¡

_(6) lO-t{ yeers

-(7) 
45--49 ye¡¡s

_ (8) 50 ye¡rs or ovcr

BECTION C: YOUR SpOUSE

3 How much ¡chool h¡s your ¡por¡r. completed?
_ (l) 9th grrdc or bclou

- 

(2) !0th gr¡de

- 

(3) I lth gr¡de

- 

(l) l2th grede

_ (5) Some college
_ (6) College grrdurte
_ (?) Masteri degrec

- 

(6) Doctorel degrct

2. Wh¡t is your rpousc't occupation? (Pler rtate whar
æor:r dc, mt uhc¡e hc/lhe is employed.)

youf
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Appendix 6 - continued

9. Ho- h¡¡ ¡our ælrtlo[lp rlt[ ]or¡r çour chrn¡cd dnct
¡our chlld'r sìdlthr ru dir¡rncd?

- 
(t ) No clrrn¡e

_ (t) Na ¡¡rc

-(3) 
Eror¡ht u¡ ck¡c¡

- 
(l) Morcd ur rprrt

It loul cHrLD HAs ¡¡STETS Oi ¡¡OtHErs. fl.l'^sE CO lO ¡ACTþN D
lf lout cHll¡ Dots túot H^vf t¡sTEN oì ¡¡oTHErs. ?rJAsE oo To ¡fclroN E

)6 Ìl<r
Atrl'r
0)

Do
l¡É
o)

Þ^.E'4
nr¡ ¡.lc

t!)

Do
llor

(r)

1ìr¡

l¡lt rrdrtr

SECTþN D: ISOTICRS t ß¡STERS

l. During tht port g r¡onrl¡r, how much h¡vc ¡ou rnd yurr
s¡þ¡ ¡l'iU¡s¡ t¡lled ¡bout thc fol.lowing,

t. P¡c¡!. lndic¡tc wÞthcr yotr would lile to h¡vc hclp with or
dircurs rny of thc foUowlng ln ¡cl¡tion lo rny of your child'r
brotbcn or ¡i¡ten'

Nor rr A
Lrrnr

En

(8)

A
lloor¡

^1IAvouñ't
(3)

A
G¡E^'t
Dr¡l

(.)

NCÍ
A?rLr

(¡)

lnløtir¡ ¡bout ùr
cålld'¡ md¡tion

Hæ to t¡lc crrc ol tÞ
md¡tio

TÞir lriaÀ

Schæl

Ac{ivlt;6

CLild r bchrvbr fn ¡cn.
crrl

Tbci¡ lutu¡s

Grñi¡t up ln ¡crrl

WoULD
Nor
Ltrt
0)

Nor
Sur¡

(2)

WorrL!
I¡¡r

(s)

lnlorm¡tion rbout crgætcd child
dcwlopment

Memgin¡ childì bch¡vior

Phydol rædr

Enaiol md¡

Sæi¡l æd¡

lntellcctql næd¡

Hcllng child undca¡nd tÞ ahcr
child'¡ coodit¡on

Hclping childrcn lo fcl rlm¡

3€CllOl{ E: }IOSPfTALtrAT}Oil

l. Hrs yoru ehild cve¡ bccn ¡dmitted to tht bopitrl?

- 

(¡) No
(lf No, plcer cornplet. S.drøn F)

- 

(2) Tcr
(tf lcs, plcerc completc thir Ection)

t. Hæ orny ümer hr¡ ¡our child bæn ln tl* h6pil¡l?
{l) I
Q\21
(3) 5-7

_ (l) E or oorc

{. Ar wh¡t rtõ vÙ yarr child rdrnittcd to lhc bcpitel?
(Chccl rs urrny rs rppl¡)

-(l) 

unde¡ I yc¡r

-(2) 

l-2 ycrn

- 

(3) sS Yc¡n

- 

(l) FO yc¡n
(5) l(}-l2 un

- 

(6) lÞ15 yan

-(7) 

lÈtt Yc¡n

-(8) 

ovcr lE ycrn

5. Hou ¡¡ti¡Éied vËtc you yilh rh. c¡rc yûür child rcctivcd
during t}r lest bcpitelirrtion?

- 

(¡) vcry ltiliod
_ (2) rmewh¡t ¡¡ti.died

_ (3) romevh¡t dis¡ti¡bed

- 

({) vcry di$¡lir6cd

S. For hou long rerc tk nølottty of hõplt¡l d¡Þ?

-(l) 
r¡nder I rctl

-(l) 
l-2 rccl¡

- 

(S) oær I reclr
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Appendix 6 - contínued

Ho. L¡¡ ¡urr çornì lc¡hh bæn durin¡ ùr. F¡t S

troatl¡¡?

-(l) 

E¡ælÞnt 

-(3) 
Go.d

_ (l) Vcry 3od _ (a) Frlr/pær

t. Durlng tlr F¡l S rnontlu þw ø¡uch ol r problem do you
lhlnl tþ lollowlng ¡rc¡¡ h¡w bccn lor your rpouc? (PLcc
en "X " b tht rpproprblc column Pbt* ù aot m¡rl on thc
ltË5 )

(l) Na n¡¡c

- igi v¡ry ¡rt¡6d

- 

(3) Somewh¡l ¡ll6cd

- 

(l) Somc*h¡l dt¡llbGÈd

- 

(5) Vcry db¡¡tl¡ôÈd

?. Pcople do mrny dldercnt thlngr r}rn t}cy ùtcomc upct
üt[ t]*l¡ ¡por¡r. Plc¡¡c l¡dicrtc t]r reyr ln rhicb 1ov- do

ùIn¡r dlãcicntly rÞn yor¡ ¡tt uF.t ilth yor¡t rpouc thrn
rhcn you era na uF.t. (P¡.¡r Pül tn "X" b thc rpproprielc
bo¡. Do not gurl or¡ thc linõ.)

Hory ¡tl¡t¡cd rrc ¡ou vltb ¡anr æLtttrrrltp vltb ¡our
eor¡r?

E. ln wh¡t wryr dø yotu rqotlte do things di.Ecrcntl¡ rlrn
uFet rith you thrn rbcn r¡ot upct? (Plcer Put .n -X" in
t}c rpproprielc bo¡. Do Nol nurl on thc lincs )

lìoÈ!.5tÈ
StgtÉt

Doõ
No¡

AtrLt

0)

Nor
Suit

(8)

A
tjrr¡J

Bn

(s)

'^
HoDEr

AtE
A,roul{l

(a)

A
Grt.^t
DfÁt

(3)

E¡tr¡ dt.
rr¡nd¡ m
dm

Fælingm
æl bcu
ol rll tþ
hmll¡'r rtdr

Nor crugh
lu ¡nd r
Lulion u
Fr¡s wold
l¡lc

Na æ¡h
tiÐ? q.tlcn'
thn lm ¡or

Hrving
ønrgh limc
¡bæ rilh
to
Trlling vith
a u¡dc¡.
rrnding 

'Ði¡
$¡ul rcl¡'
tirúl¡ipó rith
y@

Mrling yot
child m'
løt¡blc q
L.ppl

Crttia¡ ot d
Lor te
¡r{ì:r rllh
ts bút villts
ot ctJldr¡

Câtinß or of
Lqr ¡hnt

Gctrin¡ to do
rtivttiõ tÞ
¡ttla u e

luil¡'
Wbalrr to
u trli¡!
oæ ol )q¡r
Gf,¡ld t¡ rb.
lca ny
llrvtn¡ to nrv-
el b l¡r fø
D.dEl t lp
r clild orr

)oõ No'
AttLt

(¡)

Do
lis
(8)

)o 
^¡ornm[ s^rar
(s)

Do
Hoit

(.)

cty

Euy rlf wlth aÞr
thin¡r

T¡ll rlth mæm

Itmrc/lr) lo lortcl

Hidc lælin3r

Gct r*ry
Snolr

Ycll/æum/¡l¡m dæn.
clc

E¡c¡cl¡

Ar! lor Þlp

T¡lc ¡lcohol

Pn¡

T¡lc ¡cdicim

)ots Ncr
rl?t!l

(r )

Do
Lts
(8)

)o ¡þtrt
rüf S.¡{¡

6)

Do
lloir
(.)

CÐ

Du¡ rll liù ahcr
thin¡r

TdI wlthmm

l¡m/tr¡ lo la¡ct

Hilc lælin3r

C*t rrr¡
Smolc

Tcll/rc¡am/¡l¡n dæn.
alc

E¡?rcir

Arl lor hclp

Î¡lc ¡lcohol
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Appendix 6 - continued

I€CTþH f : OIHEn

l. Ho- orny clrlldæn do ¡oo lrw? 10.

-l 
_t _t _?

*Z _a _G _lq¡sc
t Hor arrny ol 

'or¡¡ 
chtldæn rrt undcr ! ¡rrn cl r¡c? ¡¡.

-0-t-l_t_{unorct. Ho. rrny ol tor¡r cHldrcn ¡rt bdtrtn 6 tnd lt ¡trn ol
r¡r?

-0*l_l_S_{anacL Hsr o¡nv ol tou chldra r¡c tS F¡n old ¡ oldc¡? lt

-0*! -l-l-lcnccõ. ln ¡cncret. lw h¡¡ thc bc¡lt)¡ of e¡ch o{ tor¡r chüd¡cn tctn
durln¡ tht pcrf ! monrlu?

Erc¡¡.
¡¡^'l / .'Yt¡r
Cæ

0)

Cæo

(lt

F¡r
tlor

l!)
Clrild I (rlr.h d¡sr/dt¡b{lut)
chfld t
Cåild I

Cltld ¡

cltld s

chtld 6

Clrlld 7

c$rld t

6. How vould you dcrcrilc yorneU?

-(l) 

C¡ucrsi¡n 

- 

(5) Amerio¡ l¡di¡n/lod¡rn.

- 

(2) A¡irn

-(6)Ot}rr_(S) BbcI SpcdJl.

- 

({) Sp.r¡¡d} A.c¡cricrn

!c.tos ¡ü¡lcd;rh yóicurrtnr ãñiiloya nt i¡tr¡rr
_.) No _t) Na rlrt _t) lo

Wh¡t b ¡our r3e?

-(l) 

undc¡ lt tc¡n 
-(3) 

3$-!9 ycrn

-(8) 

lÈtl ¡rrn 
-(6) 

lG-ll yøn

- 

(3) !Sl9 r¡n (7) 15-19 ycrn
(a) !{!31 tan Erl) !o yt¡n or o'cr

Ho- ¡nwh rlæl ù¡vc your conrplctcd?

-(¡) 

9rh 3rrdc 

-(3) 

Somc collcac

-(t) 

lOrh ¡redc 

-l) 

Colle¡c 3rrdurle

- 

(3) I lth 3rrdc 

- 
O) Mr.rtcr'r dqræ

- 

({) llth t¡rdc 

- 

(t) Doctørl dc¡ræ

Ho. h¡¡ ¡.our ¡cr*rrl tc¡lth bccn during thc pcrr g

''loítlu?

-(t) 

Erccllcn' , .3) Gæd

-(t) 

YcryGæd 

-({) 
frir/Pær

Whel b ¡our lrmfly'r rnnurl tncomc?

- 

l) Under t5.(Ð
_t) $,m to ll0.@o

-s) 
l¡l.m lo t20,ffi

-a) 

l2l'@ lo 13o.ffi

-]5) Orct ßrc.(m

Âpproúrutcly how orny ol tht qucrtioru In thL quøtion.
ulrc rpply to your child end lemlly?_ (r) 

^ulE) M6l
li¡ì Some

- 

(l) Fc.

- 

(5) Nom

How vcll do tht quelioru covcr lhe thingl you bclie"c ¡¡c
toportut rbout hrviog your child vitÀ ùii csnd¡tion?

(l) Vrn' well

-r'

-,i) 
Soocwb¡t rcll

- 

(S) No{ tæ wcll

-(l) 

Not wry rcll ¡t ¡ll

Ho- long did lt t¡k you lo complclc lhir qucstiounrûe?

-(l) 

undcr l0 ol¡ulc¡
{2} lGl{ nlnule¡
13) l!19 ai¡ulø- (a) lG2| ¡nlnuler

- 

(5) 15 oi¡utø or g¡otc

Do you hlvc rnl}lt¡t cl¡c to ¡dd thrt you rould lile u¡ lo
l¡qr rbout yq¡¡rU, 

'or¡r 
child, q gtþ¡ t.-ily oeæbcn?

- 

(t) No

- 

(l) Yc¡
ll ¡4, rbt?

¡3

15.

¡6,

7. Wt¡l b ¡our nligion?
_.1) C¡tl¡oltc _({) OrJrr

--(l)r"rl¡¡l . , Wtt?-
__(3) horc¡¡.,_q, n:.*O* ¡?.

J Ho- o{tcn t¡w you rtrcnded æli¡lot¡ lcrylc.¡ l¡ ù. td¡t S
ìonlfu?

-{tl 
Fnqucntly 

-(3) 
Rr¡cly

-(8) 
Occrsq¡¡lly 

-(l) 
Ncwr

t. ¡ftt y* copÞr'red acr?

-l) 
li:_l) lø

U yc¡, vh¡t do vor¡ dcr

-

lflæta dþ el gill ,Ðlsa pg ærlì
U yrr do ¡ur rcl? 

--t) 
f utl.ü¡D;? 

- 
t). F¡I.ü^oG?
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Appendix 7

Instructions for Projective Drar¡ing Exercise

INSTRUCTIONS FOR ADMIN¡STRATION

lnstructions for administering the human figuie drawing test come in
a number of variations. While they are all very similar, their slight diÊ
ferences may de.termine the k¡nd of drawing produced. Somé
researchers have specified the drawing of a man or a woman ora boy
or a girl. Others have asked for the drawing of a person ln the rain.
Still others, like Tait and Aschei (19551 whose major interest is in the
lnside-of-the-body, have lnstructed their sub¡ea to draw the inside of
the body (including all of the organs), to draw a line from each organ
to the outòide and then to label that organ.

We belieue thot the less spdcific the instructions, the ¡ícher the draw-
fngs urÍll be ín terms of proJectíue mate¡îal. Here is our usual pro-
cedure: A child, is givert a sheet of letter-size paper (8V¿'xl'11 and a
medium soft pencil, and ls simply asked to'd¡ow a picture of a
person." lf the child asks for more specific lnstructions or some k¡nd of
direction, the original instructions are repeated, or a non-directive type
of remark is made indicating that he can draw any kind of person he
wants. If the ch¡ld draws only a part of the person, for example, the
head, thank him for it and then ask him to draw a whole person. (The
part of a person drawn may be slgnificant. lf a child draws only a head
when requested to draw a person, he may be placing too much em-
phasis on this part of the body or it may be an area of concern. The
head iepresents thinking proceeses, and this child may be concerned
about mental adequacy.)

For a child who is very young or who does not understand what the
word "personl meàns, the inshuctions should be repealed as follows:

'Drow a picture ol o person. You con drow any kînd of percon you
wont- o mon, or o woman, or a boy or a glrl.'

Neuer ask a child, 'Can you draw a picture of a person?' Sonre
children will refuse or deny that they are able to draw.

lf a child draws the examlner, this should be noted. Insecure
children often search for models.to copy. What they may be saying is
that they are not lmportant enough to drawn (we assume most
children draru themselves when asked to draw a picture of a person).
These insecure children will draw others, such as examiners, teachers,
parenls. whom they vieru as more lmportant than themselves.

When asking groups of children to draw, care should be taken to
seat the ch¡ldren as far apart as possible to minimize copying. Again, it
is the insecure chilcl. lacking confidence in his own production, who is
tnore likely to copy. (source unknown)
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Cnllo Pnorlrn

Table I shows an approach to organizing the child's profile of function-
ing. There are four major headings: (l) the child's peisottal growth and
development, (2) the child's relationships with famiiy membãrs, (3) the
child's activities outside the horne, and (a) the child's-response to the ill-
ness. To oltt¿rin a cornlrlete profile, tlre pediatrician or teain of health-care
prov_iders collects data al>out the variables under each of the major
headings.

Appendix 8

Taken from: Leventhal, l9B4:73
chosocial assessment of children with chronic DÍsease

Table l. Child's Profile of Functioning

Pcrsr¡nol Gnncth and Dccclo¡trrtcrtt
TasÌ¡s of rlailv living
Cognitir.e firrrctioning
lrfotor skills
Stvle of ¡;erfornrarrce
Enrotional anrl ¡rersorralitv clevekrpnrerrt

Rclut ionshi¡¡ tcil h Familq II cnútc rs
l)arents
Siblings

Actit:itics Outside tha Ilone
Scllool ¡rerfornrnnce
Peer relatioushills

Rcs¡rorrsc to tlrc IIIncss
U¡rclerst¡urcling of the illrress
Partic.i¡rirtiorr in c¿¡re
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(elaboration of
Taken from: Leventhal (as

9

Table 8)

referred on Table 5)

Personal Growth and Development

Variables under this heading are cpncerned with the child's physical,
intellectual, motoric, and emotional growth. The variables have- been
agg-appropriate inde_pendence? Is the adotescent invotved with excessive
r¡sk-taking behaviors? The answers to these and similar questions are likely
l:fr9yd" l",k* picrure of how the chitd has respondåd t, tf,ã ¿¡rrLi¡ty
and integrated the problem into ris or her persoiat rife. If psyctrotolicát
testing is performed on the child, projectivã tests such as tt J iti"rirt¡"
Á,pperception Test¿ will provide anothei perspective on this var¡able. 

'

Relationships with Family Members

The va¡iables under this heading are cpncerned with how the child
gets along with parents and siblings. úa¡iabres focusing "r tã* trr"l1 ø*-ily members get along with the c-hild are discussed ¡:"u* ¡" tü" r"*¡lv
Proffle..Altho"-gh separating a relationship into its two sides is iãr""*ir.t
artiffcial, this distinction heips the criniciãn remember tt 

"r 
tr,"* ärã t*"

importânt perspectives-in a relati-onship (for exampte, the child's and lh"
parent's). obtaining informarion directly irom the ihíld 

", 
;á;i";;;i ;; '

provide an important perspective on thä retationships, * *"ll-"rlriåtlirl,
an important alliance with the child.

Parents, Two major issues should be assessed to understancl the
child's relationship with his parents. The ffrst is concerned *¡tt [o* it"
child feels that he is viewed- by- his parents. Instead of feelin! accefted,
loved, and supported, the ch¡ld who is chronically ¡li -"v-t":"i-t'f,i'i¡,pa¡ents are disappointed in him because of his deiect. rh¡', s"nr" uf .iir-
fÞFrointing-one's parents will likely affect the child's self-cpnnJ.r"" *itt
füends and teachers and affect hõw the child views fà,";it ;;;;t;.'Ë",
instance, a boy with diabetes who feels that he is a tremeidou, burã"n
and disappointment to his parents may feel excessive guilt and resÞonsi-
bility for his parents' divorce. The seónd area of *n"ã; ;r ;h"t¡ã,Ir,.
child is able to communicate with the parents. To whom ¿our it"-tnil¿
turn for h-elp? can the chitd bring up concerns related to the illness iio,example, fear of the pain associateã w¡th the treatment or of d"utÐ? l, ì-t 

"parent able to help the child manage such problems?

. siålinga. In considering the-child's itationship with siblinss. the
physician 

_is- interested in both whar the child does *¡tn trt" ì¡t iir?i 
""¿how the child feels toward- them. Jealousy and anger b"our"-"i.åïir?;;"

run with^out difficulty- or because a sistér takes ão medications it notìr,
:ryry"l,F"fi.g for a.child with a chronic illness. In addition, tt 

" "t 
iiJ.ãy

lee-! Builtl that the illness has caused the siblings undue deprivation and
suffering.

Activities Outside the Home

Since a major task of growing u_p-is to develop an apprupriate inde-
pendence from one's family, sucressfur adapration io r.t óJl *,ià ã"i¡riiìà,
outside the home and acreptance by pee-rs åre important rbr *t"hir.r;ä
even more so for a child øth chronic illness. ye[, leaving theiecu.¡tv Lf
one's home environment can- be particurarry difficult "r¿ïi.r"l u"ä*
of problems of separation and stigmatization. Therefor", t"-"iàLlrt""¿ ir,.childt -adjustment to the illness,lt is particularty important tu learn 

"boutthe child's activities outside the home.

, school.Perforrnltnce. Information about the chird's performance in
school can be divided into four main areas: (l) absenteeism, (2) academic
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broadly deffned, although each can be subdivided into ffner detairs of the
child's functioning.

. Ta¡lc¡ ol Daílg Líoi-ng. These include eating, sleeping, toileting,
dressing, and special tasks-related to the care of tñe ¡llneìs. "Information

can be cpllected in each of the areas to determine how the chitd performs
these skills. since limitations in the chitd's performance make the ch¡rd
more depen.lent on_ tle pa¡ents, and often on other important adults such
as teach_ers, the pediatrician will be interested in the späciftc limitations as
well as how these limitat¡ons affect the child's psychoiogical developrnent
a¡rd relationship with his or her parents.

The basic information about eating should inctude the range of the
child's diet and what meattimes are likJin the household. Eating*and frxrd
become even more important in certain diseases. For instance,-in diabe-
tes, more details are required about what is eaten (which might be ob-
tained òy the-dietician), horv nreals are managed, what the þarents d<l
about the child's cheating o_r stealing of food, an.i hu* much of the parent-
child relationship is focused on issues of controtling the child's diet.

Information about sleep should include wheie the child sleeps and
whether the.Te are a¡y problems with the child falling asleep or awaiening
al night. .Following hospitalization, children may havã difficulties sleeping.
The childì-iilness may also afect the parents'sieep. For instance, parents
whose child has a respiratory problem or was a premature infant mìeht be
anxious about whether the child will stop breaìhing. This anxietyïight
lead to.the child's sleeping in the parents'-bed, or thã parents checking-on
the child every_hour so that neither the parent nor chiid can slee¡r weiÍ.. For most children with a chronic illness, it is enough to knos. h<¡w the
parent is toílct traíning the child, or in otder children, whether there are
any problems with enuresis or encopresis. In speciat circumstances-for
instance, a child with ulcerative colitis-it would not be unusuat for the
entire-family to_know the child's bowel habits. How upsetting is this inva-
sion of privacy for the older child or adolescent? If a ¿hild with a chronic
qhyriq"l. illness requires assistance getting to the b¡throom, the physician
should be interested in learning what ariangements have been máde fo,
the child at home and at school and how theie arrangements are affecting
the youn-ger child's mastery of bodily functions or lhe adolescent's psy-
chosexual development,

Dressing and undressing are tasks that usually are accomptished by
ffve years ofage, so that questions concerning these tasks are setdom askeä
about healthy, school-aged children. For children with muscle diseases or
spina bifida, daily help i-n dressing both at home and at school may be
another important reminder of their limitations and tÌ¡eir diflerences irom
normal children.

- Specíal føs¡ts related to the care of the illness (such as putting on leg
þfçqt, taking medications, eating special meals, or catheìerizin-g on"',
bladder) also may need-to-be performed on a regular basis. The pãdi.tri-
cian is interested in which tasks -are performed, whether they get per-
formed in an appropriate way, and how the child responds to tñeie tasks.
For instance, adolescents with a chronic illness often refuse to perform
these tasks. Talhng to adolescents about this problem and allowing them
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some cpntrol over what they do and how they do it might improve
compliance.

Cognitioe- Functioníng (Includíng Language Deoelopnent). pedia-
tricians often fail to assess directly the child's intèllectual functioning when
the child's illness does not specifically affect this domain of develo[ment.
For children less than six years of age, the DDST (Denver Devetopmental
Screening Te-st)r can be used as a method of c""e-6nding. A child *ho has
persistent delays on the DDST should be referred for a formal development
evaluation using a- test such _as the Bayley Scales of Infant Deìelop-
ment,r the McCarthy Scales of Children's Abilities,z or the yale Develop-
mental schedules.rt In older children, questions about the child's academic
performance in school are-an effective and rapid method ofscreening. If
the child is having difffculties in the classroom or is alreadv reoeatiñs a
grade, offfce screening instruments such as the Ciba r".""ning ärdsro"or
parts of the tests of school functioning developed by l-cvineo cir be used.
Formal psychological testing including int;lligence tests such as the
Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children, Revised,r!,r. might atso be ap-
propriate if the child has demonstrated academic difÊcultiesl

Motor Skílls. When assessing gross and ffne motor skills, the pedia-
trician is interested in not only what the child can do but also the quality
of the child's performance. In younger children, the DDST again oo pro-
vide age-appropriate norms. In oldãr children, questions aboüt the child's
abilities and crordination can provide usefui information. In certain
chronic illnesses such as asthma or heart disease, children may be rimited
in their gro-ss motor activities because of severe restrictions by parents,
because of their own cÐncerns that they will become sick or haue ìo go to
the hospital if they participate, or because of real physical disabilities.-
. lt7.þ of Perfo-rmance, This includes the child's activity level and horv

the child appro_aches tasks. Information about hyper- or hypoactivity, dis-
tractibility, and impulsiveness can be obtained.'Does thé'chird attack a
new task in a methodical manner? How long can a chitd stick with a task?
children with chronic illness may be anxioui and upset about their iltness,
about being acrcepted by their parents, and/or aboi¡t being viewed as dif.
ferent bv their-peers. This anxiety, which makes it impossi-ble for the child
to ftrcus_on tasks, may manifest itself as hyperactive, ãistract¡ble; and im-
pulsive behavior. Quiet, withdrawn, and hypoactive behaviors máy also be
a concern, since children with chronic illness may be füghtened-of inde-
pendence and overly dependent upon their p"tenir. pa¡eñts and teachers,
however, may not complain of these behaviors because the chird is quiet
and does not create a problem.

Emotional and Personalíty Deoehpnznt. This variable, which over-
laps with all of the other variables in the proffle, is concerned with the
ch¡ld as a person. it includes how the child-responds to stresses, new sit-
uations,.and friends; what the child does for fun; whether the chitd parti_
cipates in gro-up activities; how much time is spent watching television;
a¡d qq q,n. In learning about the child's characteriìtics, particuiar 

";pú;;should b-e placed on understanding those moods and hehngs that'occur
commonþ in chilrlren- with chronic illnesses. Is the child saã, fi"rttrated,
or angry? Does the child have a low self-image? Has the child achieueá
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age-a¡rpro¡rríltc inde¡rende¡rce? Is the adotcscent involvecl s,ith erccssive
risk-taliirrg ltchavír¡rs? Tltc ar¡srvcrs t<l these and sinrilirr r¡rrcstiorrs are lilielr.
to ¡rnrvide the_bcst pictrrre of how the child has respondi'd kr tlre dis¿rbilitr.
nrrtl irrtcgratcd thc problcnr i¡¡to his or lrer ¡rersorial life. Il'psvclurt.rgicril
tcstirrg is ¡rerfornrc<l o¡r the child, projective tests suclr as tlrtl Thcrn¡rtíc
A¡rperception Test2 rvill provide another pers¡:ective on this v¡riablc.

Rclationships with Family Mcmbers

Tlre vari.l¡lcs uncìcr this heading are c$ncerìe(l witlr ho*' thc chikl
gets along rvith parents and sibliugs. \/ariables focusing on horv these liun-
il1' members get along *'ith the child are discussed bltow in thc Farril'
Proffle, Although separating a retationship into its trvo sides is s<¡nrcrr.lr¡it
artificial, this distinction hel¡rs the cliniciãn reureurber that thr.re åìr(' t\r.()
im¡rort¡nt perspectives in a rclationship (for exarnple, the clriltl's ¿rncl tht,
parent's). obtaining information directl¡' fro¡n the ch¡ld o. a<ìolesceut can
provide an irnportant perspectivc on the relationships, as well as est¡blish
an important alliance with the chilcl.

Parents, Two nrajor issues shoul<l be assessecl to trndcrstan<l the
child's relationship with his parents. The first is concernecl rvith hor' thc
child feels that he is viewed- b¡' his parents. Instead of feeling acce¡rted,
loved, and supported, the child who is chronically ill may fãel that his
parents are disa¡rpointed in him because of his defect. This sense of dis-
appointing o'e's pilrcnts will liLely affect the child's self-confidence *,itlr
fric,ds a¡rd teache's and affcct how the child views fanrilv eve¡rts. !'ur
instance, a bo1' witlr dialletcs who leels that he is a tremend<¡us l-runlcr¡
arrd disappoirrtrnent tt¡ his parents may feel excessive guilt and res¡ronsi-
bilitl, fr-rr his parcnts' divorce. The second area of *n"ãr,, is rvhethår thc
child is ablc to comrnr¡¡ric¿rte u'ith the parents. To who'r does tlrc chiltl
turn [<rr lrclp? crrrr the child bring u¡: concerns related to the illncss (frrr
exarnple, fe¡¡r of the pain associated with the treatment or <lf deatlr)'i Is ihc
parent able to help the ch¡ld manage srrch problems?

. Silrlíngs. ln con-sidering the child's relationship rvith siblings, thc
physician 

-is- 
interested in both what the child does o'¡th th" sibli;;s a,rd

how the child feels toward thenr. Jealous¡,and anger because a brotlìi'r ca'
run without difficulty or because a sister takes no me<.lícations is ¡rot ¿ur
unusrral feeling for a child with a chronic illness. In addition. the chilcl nrav
feel guiltl'that the illness has caused the siblings undue deprir.ation arä
suffering.

Activitics Outsidc the Home

Since 
^a 

nrajor task of.grovving trp-is to develop an appropriate incle-
pendence from one's fanrily, successful adaptation [o rchö and activities
outside the honre and acceptance by peers ãre important for an¡,child an<ì
even more so for a child with chronic illness. Yei, leaving the sectrritv of
one's home environrnerrt can l¡c particularly difffcult and'iainful because
of prolllenrs of separatio' and stigmatizatio¡1. Therefore, toìnderstanJ thà
childt âdJustment to the illness, it is particularly important to l""tn 

"bãrìthe child's activities outside the horne.

. school-Pertornønce, tnformatio' about the child's perfonn¿uce in
schot¡l can bc divirlcrl into for¡r nlirÍrr ûreas; (l) allsenteeisru, 12¡ o"u,l.,,ui.,
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performance, (3) behavior in the classroom with peers and teachers, and
(4) arrangements made by the school to accommodate the special learning,
emotional, or physical needs of the child. The questions focusing on each
of these areas should provide c.onsiderable data about the child's adaptatiou
to school. For instanãe, if the child is missing school, is it becaúse the
child is sick from the illness or because ofa related problem such as "feel-
ing different," or separation anxiety and school phobia? Are the child's
reading and math skills at the appropriate grade level? Is the child able to
pay attention in the classroom? If not, is it because the child is too drowsy
from the anticonvulsant medications? What arrangements have been made
to include the child with arthritis in recess activities?

Peer Relntíonshíps. The child's other major activity outside the
home is playing with friends. The physician is interested in whether the
child has friends (including a best friend), what they do together, and
whether the child participates in organized group activities such as scout-
ing, a swimming program, or baseball. The child with a chronic illness may
find it particularly difEcult or impossible to participate in certain group
activities. How does the child respond to these limitations and what alter-
natives has the child found? Particular concerns of children with chronic
illness include whether to tell their friends about the illness, how to man-
age special diets and medications outside the home, whether to participate
in or how best to manage sleep-overs, and how to respond to being ridi-
culed by other children.

Response to the Illness

Understanding of the IIIness. The pediatrician is interested in what
the child knows about the illness (including the etiology), what the child's
feelings and fears are about the illness, and most importantly whether the
child has achieved a working balance between accepting the limitations
and striving toward performing normal activities. Information about these
topics can be obtained using straightforward questions such as "Can you
tell me why you have to tome to the doctor so often? what happens when
you can't go out to recess? what do you tell your friends?" Since parents
are important sources of information for the child, questions about the
communication between the parents and child will provide additional in-
sight. The pediatrician can inquire about whether the parents and child
talk about the illness, rvhich aspects are discussed (shots, doctor's visits,
próblerirs with children at school, heredity and marriage, and so on), and
what kinds of questions are asked by the child.

Pørtbípøtíon ín Care. As children get older and move toward selÊ
sufffciency, they want to and should take more responsibility for their own
care., The pediatrician is interested in several issues: (t) how responsibili-
ties for care (such as- giving shots, following a special diet, or performing
daily exercises) are divided between the parenti and child; (Z)-how thesð
djvisions of responsibility are decided; and (3) what happens when the
child forgets a responsibility or does not follow the diet. Thè gradual trans-
fer ofcare from the parents to the school-aged child and adoléscent can be
a difficult transition for both sides. Parents may be reluctant to glVe up
cpntrol and supervìsion, while the child may be reluctant to accept thè
responsibilities and the increasing independence. Health providers also
may have difËculty with this transition; they may become aceustomed to
talking to the parents about the management of the illness and forget that
the child is now old enough to be included in plans for care.
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(a) findergarten - grade three
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yes/no

l.' Àre you easy to like?
2. Do you often get in trouble at home?
3. Can you give a good talk in front of your class?
4. Do you wish you were younger?
5. Àre you an irn¡rcrtant person in your f amily?

6. Do you often feel that you are doing badly in school?
7. Do you like being just whaÈ you are?
8. Do you have enough f rj.ends?
9. Does your fanily want too much of you?

I0. Do you wish you were gomeone else?

tI. Can you wait your turn easily?
12. Do your friends uaually do what you say?
13. Is it easy for you to do good in school?
14. Do you cften break your promises?
15. Do most children have fewer friends than you?

16. Are you smart?
17. Àre most children better liked than you?
I8. Àre you one of the last to be chosen for games?
19. Are the things you do at school very eåsy for you?
20. Do you know a Lot?

21. Can you get good grades if you want to?
22. Do you forget most of what you learn?
23. Do you feel lonely very often?
24. If you have something to say, do you usualJ.y say it?
25. Do you get upset easilY aÈ home?

26. Do you often feel ashamed of yourself?
27. Do you like the teacher to ask you guestions in front of

Èhe other children?
28. Do the other children in the class think you are a good

worker?
29. Àre you hard to be friends with?
30. Do you find it hard to talk to your class?

31. Are most children able to finish their school work more
quickly tt¡an you?

32. Do members of your fanily pick on you?
33. Àre you any trouble to your family?
34. Is your family proud of You?
35. Can you talk to your family when you have a problem?

36. Do your parents like you even if you have done something
bad?
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(b) grades four - six
Ërue/untrue

1. Other chiLdren are interested in me.

2. SchooL work is fairly easy for me.

3. I am satisfied to be just what I am.

4. I shouLd get along better with other children than I do.

5. I often geÈ in trouble at home.

6. l.ly teachers usually like me.

7. I am a cheerful person.

8. Other chi-ldren are often mean to me.

9. I do rry share of work at home.

IO. I often'feeÌ upset in schooJ..

II. I'm not very smart.

12. No one pays much attention to me at home.

13. I can get good grades if I war¡t to.

L4. I can be trusted.

15. I am popuJ.ar wiÈh kids rry own age.

16. My family isn't very proud of me.

L7. I forget most of *tat I learn.

18. I am easy to like.

19. GirJ.s seem to like me.

20. My family is glad when f do Ehings wiÈh them.

2I. I often volunteer t,o do things in class.

22. f'm not a very happy person.

23. I a¡n lonely very often.

24. the memberg of rry family don't usuaLly like my ideas.

25. I am a good student.

26. I can't seem to do things right.

27. Older kids like me.
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true,/unÈrue

28. I behave badly at home.

29. I óften get discouraged in schcol.

30. f wish I were younger.

3I. I am friendly toward other people.

32. I usually get along with my famiLy as well as I should.

33. Hy teacher makes me feel I am not good enougli.

34. I like being the way.I a¡n.

35. Host people are much better liked than I am.

36. I cause trouble to my family

37. I am slow in finishing nry school work.

38. I am often unhappy.

39. Boys seem to like me.

40. I Live up to what is expected of me at home.

41. f can give a good report in front of the class.
42. I am not as nice looking as most people.

43. I have many friends.
M. lly parents don't seem to be interested in Èhe things I do.

45. f am proud of Ery school work.

46. Tf I have something Èo say, f usuaLly say it.
47. I am arnong the last to be chosen for teams.

48. I feel that nry family doesn't usually trust me.

49. I am a good reader.

50. I can usually figrure out difficult things.

5I. It is hard for me to make friends.
52. t'ty f amily would help me in any kind of trouble.
53. I am not doing as weII in schoof as I woul.d like t,o.

54. I have a lot of self controL.

55. Friends usually foLlow nry ideas.
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true/untrue

56. t'ly f amily understands me.

57. f find it hard to talk in front of the cLass.
58. I often feel ashamed of myself.
59. f wish I had more close friends.
60. My family often expects too much of me.

61. I am good in my school work.

62. I am a good person.

63. Others find me hard to be friendly with.
64. f get upset easily at ho¡ne.

65. f don't Like Èo be caJ_led on in cl.ass.
66. I wish I were someone else.
67. Other chiLdren think I am fun to be with.
68. I am an im¡rcrtant person in nry family.
69. lfy classmates think I am a poor student.
70. I often feeJ. uneasy.

7L. Other children often don'È like to be with me.

72. lfy faniJ.y and I have a lot of fun together.
73. f wouLd like to drop out of schooJ.

74. Not too mËrny people really trust me.

15. My family usually considers rry feelings.
76. I can do hard homer+ork assigr¡rnents.

77. I can't b€ de¡rended on.
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(c) grades seven - Ërvelve
strongly agree/
agreef
strongly disagree/
disagree

t. School work is fairly easy for rne.
2. f am satisfied t.o be just what I am.
3. I ought to get al-ong beÈter with other people.
4. l'ly family thinks I don't act as I should.

5. People often pick on me
6. I don't usually do my share of work at home.
7. I sometimes feel upset. whiLe Irm at school.
8. I often let other people have their way.

9. I have as many friends as most people.
lO. Usually no one pays much attention to me at home.
tI. Getting good grades is pretty important to me.
L2. I can be trusted as much as anyone.

13. I am welL liked by kids my ov,n age.
t4. there are ti-mes when I would Iike to leave home.
15. I forget most of what I learn.
16. lty family is surpr5-sed if I do things with them.

17. I am often not a bappy person.
18. I an not J.oneÌy very often.
19. My family respects my ideas.
20. I am not a very good student,.

21. I often do things that I'm sorry for later.
22. Older kids seem t,o like me.
23. I sometimes behave badly at home.
24. I often get discouraged in school.

25. I often wish I were younger.
26. I am usually friendly toward other people.
27. I don't usuall-y treat my family as well as I shouJ-d.
28. Hy Èeacher makes me feeL l an not good enough.

29. I always like being the way f am.
30. I am just as well liked as nost people.
3J-. f cauge trouble to my family.
32. I am sLow in finishing my school work.

33. I often arì not as happy as I would like to be.
34. I am not as nice looking as rîost people.
35. I don'È have many friends.
36. I feel free to argue with my family.
37. Even if I have something Èo say, I often don't say it.
38. Sometimes I am among the last to be chosen for teams.
39. I feeL that my family always trusts me.
40. I am a good reader.
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-Appendix 10 - continued

strongly agree/
agree
strongly disagree/
disagree

4t. It, is hard for me to make friends.
4),. Èfy farnily would help me in any kind of tro"ubi-e.
43. I am not doing as well in school as I would like to.
44. I find it hard to taJ.k in fronÈ of the class.

45. I sometimes feel asbamed of myself.
46. I wish I had more cl.ose friends.
47. Ì'ly fanily often expects too much of me.
48. I am not very good in my schooL work.

49. I am not as good a person as I would like to be.
50. Sometimes I am hard to make friends with.
5I. I wish I were a different person.
52. People don't usually have much fun when they are

with me.

53. I am an important person to my family.
54. People think I am a good student.
55. I am not very sure of rryself.
56. often I don't like to be with other kids.

57. My famiJ.y and I have a lot of fun together.
58. There are times when I f eel like öropping out of schoo.l-.
59. I can always take care of myself.
60. Hany times I would rather be with kids younger than me.

6I. l.ly farnily doesn't usuaLly consider Íry feelings.
62. I can't be depended on.
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Appendix Il - Germain 1984

Practice Paradigm Ecological Model

Practice Paradigm

xchanges
T

Stress
f

Stress Reduction

ronment

@

Coping Resources Coping Resources

Improved exchanges

Client and Worker

Competenç" @ Relatedness

Identity Setf-directedness

And a more responsive
environment

Ti
Client and worker seek to bring about
with @ and @ , in the course of which

@ through work
both gain at @ .
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Appendix 12: Germain, 1984

Phases of the Helping Process Ecological }lodeI

Phases of the Helping Process with lndividuals, Families, and
Groups in Health Care Settings

PRELIMINARY STEPS: Preparation for initial contact; offer of services; client
acceptance of service. For group: securing organizational
sanctions, planning group composition, etc.

INITIAL PHASE: Engagement; exploration; definition of need, and assessment;
goal-setting; planning the actions. Mutual agreement on next
s teps.

ONGOING PHASE: Actions by client and worker to achieve desired goals and
objectives, including reduction of stress and enhancement of
coping. Mutual agreement on next steps.

ENDING PHASE: Planning for discharge, or for transfer, or for referral. Mutual
evaluation of the work together. Carrying out the discharge
plan, transfer, or referral. Followup. Dealing with another kind
of ending' death and bereavement.

Services
terminated;
goals
achieved; or
patient role
vacated
(discharge
or death); or
new role of
chronic or
disabled
pa tien t
is assumed.

Family
continues,
terminates, or
is referred.

Admission
Screening

or
Ref erral


